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Abstract
Database management systems (DBMSs) have been used successfully in traditional business
applications that require persistent data storage and an efficient querying mechanism. Typically,
it is assumed that the data are static, unless explicitly modified or deleted by a user or application.
Database queries are executed when issued and their answers reflect the current state of the
data. However, emerging applications, such as sensor networks, real-time Internet traffic analysis,
and on-line financial trading, require support for processing of unbounded data streams. The
fundamental assumption of a data stream management system (DSMS) is that new data are
generated continually, making it infeasible to store a stream in its entirety. At best, a sliding
window of recently arrived data may be maintained, meaning that old data must be removed as
time goes on. Furthermore, as the contents of the sliding windows evolve over time, it makes
sense for users to ask a query once and receive updated answers over time.
This dissertation begins with the observation that the two fundamental requirements of a
DSMS are dealing with transient (time-evolving) rather than static data and answering persistent
rather than transient queries. One implication of the first requirement is that data maintenance
costs have a significant effect on the performance of a DSMS. Additionally, traditional query
processing algorithms must be re-engineered for the sliding window model because queries may
need to re-process expired data and “undo” previously generated results. The second requirement
suggests that a DSMS may execute a large number of persistent queries at the same time, therefore
there exist opportunities for resource sharing among similar queries.
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop solutions for efficient query processing over
sliding windows by focusing on these two fundamental properties. In terms of the transient
nature of streaming data, this dissertation is based upon the following insight. Although the
data keep changing over time as the windows slide forward, the changes are not random; on the
contrary, the inputs and outputs of a DSMS exhibit patterns in the way the data are inserted and
deleted. It will be shown that the knowledge of these patterns leads to an understanding of the
semantics of persistent queries, lower window maintenance costs, as well as novel query processing,
query optimization, and concurrency control strategies. In the context of the persistent nature
of DSMS queries, the insight behind the proposed solution is that various queries may need to
be refreshed at different times, therefore synchronizing the refresh schedules of similar queries
creates more opportunities for resource sharing.
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1.1 Data Stream Management Systems
A traditional relational database stores a collection of tables, which are inherently unordered
and therefore viewed as sets. Data records are relatively static, and are assumed to be valid
until explicitly modified or deleted by a user or application. Queries, typically assumed to occur
more frequently than data modifications, are executed when posed and their answers reflect the
current state of the database. The goal of a database management system (DBMS) is to provide
persistent, consistent, and recoverable storage, as well as an efficient query answering mechanism.
The relational model has fulfilled the needs of traditional business applications, as evidenced
by the commercial success of relational DBMSs. However, the requirements of a number of
emerging applications do not fit the above description. One particularly interesting change is
that data may be generated in real time, taking the form of an unbounded sequence (stream) of
values. This shift is being instigated by the following trends and applications.
1. Networks of sensors with wireless communication capabilities are becoming increasingly
ubiquitous [133, 231]. Sensor networks are used for environmental and geophysical moni-
toring [266], road traffic monitoring [13, 180], location tracking and surveillance [2, 259],
and inventory and supply-chain analysis [92, 114, 259]. The measurements produced by
sensors (e.g., temperature readings) may be modeled as continuous data streams.
2. The World Wide Web offers a multitude of on-line data feeds, such as news, sports, and
financial tickers [52, 163]. Typically, a third-party service such as Traderbot1 merges data
from multiple sources and publishes a set of output streams to which users may subscribe.
Example queries include moving averages of recent stock prices and finding correlations
between the prices of several stocks.
3. An overwhelming amount of transaction log data is generated from telephone call records,
point-of-sale purchase (e.g., credit card) transactions, and Web server logs [65, 105]. On-line
1www.traderbot.com
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analysis of transaction logs can identify interesting customer spending patterns or possible
credit card fraud.
4. In the networking community, there has been a great deal of recent interest in using a data
management system for on-line monitoring and analysis of network traffic [66, 233]. Specific
goals include tracking bandwidth usage statistics for the purposes of traffic engineering,
routing system analysis and customer billing, as well as detecting suspicious activity such
as equipment malfunctions or denial-of-service attacks [145]. In this context, a data stream
is composed of IP packet headers.
A fundamental assumption of the data stream model is that new data are generated continu-
ally and in fixed order, though the arrival rates may vary across applications from millions of items
per second (e.g., Internet traffic monitoring) down to several items per hour (e.g., temperature
and humidity readings from a weather monitoring station). The ordering of streaming data may
be implicit (by arrival time at the processing site) or explicit (by generation time, as indicated
by a timestamp appended to each data item by the source). As a result of these assumptions,
Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) face the following novel requirements.
1. Much of the computation performed by a DSMS is push-based, or data-driven. That is,
newly arrived stream items are continually (or periodically) pushed into the system for
processing. On the other hand, a DBMS employs a mostly pull-based, or query-driven
computation model, where processing is initiated when a query is posed.
2. As a consequence of the above, DSMS queries are persistent2 in that they are issued once,
but remain active in the system for a possibly long period of time. This means that a
stream of updated results must be produced as time goes on. In contrast, a DBMS deals
with one-time queries (issued once and then “forgotten”), whose results are computed over
the current state of the database.
3. The system conditions may not be stable during the lifetime of a persistent query. For
example, the stream arrival rates may fluctuate and the query workload may change.
4. A data stream is assumed to have unbounded, or at least unknown, length. From the
system’s point of view, it is infeasible to store an entire stream in a DSMS. From the user’s
point of view, recently arrived data are likely to be more accurate or useful.
5. New data models, query semantics and query languages are needed for DSMSs in order to
reflect the facts that streams are ordered and queries are persistent.
The first three requirements guide the design of a DSMS query engine. While superficially
similar to relational query plans represented as trees of operators, persistent query plans make use
of buffers, queues [2, 180, 190], and sophisticated scheduling algorithms [20, 46] in order to handle
continuously incoming data. Moreover, a DSMS query plan must not include blocking operators
2Persistent queries are also referred to in the literature as continuous, long-running, or standing queries. This
dissertation reserves the term continuous query for a persistent query that produces new answers continuously. In
contrast, a periodic query is defined as a persistent query that returns new answers periodically.
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Figure 1.1: Finding the largest element in a sliding window
that consume the entire input before producing any results [157]. The third requirement implies
that a DSMS must adapt to changes in system conditions, possibly by re-optimizing persistent
queries over time [25] or initiating some form of load shedding [22, 204, 236, 238] (e.g., dropping a
fraction of incoming data during periods of overload). The fourth requirement suggests that old
data must be removed or at least archived for off-line processing, giving rise to various window
models. In the simplest case, a fixed window model periodically clears the accumulated data.
That is, a stream is divided into non-overlapping partitions and data are kept only for that part of
a stream which falls within the current partition. A major disadvantage of this model is that the
window size varies—the window begins with size zero and grows to some specified size, at which
point it is reset back to size zero. In contrast, the sliding window model expires old items as new
items arrive. Two common types of sliding windows are count-based windows, which store the N
newest items, and time-based windows, which store only those items which have been generated
or have arrived in the last T time units. Finally, in response to the fourth and fifth requirements,
persistent queries over sliding windows must be supported by a DSMS.
To illustrate the challenges of maintaining and querying sliding windows, consider query Q1,
which may be written in CQL3 as SELECT MAX(a) FROM S, where S is a stream of items having a
numerical attribute a. At any time, Q1 maintains the largest a-value over all the items seen thus
far. To achieve this, Q1 requires constant space and processing time per data item—it stores the
current maximum value and compares it against the a-values of the incoming items on-the-fly.
Now consider Q2, which, at all times, maintains the largest a-value over a sliding window of one
minute. In CQL, Q2 may be written as SELECT MAX(a) FROM S [RANGE 1 min]. An example
of finding the largest value in a sliding window is illustrated in Figure 1.1, with stream items
and their a-values shown on a time axis. At time t1, the window spans all but the youngest item
(with a = 61), which has not yet arrived. The maximum at this time is 75. At time t2, the
youngest item arrives, but its value is smaller than the maximum, so the answer does not change.
However, at time t3, the window slides past the oldest item with a = 75 and a new maximum
must be found. In the worst case, Q2 needs to store and examine every data item inside the
window in order to update the maximum (this occurs when the stream is sorted in decreasing
order on a). Note that the sliding window version of MAX must examine newly arrived items and
also react whenever an item expires from the window.
At this point, it is worth noting that instead of designing a DSMS, one may attempt to
3CQL is a stream query language with SQL-like syntax proposed in [12]; it will be described in more detail in
Section 2.1.
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employ existing data management technologies for data stream processing [231]. One possibility
is to use a traditional DBMS augmented with an application layer that simulates sliding windows,
persistent queries, and data-driven processing by continually inserting new data, removing expired
data [210], and maintaining query results. Existing techniques for incremental maintenance of
materialized views [38] may be helpful in order to avoid repeated re-computation of the entire
result of a persistent query (some of the early work on persistent queries has focused on this
fact [136, 239]). Nevertheless, the application-based approach is significantly less efficient than a
DSMS, largely due to the semantic gap between the DBMS and the DSMS-like application [13].
Another alternative to designing a DSMS involves exploiting relevant features of the DBMS
engine, among them triggers [129, 198, 257] and novel data types such as arrays [162], lists
[176, 197, 232], sequences [202, 214, 215, 216], time series [208], and temporal data [268]. However,
triggers are not sufficiently scalable and expressible for data stream applications4 [13, 21, 231].
Furthermore, while the sequence, time series, and temporal extensions can potentially handle
ordering and sliding windows, they are based upon the query-driven processing model and assume
that all the data are already in the database.
The novel requirements of data stream processing have led to a number of recent DSMS
proposals. Academic systems include Aurora [2, 30], Borealis [1], CAPE [206], Hi-Fi [92, 205],
Nile [8, 127], PIPES [44, 153], PSoup [49], STREAM [12], and TelegraphCQ [48]. Additionally,
Gigascope [62, 66], which is a DSMS for network monitoring, is used at AT&T. Moreover, the
Aurora and Borealis academic systems have given rise to StreamBase Systems Inc.5, whose prod-
uct is targeted at financial trading applications, telecommunications systems monitoring, and
government and military surveillance tasks.
This dissertation assumes DSMS-based processing of data streams using an abstract system
architecture shown in Figure 1.2. Streaming inputs arrive for processing in real time. An input
monitor regulates the input rates, perhaps by dropping some data if the system is unable to
keep up. Conceptually, data are stored in two partitions: working storage (containing sliding
windows) and local storage for metadata stored as relational tables (e.g., physical location of
each data source or the schema of the stream). Users may update tables directly, but the working
storage is maintained automatically by expiring items that fall out of their windows6. Persistent
queries are registered in the query repository and possibly grouped for shared processing, though
one-time queries over the current state of the inputs may also be issued. The query processor
communicates with the input monitor and may re-optimize query plans in response to changes
in the workload and the input rates. Results are streamed to users or materialized in the system.
Users may then refine their queries based upon the latest results, or ask ad-hoc one-time queries
in response to changes in the answers of persistent queries. The focus of this dissertation is on
4Publish-subscribe systems have been designed to extend the scalability of triggers, but the emphasis is on
efficient monitoring of a very large number of simple conditions [87]. In contrast, the workload of a DSMS typically
involves a somewhat smaller number of more complicated queries. However, there has been some recent work on
extending the expressive power of triggers [242] and publish-subscribe systems [73, 259], and many novel solutions
used therein are likely to be applicable to DSMSs.
5www.streambase.com
6Expired data may be discarded or archived for off-line processing.
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Figure 1.2: Abstract reference architecture of a DSMS
the shaded components, namely DSMS storage and query processing.
1.2 Problem Statement
The fundamental differences between a DSMS and a DBMS are the nature of the data and
the nature of the queries. Specifically, a DBMS handles transient queries over persistent data,
whereas a DSMS processes persistent queries over transient data. There are several important
consequences of these differences. First, one of the implications of the time-evolving nature of data
streams is that data maintenance costs have a significant effect on the performance of a DSMS.
As a window slides forward, new data items must be inserted and old items evicted (or archived).
If implemented without care, a DSMS may spend most of its time on window maintenance,
leaving little time for query answering. Additionally, traditional relational operators must be re-
engineered for the sliding window model because expired data items may need to be reprocessed in
order to “undo” previously generated results. On the other hand, the persistent nature of queries
over streams means that a DSMS may execute a large number of queries at the same time. As
a result, multi-query optimization is a suitable approach for ensuring scalability. The purpose
of this research is to develop solutions for processing persistent queries over sliding windows by
focusing on these two differences.
In terms of the transient nature of streaming data, the insight offered in this dissertation is
that although the data stored in a DSMS keep changing over time as the windows move forward,
expirations from windows and output streams of queries are not random. On the contrary, the
inputs and outputs of persistent queries exhibit patterns in the way the data are inserted and
deleted. It will be shown that the notion of update pattern awareness, which aims at uncovering
and exploiting these patterns, leads to an understanding of the semantics of persistent queries,
lower window maintenance costs, novel query processing and optimization strategies, and new
concurrency control models. For example, recall Figure 1.1 and observe that the next tuple to
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Figure 1.3: Example query plan for Q3
Figure 1.4: Possible execution timelines of two
persistent queries
expire is always the oldest one. Hence, the expiration order from a sliding window is equivalent to
the insertion order into the window, and therefore a sliding window is analogous to a first-in-first-
out (FIFO) queue. In other words, FIFO-expiration is an example of an update pattern. One
way of exploiting this pattern by query Q2 is to implement its state buffer as a FIFO queue. This
way, new tuples can be appended to the front of the queue and expired tuples are guaranteed to
be found at the tail. However, consider Q3 defined as follows.
SELECT MAX(a)
FROM S [RANGE 1 min], T [RANGE 1 min]
WHERE S.b = T.b
Q3 maintains the largest a-value over an equi-join of two sliding windows (on the b-attribute).
As illustrated in Figure 1.3, a FIFO queue may not be appropriate for storing the state needed
by the MAX operator in Q3. This is because the output of a sliding window join does not satisfy
the FIFO property. For example, a newly arrived tuple may join with several tuples from the
other window, of which some have arrived recently and some are about to expire.
In the context of the persistent nature of DSMS queries, the focus of this research is on periodic
re-evaluation of persistent queries, as discussed in, e.g., [2, 45, 48, 52, 156, 167, 222, 276]. This
may be done for performance reasons; additionally, users may find it easier to deal with periodic
output rather than a continuous output stream [16, 49]. Suppose that the DSMS executes two
queries, call them Q1 and Q2, with Q1’s answers refreshed every two time units and Q2’s answers
refreshed every three time units. Furthermore, suppose that Q1 and Q2 can share computation.
For example, the two queries could be identical except for the length of the window that they
reference, with the query over the longer window re-using the computation used to refresh the
query over the shorter window. Figure 1.4 illustrates two possible execution sequences of Q1
and Q2. On the left, computation sharing is exploited only once every six time units when both
queries are due for a refresh. On the right, the refresh times of Q2 are synchronized with those
of Q1. In this case, more computation is shared, but the savings in processing time may be
defeated by the work expended on updating the answer of Q2 more often than necessary. The
novel problem in this context is to schedule the refresh times of a set of possibly similar queries
in such a way as to minimize the total processing time.
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1.3 Contributions, Scope, and Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a survey of data
stream management. Chapter 3 deals with the first fundamental property of a DSMS—handling
time-evolving data—by proposing the idea of update pattern awareness. The particular contri-
butions of Chapter 3 are as follows.
• The update patterns of persistent query operators and plans are classified into four types.
The classification is then used to formulate the semantics of persistent queries over streams,
sliding windows, and relations. Semantic issues that are clarified with the help of update
pattern awareness include the difference between arbitrary updates of relational tables and
insertions and deletions caused by the movement of the sliding windows, the relationship
between sliding windows and monotonic queries, the difference between a window on the in-
put stream and a window on the output stream, and the impact of periodic query processing
on the completeness of the result.
• Incorporation of update-pattern-aware semantics into CQL is outlined.
• An update-pattern-aware query processing framework is introduced, where implementations
of operators and intermediate state structures depend upon the update patterns of the
inputs and outputs. The idea is to choose a query plan with the simplest update patterns in
order to minimize state maintenance costs and simplify operator implementation. Update-
pattern-aware query plans are shown to routinely outperform the existing techniques from
the data stream literature by an order of magnitude.
Chapter 3 assumes on-line processing over memory-resident sliding windows. Chapter 4 ex-
tends update pattern awareness to accommodate stream warehousing for off-line mining and
analysis. An update-pattern-aware index is proposed for secondary storage of time-evolving
data, where each record has a specified lifetime in the system. The index is updated periodically
by inserting a batch of new data and removing expired data. However, updates may incur high
I/O costs if the entire data set must be loaded into memory to determine which items have ex-
pired and should be deleted. The insight behind the solution described in this dissertation is to
partition the data such that only selected partitions are affected by updates. This technique is
shown to perform updates over twice as fast as existing sliding window indices.
Chapters 5 and 6 take a closer look at two important sliding window operators: join and
top-k aggregation. Chapter 5 contains two contributions. First, pipelined multi-window join
algorithms are proposed for continual and periodic join evaluation, as well as continual and
periodic expiration from the hash tables (using update-pattern-aware data structures that cluster
the hash buckets according to expiration times of the data items). Second, a join ordering heuristic
is developed by considering the stream arrival rates, window lengths, and the expected number
of join results produced. Chapter 6 presents an algorithm for incrementally maintaining k most
frequently occurring item types in a sliding window, with a focus on Internet traffic analysis.
After discussing query evaluation and window maintenance, this dissertation examines con-
currency issues arising from simultaneous execution of queries and window-slides. In a DBMS,
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concurrency control manages the way in which many users access the same data. For example,
reading a record in a table may be done at the same time by many users, but it does not make
sense to let more than one person change the same record at the same time. In a DSMS, insertions
and deletions can be thought of as happening automatically as the windows slide forward. Con-
currency control is required because a window may slide forward while being accessed by a query.
Chapter 7 shows that the traditional notion of conflict serializability [35] is insufficient in the
DSMS environment and proposes stronger isolation levels that restrict the allowed serialization
orders. An update-pattern-aware transaction scheduler is also designed and proven to minimize
the number of aborted transactions while ensuring the desired isolation level. The insight behind
the solution follows from the FIFO property of sliding windows—given that new data are added
to the beginning and old data are removed from the tail, the “middle” of the window can be
accessed by concurrent read-only transactions (queries).
Chapter 8 addresses the second fundamental property of a DSMS: handling a large number
of persistent queries. As motivated in Figure 1.4, one of the novel challenges is to allow re-
source sharing among similar queries, even if they are re-evaluated with different frequencies and
therefore get scheduled at different times. The particular contribution of Chapter 8 are as follows.
• An extensible set of rules for sharing state and/or computation is proposed for periodic
queries with aggregation (e.g., aggregates over different window lengths can share a data
structure for storing state).
• Persistent queries are modeled as periodic tasks that must be scheduled according to their
deadlines and a query scheduler is designed on the basis of the traditional earliest-deadline-
first (EDF) algorithm [229]. With the help of a cost model and according to a set of
subexpression matching rules, the scheduler synchronizes the refresh times of similar queries
in order to minimize the total query processing time and maximize system throughput.
Finally, Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation with a summary of contributions and suggestions
for future work.
The scope of this dissertation may be illustrated in several ways. In terms of targeted ap-
plications, three points on a speed-versus-state-versus-query-complexity spectrum are labeled in
Figure 1.5. On the far left are applications that process massive amounts of raw data in real-time,
e.g., live network monitoring. Gigascope and, to some extent, Aurora are examples of DSMSs
aimed at these types of applications. Very fast processing is needed in order to keep up with the
data arrival rate. As a result, the amount of state available for queries may be restricted to a few
variables, possibly stored in very fast CPU registers. Due to these extreme conditions, queries
are typically stateless filters and simple aggregates over fixed windows. Furthermore, answers
may be approximate, e.g., obtained by sampling. The middle point of the spectrum represents
applications that require on-line processing, but whose data rates are tractable enough to allow
complex queries over memory-resident sliding windows. Representative examples include analysis
of pre-processed network data, financial tickers, and sensor networks; representative queries in-
clude joins and complex aggregation. In some cases, the entire window does not fit in memory and
must be summarized in limited space, with the consequence that queries accessing the summary
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Figure 1.5: Dissertation coverage in terms of DSMS
application requirements
Figure 1.6: Dissertation coverage in terms
of query processing strategies
can only return approximate answers. Nile and STREAM are two examples of all-purpose DSMSs
aimed at applications in the middle of the spectrum. Finally, the right point describes applica-
tions where a large amount of streaming data is archived on disk and updated periodically, with
complex analytical queries executed off-line over a sliding window residing in secondary storage7.
Given the absence of real-time processing requirements, complex queries, including sophisticated
data mining and pattern analysis, are possible. In particular, algorithms are allowed to make
multiple passes over the data. As shown in Figure 1.5, this dissertation spans the middle and
right endpoints of the spectrum.
The quad-chart in Figure 1.6 organizes the contributions of this dissertation according to
the query processing strategies. Chapter 3 introduces update pattern awareness in the context
of a single query using data-driven (continual) processing; however, the impact of update pat-
tern awareness on the semantics of periodically refreshed queries will be explained in Section
3.3.4. Chapter 5 shows that some operators, namely the sliding window join, can process new
tuples continually or periodically, whereas Chapters 6 and 8 concentrate on periodic processing of
complex aggregates over sliding windows. Multi-query optimization and scalability with respect
to the query workload are covered in Chapter 8, though the indexing techniques from Chapter
4 and concurrency control solutions from Chapter 7 have also been designed with multi-query
processing in mind.
Finally, in the context of centralized versus distributed DSMS architectures, the scope of this
dissertation is limited to the centralized scenario.
7Applications occupying the right point of the spectrum are similar to existing data warehousing and on-line
analytical processing (OLAP) applications, with an emphasis on the maintenance of disk-resident sliding windows.
Chapter 2
Survey of Data Stream Management
This chapter reviews recent work on data stream processing. Related surveys include an earlier
and shorter version of this chapter [110], a discussion of issues in data stream processing in
the context of the STREAM system [21], and a review of query processing over relational and
XML streams [152]. In keeping with the focus of this dissertation, the emphasis is on centralized
processing of relational-like queries over sliding windows. For brevity, a discussion of the following
related topics has been omitted.
• Early work on stream and workflow processing in the programming languages community.
See [230] for a survey.
• On-line data mining and time series analysis over streams and sliding windows. See [88, 93,
97] for an overview and [43, 47, 169, 177] for recent system demonstrations.
• Application-specific DSMS issues, such as query processing in sensor networks. See, for
example, the following representative papers [78, 118, 133, 139, 181, 182, 184, 193, 223, 224,
226, 243, 266].
• Distributed stream processing. See, for example,
– recent work on the Borealis [1, 6, 31, 32, 54, 134, 237, 263, 264], D-CAPE [172] and
SPC [138] distributed DSMSs,
– extensions of the TelegraphCQ system for parallel dataflow processing [218, 219],
– recent work on distributed query processing over streams [98, 217, 269, 273],
– recent work on distributed tracking of approximate stream statistics [53, 60, 61, 64,
67, 74, 103, 104, 137, 148, 158, 185, 194, 221].
The remainder of this chapter surveys DSMS data models and query languages (Section 2.1),
operator implementation (Section 2.2), query processing (Section 2.3), and query optimization
(Section 2.4).
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2.1 Data Models and Query Languages for DSMSs
2.1.1 Data Models
A data stream is an append-only1 sequence of timestamped items2 that arrive in some order
[119]. Since items may arrive in bursts, a stream may instead be modeled as a sequence of sets
(or bags) of elements [245], with each set storing elements that have arrived during the same unit
of time (no order is specified among tuples that have arrived at the same time). In relation-based
stream models (e.g., STREAM [12]), individual items take the form of relational tuples such
that all tuples arriving on the same stream have the same schema. In object-based models (e.g.,
COUGAR [39] and Tribeca [233]), sources and item types may be instantiations of (hierarchical)
data types with associated methods. As introduced in Section 1.1, stream items may contain
explicit source-assigned timestamps or implicit timestamps assigned by the DSMS upon arrival.
In either case, the timestamp attribute may or may not be part of the stream schema, and
therefore may or may not be visible to users.
Stream items may arrive out of order (if explicit timestamps are used) and/or in pre-processed
form. For instance, rather than propagating the header of each IP packet, one value (or several
partially pre-aggregated values) may be produced to summarize the length of a connection be-
tween two IP addresses and the number of bytes transmitted [66, 271]. This gives rise to the
following list of possible models [105]:
1. Unordered cash register : Individual items from various domains arrive in no particular order
and without any pre-processing. This is the most general model.
2. Ordered cash register : Individual items from various domains are not pre-processed but
arrive in some known order, e.g., timestamp order.
3. Unordered aggregate: Individual items from the same domain are pre-processed and only
one item per domain arrives in no particular order, e.g., one packet per TCP connection.
4. Ordered aggregate: Individual items from the same domain are pre-processed and one item
per domain arrives in some known order, e.g., one packet per TCP connection in increasing
order of the connection end-times.
As discussed in Section 1.1, unbounded streams cannot be stored locally in a DSMS, and
only a recent excerpt of a stream is usually of interest at any given time. In general, this may
be accomplished using a time-decay model [57, 58, 85], also referred to as an amnesic [196] or
fading [5] model. Time-decay models discount each item in the stream by a scaling factor that is
non-decreasing with time. Exponential and polynomial decay are two examples, as are window
models where items within the window are given full consideration and items outside the window
are ignored. Windows may be classified according the the following criteria.
1While the majority of DSMS research assumes that data streams are append-only, there has been some recent
work on processing revision tuples, which are understood to replace previously reported (presumably erroneous)
data [207].
2Alternatively, from the point of view of publish-subscribe systems, a data stream may be thought of as a
sequence of events that are being reported continually [259].
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1. Direction of movement of the endpoints: Two fixed endpoints define a fixed window, two
sliding endpoints (either forward or backward, replacing old items as new items arrive)
define a sliding window, and one fixed endpoint and one moving endpoint (forward or
backward) define a landmark window. There are a total of nine possibilities as each of the
two endpoints could be fixed, moving forward, or moving backward.
2. Definition of window size: Logical, or time-based windows are defined in terms of a time
interval, whereas physical, (also known as count-based or tuple-based) windows are defined
in terms of the number of tuples. Moreover, partitioned windows may be defined by splitting
a sliding window into groups and defining a separate count-based window on each group
[12]. The most general type is a predicate window, in which an arbitrary predicate specifies
the contents of the window; e.g., all the packets from TCP connections that are currently
open [100]. A predicate window is analogous to a materialized view.
3. Windows within windows: In the elastic window model, the maximum window size is given,
but queries may need to run over any smaller window within the boundaries of the maximum
window [277]. In the n-of-N window model, the maximum window size is N tuples or time
units, but any smaller window of size n and with one endpoint in common with the larger
window is also of interest [170].
4. Window update interval: Eager updating advances the window upon arrival of each new
tuple or expiration of an old tuple, but batch processing (lazy updating) induces a jumping
window. Note that a count-based window may be updated periodically and a time-based
window may be updated after some number of new tuples have arrived; these are referred
to as mixed jumping windows [179]. If the update interval is larger than the window size,
then the result is a series of non-overlapping tumbling windows [2].
As a consequence of the unbounded nature of data streams, DSMS data models may include
some notion of change or drift in the underlying distribution that is assumed to generate the
attribute values of stream items (for details, see, e.g., [34, 69, 274]). Additionally, it has been
observed that in many practical scenarios, the stream arrival rates and distributions of values
tend to be bursty or skewed [149, 151, 161, 200, 277].
2.1.2 Semantics of Persistent Queries
Let Q(τ) be the answer of a persistent query Q at time τ . Q is monotonic if Q(τ) ⊆ Q(τ ′) for
all τ ≤ τ ′3. For example, queries containing simple selection predicates are monotonic over an
append-only stream, as are joins of append-only streams. To see this, note that when a new
tuple arrives, it either satisfies the (selection or join) predicate or it does not and the satisfaction
condition does not change over time. If Q is monotonic, then its semantics may be defined as
follows (assuming that time is represented as a set of natural numbers).
3In [157], it is proven that a persistent query is monotonic (with respect to its output sequence) if and only if
it is non-blocking, i.e., if it does not need to wait until the end-of-output marker before producing results.





(Q(t)−Q(t − 1))∪ Q(0)
That is, it suffices to re-evaluate the query over newly arrived items and append qualifying tuples
to the result [12]. Consequently, the answer of a monotonic persistent query is a continuous,
append-only stream of results. Optionally, the output may be updated periodically by appending
a batch of new results.
Non-monotonic queries may produce results that cease to be valid as new data are added and
existing data changed (or deleted). In the context of one-time queries over the current state of
a DBMS, non-monotonic queries (e.g., negation) are blocking as they must read the entire data
set before returning any results. In the context of DSMSs and persistent queries, negation is
non-monotonic, even if issued over an append-only stream (e.g., “select from a stream of e-mail
messages all those messages that have not yet received a reply”). The semantics of non-monotonic
persistent queries are as follows [125, 154].
Definition 2.1 At any time τ , Q(τ) must be equal to the output of a corresponding one-time
relational query whose inputs are the current states of the streams, sliding windows, and relations
referenced in Q. If results are updated periodically, then Q(τ) must reflect the state of the inputs
as of the most recent update.
Conceptually, there are three ways of representing the answer of a non-monotonic persistent query.
First, the query could be re-executed from scratch and return a complete answer at every time
instant (or periodically). Second, the result may be a materialized view that incurs insertions,
deletions, and updates over time. Third, the answer may be a continuous stream that contains
new results as well as negative tuples [125] that correspond to deletions from the result set.
Note that according to Definition 2.1, queries over sliding windows are non-monotonic; when
an input tuple t expires from its window, all the results that were generated using t must be
removed from the answer set (e.g., by way of negative tuples). However, [157] presents a different
definition of monotonicity, which relates to non-blocking computation and is independent of the
expiration mechanism. According to this definition, queries that are non-blocking (and therefore
monotonic) over unbounded streams are monotonic over sliding windows. These two definitions
will be unified in Chapter 3.
2.1.3 DSMS Query Algebras and Languages
Three querying paradigms for streaming data have been proposed in the literature. Declarative
languages have SQL-like syntax, but stream-specific semantics, as described above. Similarly,
object-based languages resemble SQL in syntax, but employ DSMS-specific constructs and se-
mantics, and may include support for streaming abstract data types (ADTs) and associated
methods. Finally, procedural systems construct queries by defining data flow through various
operators.
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Declarative Languages
The proposed declarative languages are CQL [12, 15], GSQL [66], and StreaQuel [48].
The Continuous Query Language (CQL) is used in the STREAM DSMS and includes three
types of operators: relation-to-relation (corresponding to standard relational algebraic operators),
stream-to-relation (sliding windows), and relation-to-stream. Conceptually, unbounded streams
are converted to relations by way of sliding windows, the query is computed over the current state
of the sliding windows as if it were a traditional SQL query, and the output is converted back
to a stream. There are three relation-to-stream operators—Istream, Dstream, and Rstream—
which specify the nature of the output. The Istream operator returns a stream of all those
tuples which exist in a relation at the current time, but did not exist at the current time minus
one. Thus, Istream suggests incremental evaluation of monotonic queries. Dstream returns
a stream of tuples that existed in the given relation in the previous time unit, but not at the
current time. Conceptually, Dstream is analogous to generating negative tuples for non-monotonic
queries. Finally, the Rstream operator streams the contents of the entire output relation at the
current time and corresponds to generating the complete answer of a non-monotonic query. The
Rstream operator may also be used in periodic query evaluation (recall lazy updating and jumping
windows from Section 2.1) to produce an output stream consisting of a sequence of relations, each
corresponding to the answer at a different point in time. An example query, computing a join of
two time-based windows of size one minute each, is shown below (the RANGE keyword following
the name of the input stream specifies a time-based sliding window on that stream, whereas the
ROWS keyword may be used to define count-based sliding windows).
SELECT Rstream(*)
FROM S1 [RANGE 1 min], S2 [RANGE 1 min]
WHERE S1.a = S2.a
GSQL is used in Gigascope, a stream database for network monitoring and analysis. The input
and output of each operator is a stream for reasons of composability. Each stream is required
to have an ordering attribute, such as timestamp or packet sequence number. GSQL includes
a subset of the operators found in SQL, namely selection, aggregation with group-by, and join
of two streams, whose predicate must include ordering attributes that form a join window. The
stream merge operator, not found in standard SQL, is included and works as an order-preserving
union of ordered streams. This operator is useful in network traffic analysis, where flows from
multiple links need to be merged for analysis. Only landmark windows are supported directly,
but sliding windows may be simulated via user-defined functions.
StreaQuel is used in the TelegraphCQ system and is noteworthy for its windowing capabilities.
Each query, expressed in SQL syntax and constructed from SQL’s set of relational operators, is
followed by a for-loop construct with a variable t that iterates over time. The loop contains a
WindowIs statement that specifies the type and size of the window. Let S be a stream and let ST
be the start time of a query. To specify a sliding window over S with size five that should run for
fifty time units, the following for-loop may be appended to the query.
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for(t=ST; t<ST+50; t++)
WindowIs(S, t-4, t)
Changing to a landmark window can be done by replacing t-4 with some constant in the WindowIs
statement. Changing the for-loop increment condition to t=t+5 would cause the query to re-
execute every five time units. The output of a StreaQuel query consists of a time sequence of
sets, each set corresponding to the answer set of the query at that time (cf. Rstream).
Object-Based Languages
One approach to object-oriented stream modeling is to classify stream contents according to a
type hierarchy. This method is used in the Tribeca network monitoring system, which implements
Internet protocol layers as hierarchical data types [233]. The query language used in Tribeca
has SQL-like syntax, but accepts a single stream as input, and returns one or more output
streams. Supported operators are limited to projection, selection, aggregation over the entire
input stream or over a sliding window, multiplex and demultiplex (corresponding to union and
group-by respectively, except that different sets of operators may be applied on each of the
demultiplexed sub-streams), as well as a join of the input stream with a fixed window.
Another object-based possibility is to model the sources as ADTs, as in the COUGAR system
for managing sensor data [39]. Each type of sensor is modeled by an ADT, whose interface consists
of the supported signal processing methods. The proposed query language has SQL-like syntax
and also includes a $every() clause that indicates the query re-execution frequency. However, few
details on the language are available in the published literature and therefore it is not included in
Table 2.1. For a simple example, a query that runs every sixty seconds and returns temperature
readings from all sensors on the third floor of a building may be specified as follows.
SELECT R.s.getTemperature()
FROM R
WHERE R.floor = 3 AND $every(60)
Procedural Languages
An alternative to declarative query languages is to let the user specify how the data should
flow through the system. In the Aurora DSMS [2], users construct query plans via a graphical
interface by arranging boxes, corresponding to query operators, and joining them with directed
arcs to specify data flow, though the system may later re-arrange, add, or remove operators in the
optimization phase. SQuAl is the boxes-and-arrows query language used in Aurora, which accepts
streams as inputs and returns streams as output (however, static data sets may be incorporated
into query plans via connection points [2]). There are a total of seven operators in the SQuAl
algebra, four of them order-sensitive. The three order-insensitive operators are projection, union,
and map, the last applying an arbitrary function to each of the tuples in the stream or a window
thereof. The other four operators require an order specification, which includes the ordered field
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and a slack parameter. The latter defines the maximum disorder in the stream, e.g., a slack of
two means that each tuple in the stream is either in sorted order, or at most two positions or two
time units away from being in sorted order. The four order-sensitive operators are buffered sort
(which takes an almost-sorted stream and the slack parameter, and outputs the stream in sorted
order), windowed aggregates (in which the user can specify how often to advance the window
and re-evaluate the aggregate), binary band join (which joins tuples whose timestamps are at
most t units apart), and resample (which generates missing stream values by interpolation, e.g.,
given tuples with timestamps 1 and 3, a new tuple with timestamp 2 can be generated with an
attribute value that is an average4 of the other two tuples’ values).
Summary of DSMS Query Languages
A summary of the proposed DSMS query languages is provided in Table 2.1 with respect to the
allowed inputs and outputs (streams and/or relations), novel operators, supported window types
(fixed, landmark or sliding), and supported query re-execution frequency (continuous and/or
periodic). With the exception of SQuAl, the surface syntax of DSMS query languages is similar
to SQL, but their semantics are considerably different. CQL allows the widest range of semantics
with its relation-to-stream operators; note that CQL re-uses the semantics of SQL during its
relation-to-relation phase and incorporates streaming semantics in the stream-to-relation and
relation-to-stream components. On the other hand, GSQL, SQuAL, and Tribeca only allow
streaming output, whereas StreaQuel continually (or periodically) outputs the entire answer set.
In terms of expressive power, CQL closely mirrors SQL as CQL’s core set of operators is identical
to that of SQL. Additionally, StreaQuel can express a wider range of windows than CQL. GSQL,
SQuAl, and Tribeca, which operate in the stream-in-stream-out mode, may be thought of as
restrictions of SQL as they focus on incremental, non-blocking computation. In particular, GSQL
and Tribeca are application-specific (network monitoring) and have been designed for very fast
implementation [66]. However, although SQuAl and GSQL are stream-in-stream-out languages
and as a result may have lost some expressive power as compared to SQL, they are extensible
via user-defined functions. Moreover, SQuAl is noteworthy for its attention to issues related to
real-time processing such as buffering, out-of-order arrivals and timeouts.
2.2 DSMS Query Operators
Recall that some relational operators are blocking. For instance, prior to returning the next
result, the Nested Loops Join (NLJ) may potentially scan the entire inner table and compare
each tuple therein with the current outer tuple. Given sufficient memory, any pipelined and
non-blocking (or equivalently, monotonic [157]) query may be executed over data streams. Con-
ceptually, an operator may be thought of as a function that consumes one or more inputs streams,
stores some state, performs some computation in response to new data, and outputs a stream
4Other resampling functions are also possible, e.g., the maximum, minimum, or weighted average of the two
neighbouring data values.
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Language/ Allowed Allowed Novel Supported Execution
system inputs outputs operators windows frequency
CQL/ streams and streams and relation-to-stream, sliding continuous
STREAM relations relations stream-to-relation or periodic
GSQL/ streams streams order-preserving landmark periodic
Gigascope union
SQuAl/ streams and streams resample, map, fixed, landmark, continuous
Aurora relations buffered sort sliding or periodic
StreaQuel/ streams and sequences of WindowIs fixed, landmark, continuous
TelegraphCQ relations relations sliding or periodic
Tribeca single streams multiplex, fixed, landmark, continuous
stream demultiplex sliding
Table 2.1: Summary of proposed data stream languages
of results. As discussed below, although standard relational operators are supported by DSMSs,
their implementation is considerably different.
2.2.1 Query Operators over Unbounded Streams
Operator Implementation
Duplicate-preserving projection, selection, and union are stateless operators that process new
tuples on-the-fly, either by discarding unwanted attributes (projection) or dropping tuples that
do not satisfy the selection condition. An example of selection over stream S1 is shown in Figure
2.1(a). Note that only non-blocking merge union (on the timestamp column) is allowed in order
to ensure that output is produced in timestamp order5 [157].
A non-blocking pipelined join is shown in Figure 2.1(b) [82, 121, 123, 178, 189, 235, 246, 250,
258]. It stores the input streams (S1 and S2), possibly in the form of hash tables, and for each
arrival on one of the inputs, the state of the other input is probed to generate new results. Joins of
more than two streams and joins of streams with static relations are straightforward extensions.
In the former, for each arrival on one input, the states of the other inputs are probed [250]. In
the latter, new arrivals on the stream trigger the probing of the relation.
Duplicate elimination, illustrated in Figure 2.1(c), maintains a list of distinct values already
seen and filters out duplicates from the output stream. As shown, when a new tuple with value
b arrives, the operator probes its output list, and drops the new tuple because a tuple with value
b has already been seen before and appended to the output stream.
Non-blocking aggregation is shown in Figure 2.1(d) [132, 157, 252]. When a new tuple arrives,
a new result is appended to the output stream if the aggregate value has changed. The new result
is understood to replace previously reported results. GROUP BY may be thought of as a general
5Technically, this means that duplicate-preserving union is not a stateless operator. However, it is required to
store only out-of-order tuples, not the entire input.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of persistent query operators over data streams
case of aggregation, where a newly arrived tuple may produce new output if the aggregate value
for its group has changed. The time and space requirements of aggregation depend upon the type
of function being computed [116]. An aggregate f is distributive if, for two disjoint multi-sets
X and Y , f(X ∪ Y ) = f(X) ∪ f(Y ). Distributive aggregates, such as COUNT, SUM, MAX and MIN,
may be computed incrementally using constant space and time (per tuple). For instance, SUM is
evaluated by storing the current sum and continually adding to it the values of new tuples as they
arrive. Moreover, f is algebraic if it can be computed using the values of two or more distributive
aggregates using constant space and time (e.g., AVG is algebraic because AVG = SUM / COUNT).
Algebraic aggregates are also incrementally computable using constant space and time. On the
other hand, f is holistic if, for two multi-sets X and Y , computing f(X ∪ Y ) requires space
proportional to the size of X ∪ Y . Examples of holistic aggregates include TOP-k, QUANTILE, and
COUNT DISTINCT. For instance, multiplicities of each distinct value seen so far may have to be
maintained in order to identify the k most frequent item types at any point in time. This requires
Ω(n) space, where n is the number of stream tuples seen so far—consider a stream with n − 1
unique values and one of the values occurring twice.
Non-monotonic queries over unbounded streams are possible if previously reported results
can be removed if they cease to satisfy the query. This can be done by appending corresponding
negative tuples to the output stream [12, 125]. This way, negation over two streams, S1−S2, may
produce results that are valid at a given time and possibly invalidate them later. An example is
shown in Figure 2.1(e), where a tuple with value d was appended to the output because there
did not exist any matching S2-tuples at that time. However, a negative tuple (denoted by d̄) was
generated on the output stream upon subsequent arrival of an S2-tuple with value d.
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Memory Requirements
Joins, complex aggregation, and negation may require unbounded memory when executed over
streams. Computing the memory requirements of continuous queries has been studied in [11]
and, in an earlier context of enforcing temporal integrity constraints, in [55, 56]. Consider two
unbounded streams: S(A, B, C) and T (D, E). The query πA(σA=D∧A>10∧D<20(S × T )) may be
evaluated in bounded memory whether or not the projection preserves duplicates. To preserve
duplicates, for each integer i between 11 and 19, it suffices to maintain the count of tuples in
S such that A = i and the count of tuples in T such that D = i. To remove duplicates, it is
necessary to store flags indicating which tuples have occurred such that S.A = i and T.D = i for
i ∈ [11, 19]. Conversely, the query πA(σA=D(S × T )) is not computable in finite memory either
with or without duplicates. Interestingly, πA(σA>10S) is computable in finite memory only if
duplicates are preserved; any tuple in S with A > 10 is added to the answer as soon as it arrives.
On the other hand, the query πA(σB<D∧A>10∧A<20(S × T )) is computable in bounded memory
only if duplicates are removed: for each integer i between 11 and 19, it suffices to maintain the
current minimum value of B among all the tuples in S such that A = i and the current maximum
value of D over all tuples in T .
Exploiting Stream Constraints
One way to reduce the state requirements and unblock some queries is to exploit stream con-
straints. Constraints may take the form of control packets inserted into a stream, called punc-
tuations [245]. For instance, a punctuation may arrive asserting that all the items henceforth
have the a-attribute value larger than ten. This punctuation could be used to partially unblock
a group-by query on a since all the groups where a ≤ 10 are guaranteed not to change for
the remainder of the stream’s lifetime, or until another punctuation arrives and specifies other-
wise. Punctuations may also be used to reduce the state required for operators such as joins
[80, 81, 165] and aggregation [144, 167], and to synchronize multiple streams in that a source may
send a punctuation asserting that it will not produce any more tuples with timestamp smaller
than τ [12]. The latter are called heartbeats [144, 167, 227]. Note that constraints may be useful
even if they are not precisely adhered to at all times [28]. For example, if two streams have nearly
synchronized timestamps, then an equi-join on the timestamp attribute can be performed using
very little space.
Approximating Unbounded Streams in Limited Space
Recall that holistic aggregates may require unbounded memory in order to return exact results.
An alternate solution is to maintain a (possibly non-uniform) sample of the stream and compute
approximate aggregates over the sample. Sampling is used in a number of algorithms for approxi-
mating COUNT DISTINCT [101, 199], QUANTILE [186] and TOP k [72, 86, 102, 187] queries. Another
possibility is to avoid storing frequency counters for each distinct value seen so far by periodically
evicting counters having low values [174, 187, 188]. This is a possible approach for comput-
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ing TOP k queries, so long as frequently occurring values are not missed by repeatedly deleting
and re-starting counters. A related space-reduction technique may also be used for approximate
quantile computation, where the rank of a subset of values is stored along with corresponding
error bounds (rather than storing a sorted list of all the frequency counters for exact quantile
calculation) [106, 117]. Finally, hashing is another way of reducing the number of counters that
need to be maintained. Stream summaries created using hashing are often referred to as sketches.
Examples include the following.
• A Flajolet-Martin (FM) sketch [9, 90] is used for COUNT DISTINCT queries. It uses a set
of hash functions hj that map each value v onto the integral range [1, . . . , logU ] with
probability PR[hj(v)=l] = 2
−l, where U is the upper bound on the number of possible
distinct values. Given d distinct items in the stream, each hash function is expected to
map d/2 items to bucket 1, d/4 items to bucket 2, and so on with all buckets above logd
expected to be empty. Thus, the highest numbered non-empty bucket is an estimate for
the value logd. The FM sketch approximates d by averaging the estimate of logd (i.e. the
largest non-zero bit) from each hash function.
• A Count-Min (CM) sketch [63] is a two-dimensional array of counters with dimensions
d by w. There are d associated hash functions, call them h1 through hd, each mapping
stream items onto the integral range [1, . . . , w]. When a new tuple arrives with value v,
the following cells in the array are incremented: [i, hi(v)] for = 1 to d. An estimate of the
count of tuples with value v can be obtained by taking the minimum of values found in
cells [i, hi(v)] for i = 1 to d. The approximate counts can then be used to compute TOP k
queries.
A more detailed survey of stream summarization, approximate histograms, and approximate
stream algorithms is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Further information on these top-
ics may be found in recent surveys and tutorials [97, 120, 192]. Moreover, implementation of
approximate algorithms in the Gigascope DSMS is described in [62, 143].
2.2.2 Query Operators over Sliding Windows
Sliding window operators process two types of events: arrivals of new tuples and expirations
of old tuples; the orthogonal problem of determining when tuples expire will be discussed in
Section 2.3.2. The actions taken upon arrival and expiration vary across operators [125, 251].
A new tuple may generate new results (e.g., join) or remove previously generated results (e.g.,
negation). Furthermore, an expired tuple may cause a removal of one or more tuples from the
result (e.g., aggregation) or an addition of new tuples to the result (e.g., duplicate elimination and
negation). Moreover, operators that must explicitly react to expired tuples (by producing new
results or invalidating existing results) perform state purging eagerly (e.g., duplicate elimination,
aggregation, and negation), whereas others may do so eagerly or lazily (e.g., join).
In a sliding window join, newly arrived tuples on one of the inputs probe the state of the
other input, as in a join of unbounded streams. Additionally, expired tuples are removed from
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the state [111, 123, 124, 147, 254]. Expiration can be done periodically (lazily), so long as old
tuples can be identified and skipped during processing.
Aggregation over a sliding window updates its result when new tuples arrive and when old
tuples expire6 (recall Figure 1.1). In many cases, the entire window needs to be stored in order
to account for expired tuples, though selected tuples may sometimes be removed early if their
expiration is guaranteed not to influence the result. For example, when computing MAX, tuples
with value v need not be stored if there is another tuple in the window with value greater than
v and a younger timestamp (see, e.g., [171, 234] for additional examples of reducing memory
usage in the context of skyline queries and [191] in the context of top-k queries). Additionally,
in order to enable incremental computation, the aggregation operator stores the current answer
(for distributive and algebraic aggregates) or frequency counters of the distinct values present in
the window (for holistic aggregates). For instance, computing COUNT entails storing the current
count, incrementing it when a new tuple arrives, and decrementing it when a tuple expires. Note
that, in contrast to the join operator, expirations must be dealt with immediately so that an up-
to-date aggregate value can be returned right away. For example, recall Figure 1.1 and observe
that if the expiration of the tuple with value 75 is delayed, then the answer will be temporarily
incorrect—as soon as the tuple with value 75 expires, the answer must be changed to 73.
Duplicate elimination over a sliding window may also produce new output when an input
tuple expires. This occurs if a tuple with value v was produced on the output stream and later
expires from its window, yet there are other tuples with value v still present in the window [125].
Alternatively, as is the case in the STREAM DSMS, duplicate elimination may produce a single
result tuple with a particular value v and retain it on the output stream so long as there is at
least one tuple with value v present in the window; these two alternatives will be analyzed in
more detail in Chapter 3. In both cases, expirations must be handled eagerly so that the correct
result is maintained at all times.
Finally, negation of two sliding windows, W1−W2, may produce negative tuples (e.g., arrival
of a W2-tuple with value v causes the deletion of a previously reported result with value v), but
may also produce new results upon expiration of tuples from W2 (e.g., if a tuple with value v
expires from W2, then a W1-tuple with value v may need to be appended to the output stream
[125]). One way of implementing duplicate-preserving negation is as follows. The left and right
inputs are stored along with multiplicities of the distinct values occurring within. Let v1 and
v2 be the number of tuples with value v in W1 and W2, respectively. For each distinct value v
present in W1, the output of the negation operator consists of v3 tuples from W1 such that
v3 =
{
v1 − v2 if v1 > v2
0 otherwise.
A new arrival on W1 with value v is inserted into its state buffer and the corresponding counter
(v1) is incremented. If v1 > v2, then the new tuple is appended to the output stream. Expiration
from W1 is handled (eagerly) by removing the old tuple from the W1 state and decrementing v1.
An arrival on W2 with value v is inserted into its state buffer and increments v2. If v2 ≤ v1, then
6See [252] for implementation of sliding window aggregates as SQL user-defined functions.
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one result tuple with value v (say the oldest) must be deleted from the answer set to satisfy the
negation condition in Equation 13. As in the case in negation over unbounded streams, these
explicit deletions are represented as negative tuples. Finally, if a tuple with value v expires from
W2, then v2 is decremented and if v1 ≥ v2, then W1 is probed and a tuple from W1 with value v
(say the youngest) is appended to the output stream.
2.3 DSMS Query Processing
Having discussed the implementation of individual operators, this section outlines DSMS query
processing. As in a DBMS, declarative queries are translated into execution plans that map
logical operators specified in the query into physical implementations. For now, the inputs and
operator state are assumed to fit in main memory; disk-based processing will be discussed in
Section 2.3.4.
2.3.1 Queuing and Scheduling
DBMS operators are pull-based, whereas DSMS operators consume data pushed into the plan by
the sources. Queues allow sources to push data into the query plan and operators to retrieve data
as needed [2, 17, 12, 180, 183]; see [141] for a discussion on calculating queue sizes of streaming
relational operators using classical queueing theory. A simple scheduling strategy allocates a time
slice to each operator, during which the operator extracts tuples from its input queue(s), processes
them in timestamp order, and deposits output tuples into the next operator’s input queue. The
time slice may be fixed or dynamically calculated based upon the size of an operator’s input
queue and/or processing speed. A possible improvement could be to schedule one or more tuples
to be processed by multiple operators at once. In general, there are several possibly conflicting
criteria involved in choosing a scheduling strategy, among them queue sizes in the presence of
bursty stream arrival patterns [20], average or maximum latency of output tuples [46, 142, 195],
and average or maximum delay in reporting the answer relative to the arrival of new data [220].
2.3.2 Determining When Tuples Expire
In addition to dequeuing and processing new tuples, sliding window operators must remove old
tuples from their state buffers and possibly update their answers, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
Expiration from an individual time-based window is simple: a tuple expires if its timestamp falls
out of the range of the window. That is, when a new tuple with timestamp ts arrives, it receives
another timestamp, call it exp, that denotes its expiration time as ts plus the window length. In
effect, every tuple in the window may be associated with a lifetime interval of length equal to the
window size [154]. Now, if this tuple joins with a tuple from another window, whose insertion
and expiration timestamps are ts′ and exp′, respectively, then the expiration timestamp of the
result tuple is set to min(exp, exp′). That is, a composite result tuple expires if at least one of
its constituent tuples expires from its windows (recall Definition 2.1). This means that various
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join results may have different lifetime lengths and furthermore, the lifetime of a join result may
have a lifetime that is shorter than the window size [45]. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.2.2,
the negation operator may force some result tuples to expire earlier than their exp timestamps
by generating negative tuples. Finally, if a stream is not bounded by a sliding window, then the
expiration time of each tuple is infinity [154].
In a count-based window, the number of tuples remains constant over time. Therefore, expi-
ration can be implemented by overwriting the oldest tuple with a newly arrived tuple. However,
if an operator stores state corresponding to the output of a count-based window join, then the
number of tuples in the state may change, depending upon the join attribute values of new tuples.
In this case, expirations must be signaled explicitly using negative tuples.
2.3.3 Continuous Query Processing over Sliding Windows
There are two techniques for sliding window query processing and state maintenance: the negative
tuple approach [12, 125, 127] and the direct approach [125, 127].
Negative Tuple Approach
In the negative tuple approach, each window referenced in the query is assigned an operator that
explicitly generates a negative tuple for every expiration, in addition to pushing newly arrived
tuples into the query plan. Thus, each window must be materialized so that the appropriate
negative tuples are produced. This approach generalizes the purpose of negative tuples, which
are now used to signal all expirations explicitly, rather than only being produced by the negation
operator if a result tuple expires because it no longer satisfies the negation condition. Negative
tuples propagate through the query plan and are processed by operators in a similar way as
regular tuples, but they also cause operators to remove corresponding “real” tuples from their
state7. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2, showing how aggregation over a sliding window join
processes a particular negative tuple generated by an expiration from the window over Stream 1
(expirations from the other window are treated similarly and are not shown for clarity). Observe
that the negative tuple is processed by all the operators in the pipeline, therefore the aggregation
operator may eventually receive a number of negative tuples corresponding to all the join results
in which the original negative tuple participated.
The negative tuple approach can be implemented efficiently using hash tables as operator state
so that expired tuples can be looked up quickly in response to negative tuples. Conceptually,
this is similar to a DBMS indexing a table or materialized view on the primary key in order to
speed up insertions and deletions. However, the downside is that twice as many tuples must be
processed by the query because every tuple eventually expires from its window and generates a
corresponding negative tuple. Furthermore, additional operators (labeled window state in Figure
2.2) must be present in the plan to generate negative tuples as the window slides forward.
7Note that rather than storing a local copy of each tuple, operator state may consist of pointers to tuples.
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Figure 2.2: Query execution using the negative
tuple approach
Figure 2.3: Query execution using the direct
approach
Direct Approach
Negation-free queries over time-based windows have the property that the expiration times of
base tuples and intermediate results can be determined via their exp timestamps, as explained
in Section 2.3.2. Hence, operators can access their state directly and find expired tuples without
the need for negative tuples. The direct approach is illustrated in Figure 2.3 for the same query
as in Figure 2.2; again, only deletions from the window over Stream 1 are illustrated. For every
new arrival into one of the join state buffers, expiration is performed at the same time as the
processing of the new tuple. However, if there are no arrivals for some time (this interval may be
specified by the user as the maximum delay in reporting new answers), then each operator that
stores state initiates expiration from its state buffer.
The direct approach does not incur the overhead of negative tuples and does not have to store
the base windows referenced in the query. However, it may be slower than the negative tuple
approach for queries over multiple windows [125]. This is because straightforward implementa-
tions of state buffers may require a sequential scan during insertions or deletions. For example, if
the state buffer is sorted by tuple arrival time, then insertions are simple, but deletions require a
sequential scan of the buffer. On the other hand, sorting the buffer by expiration time simplifies
deletions, but insertions may require a sequential scan to ensure that the new tuple is ordered
correctly, unless the insertion order is the same as the expiration order. This issue will be dealt
with in Chapter 3.
A technical issue with the direct approach is that newly arrived tuples may not be processed
immediately by all the operators in the pipeline, therefore the state of intermediate results may
be delayed with respect to the inputs. For example, in Figure 2.3, tuples with timestamps of up to
100 may have arrived on the input streams, but the MAX operator may have only processed tuples
with timestamps up to 98 (with the remaining tuples “stuck” in one of the operator queues along
the pipeline). One solution to guarantee correct results maintains a local clock at each operator,
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Figure 2.4: Sliding window implemented as a circular array of pointers to sub-windows
corresponding to the timestamp of the tuple most recently processed by its parent [125]. This
way, the local clock of the MAX operator in Figure 2.3 is 98 and it will not expire tuples out of its
state prematurely by assuming that the current time is 100.
A related problem appears when newly arrived tuples are dropped early on during processing
because they do not satisfy the query’s selection predicate. In this case, the MAX operator in Figure
2.3 would not receive any new input, yet it should check for old tuples because the aggregate value
may have changed as a result of an expiration. The local clock approach can handle this case
as well—the MAX operator requests the value of the local clock of the join, which then requests
the value of the local clock of the selection operator. Even though the selection operator may
not have passed any tuples forward, its local clock will correspond to the timestamp of the latest
tuple that it has seen. An alternate solution is for the selection operator to periodically propagate
a punctuation (heartbeat) into the plan if it has not passed on any “regular” tuples that match
the selection predicate. The punctuation contains the timestamp of the most recently processed
tuple, even if that tuple did not satisfy the selection condition.
2.3.4 Periodic Query Processing Over Sliding Windows
Query Processing over Windows Stored in Memory
For reasons of efficiency (reduced expiration and query processing costs) and user preference
(users may find it easier to deal with periodic output rather than a continuous output stream
[16, 49]), sliding windows may be advanced and queries re-evaluated periodically with a specified
frequency8 [2, 48, 52, 109, 156, 167, 175, 222, 270]. As illustrated in Figure 2.4, a periodically-
sliding window can be modeled as a circular array of sub-windows, each spanning an equal time
interval for time-based windows (e.g., a ten-minute window that slides every minute) or an equal
number of tuples for tuple-based windows (e.g., a 100-tuple window that slides every ten tuples).
Let a window update denote the process of replacing the oldest sub-window with newly arrived
data (accumulated in a buffer), thereby sliding the window forward by one sub-window. There
has been recent work on periodic evaluation of window aggregates, with a secondary goal of
sharing state among similar aggregates over different window sizes, as summarized below.
8Alternatively, queries may be re-evaluated on-demand, as suggested in [210], in which case a materialized query
result is required to contain the correct results only when probed by a query.
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Figure 2.5: Examples of running, interval, and basic interval synopses
Rather than storing the entire window and re-computing an aggregate after every new tuple
arrives or an old tuple expires, a synopsis can be stored that pre-aggregates each sub-window
and reports updated answers whenever the window slides forward by one sub-window. First, a
running synopsis [16] is used for subtractable aggregates [59] such as SUM and COUNT. An aggregate
f is subtractable if, for two multi-sets X and Y such that X ⊇ Y , f(X − Y ) = f(X)− f(Y ).
A running synopsis is associated with three parameters: s, which is the time between updates
(i.e., the sub-window size), b, which defines the longest window covered by the synopsis as bs,
and f , which is the type of aggregate function used to create the synopsis. Let t be time of the
last update of the sliding window. The synopsis stores aggregate values over b running intervals:
f([1, t]), f([1, t−s]), f([1, t−2s]), . . . , f([1, t−bs]). To compute f over a window of size ns (where
n < b) at time t , i.e., f((t− ns, t]), it suffices to calculate f([1, t])− f([1, t− ns]). An example is
shown in Figure 2.5, computing SUM over a window of size 7s using a running synopsis with b = 8
and f = SUM. The next synopsis update, which takes place at time t + s, replaces f([1, t− 8s])
with f([1, t+ s]), where f([1, t+ s]) can be computed as f([1, t])+ f((t, t + s]). This can be done
efficiently by having the buffer pre-compute f((t, t + s]) incrementally as new tuples arrive.
An interval synopsis applies to distributive aggregates (recall Section 2.2.1) that are not
subtractable, such as MIN and MAX. An interval synopsis with parameters s, b, and f (as defined
above; additionally, assume that b is a power of two) stores the values of f over 2b intervals.
In particular, there are b disjoint intervals of length s, b2 disjoint intervals of length 2s, and so
on up to one interval of length bs. The example in Figure 2.5 uses an interval synopsis with
b = 8 and f = MAX to compute MAX over a window of size 7s. To do this, the maximum of the
values stored in three disjoint intervals is taken; in general, access to log b intervals is required.
During the next update at time t + s, f((t − 8s, t − 7s]) may be dropped because this interval
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now references expired tuples. Furthermore, f((t, t + s]) can now be inserted into the synopsis.
As before, f((t, t + s]) may be pre-computed in the buffer. Moreover, interval (t− s, t + s] is now
full and its value may be computed as max(f((t− s, t]), f((t, t + s])). Variations of the interval
synopsis have been proposed in [16, 41, 42, 272, 277].
Note that algebraic aggregates may be computed using the synopses of appropriate distributive
aggregates. For instance, since AVG = SUM / COUNT, a query computing the average may use SUM
and COUNT synopses, provided that they cover the appropriate window length.
Holistic aggregates may use an interval synopsis if it stores additional information per interval.
For instance, storing the frequency counts of values occurring in each interval may be used for
QUANTILE, TOP k, and COUNT DISTINCT queries In this case, the buffer pre-aggregates the newest
interval by maintaining frequency counts of new tuples. Alternatively, a sample or sketch may be
stored in each interval [14, 160] (recall Section 2.2.1). Merging individual sketches to obtain an
approximation over the entire window is straightforward; for instance, the corresponding entries
in the CM sketch arrays can be added.
Finally, space usage and synopsis update times may be reduced by storing only the b short
intervals “at the bottom” of an interval synopsis. The tradeoff is that up to b intervals must now
be accessed during probing, up from log b. The resulting structure will be referred to as a basic
interval synopsis. An example is shown in Figure 2.5 for b = 8 and a MAX query over a window of
length 7s. Variations of the basic interval synopsis have been proposed in [109, 156, 166, 276].
Note that frequency counts and sketches could be stored in a running synopsis instead of
an interval or basic interval synopsis, and appropriate intervals could be subtracted to compute
answers over various window lengths. The problem with storing counters or sketches in this way
is that each running interval summarizes the entire stream up to a certain point. Therefore,
the synopsis may store counts of values that appeared a long time ago and may never be seen
again. This leads to excessive space usage and increased computation costs. Additionally, given
two sketches of the same size, one summarizing the interval [1, t + s] and another summarizing
(t, t+ s], the latter is expected to yield better accuracy since it does not have to approximate the
entire distribution of the stream. As a result, complex aggregates are assumed to use an interval
or basic interval synopsis.
A disadvantage of periodic query evaluation is that results may be stale. One way to stream
new results after each new item arrives is to bound the error caused by delayed expiration of
tuples in the oldest sub-window. In [70], it is shown that restricting the sizes of the sub-windows
(in terms of the number of tuples) to powers of two and imposing a limit on the number of sub-
windows of each size yields a space-optimal algorithm (called exponential histogram, or EH) that
approximates simple aggregates to within ε using logarithmic space (with respect to the sliding
window size). Variations of the EH algorithm have been used to approximately compute the sum
[70, 104], variance and k-medians clustering [23], windowed histograms [201], and order statistics
[170, 265]. Extensions of the EH algorithm to time-based windows are given in [58].
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Query Processing over Windows Stored on Disk
In traditional database applications that use secondary storage, performance may be improved if
appropriate indices are built. Consider maintaining an index over a periodically-sliding window
stored on disk, e.g., in a data warehousing scenario where new data arrive periodically and
decision support queries are executed (off-line) over the latest portion of the data. In order
to reduce the index maintenance costs, it is desirable to avoid bringing the entire window into
memory during every update. This can be done by partitioning the data so as to localize updates
(i.e., insertions of newly arrived data and deletion of tuples that have expired from the window)
to a small number of disk pages. For example, if an index over a sliding window is partitioned
chronologically [91, 222], then only the youngest partition incurs insertions, while only the oldest
partition needs to be checked for expirations (the remaining partitions “in the middle” are not
accessed). A similar idea of grouping objects by expiration time appears in [85] in the context of
clustering large file systems, where every file has an associated lifetime. However, the disadvantage
of chronological clustering is that records with the same search key may be scattered across a
very large number of disk pages, causing index probes to incur prohibitively many disk I/Os.
One way to reduce index access costs is to store a reduced (summarized) version of the data
that fits on fewer disk pages [50], but this does not necessarily improve index update times. In
order to balance the access and update times, a wave index has been proposed that chronologically
divides a sliding window into n equal partitions, each of which is separately indexed and clustered
by search key for efficient data retrieval [222]. An example is shown in Figure 2.6, where a window
of size 16 minutes that is updated every 2 minutes is split into four sub-indices: I1, I2, I3, and
I4. Triangles indicate index directories—each associated with a single sub-index—which could be
B+-trees, R-trees, or any other data structure as appropriate. Rectangles represent data records,
which are stored on disk. On the left, the window is partitioned by insertion time. On the right,
an equivalent partitioning is shown by expiration time; the window size of 16 is added to each
item’s insertion time to determine the expiration time (recall Section 2.3.2). As illustrated, an
update at time 18 inserts newly arrived tuples between times 17 and 18 (which will expire between
times 33 and 34) into I1, at the same time deleting tuples which have arrived between times one
and 2 (or which have expired between times 17 and 18). The advantage of this approach is that
only one sub-index is affected by any given update; for instance, only I1 changes at times 18
and 20, only I2 will change at times 22 and 24, and so on. The tradeoff is that access times
are slower because multiple sub-indices are probed to obtain the answer. Disk-based indexing of
time-evolving data will be revisited in Chapter 4.
2.4 DSMS Query Optimization
It is usually the case that a query may be executed in a number of different ways. A DBMS query
optimizer is responsible for enumerating (some or all of) the possible query execution strategies
and choosing an efficient one using a cost model and/or a set of transformation rules. A DSMS
query optimizer has the same responsibility, but it must use an appropriate cost model and rewrite
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Figure 2.6: Two equivalent illustrations of a wave index
rules. Additionally, DSMS query optimization involves adaptivity, load shedding, and resource
sharing among similar queries running in parallel, as summarized below.
2.4.1 Cost Metrics and Statistics
Traditional DBMSs use selectivity information and available indices to choose efficient query
plans (e.g., those which require the fewest disk accesses). However, this cost metric does not
apply to (possibly approximate) persistent queries, where processing cost per-unit-time is more
appropriate [147]. Alternatively, if the stream arrival rates and output rates of query operators
are known, then it may be possible to optimize for the highest output rate or to find a plan that
takes the least time to output a given number of tuples [235, 247, 249]. Finally, quality-of-service
metrics such as response time may also be used in DSMS query optimization [2, 36, 211, 212].
2.4.2 Query Rewriting and Adaptive Query Optimization
Some of the DSMS query languages discussed in Section 2.1.3 introduce rewritings for new opera-
tors, e.g., selections and time-based sliding windows commute, but not selections and count-based
windows [12]. Other rewritings are similar to those used in relational databases, e.g., re-ordering a
sequence of binary joins in order to minimize a particular cost metric. There has been some work
in join ordering for data streams in the context of the rate-based model [249, 250]. Furthermore,
adaptive re-ordering of pipelined stream filters is studied in [26] and adaptive materialization of
intermediate join results is considered in [27].
Note the prevalence of the notion of adaptivity in query rewriting; operators may need to be
re-ordered on-the-fly in response to changes in system conditions. In particular, the cost of a
query plan may change for three reasons: change in the processing time of an operator, change
in the selectivity of a predicate, and change in the arrival rate of a stream [17]. Initial efforts
on adaptive query plans include mid-query re-optimization [146] and query scrambling, where
the objective was to pre-empt any operators that become blocked and schedule other operators
instead [10, 248]. To further increase adaptivity, instead of maintaining a rigid tree-structured
query plan, the Eddies approach (introduced in [17], evaluated in [77], extended to multi-way
joins in [241, 203], applied to continuous queries in [49, 183], and currently being extended
to consider semantics information such as attribute correlations during routing [37]), performs
scheduling of each tuple separately by routing it through the operators that make up the query
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plan. In effect, the query plan is dynamically re-ordered to match current system conditions.
This is accomplished by tuple routing policies that attempt to discover which operators are fast
and selective, and those operators are scheduled first. A recent extension adds queue length as
the third factor for tuple routing strategies in the presence of multiple distributed Eddies [240].
There is, however, an important trade-off between the resulting adaptivity and the overhead
required to route each tuple separately. More details on adaptive query processing may be found
in [25, 29, 115].
Adaptivity involves on-line reordering of a query plan and may therefore require that the
internal state stored by some operators be migrated over to the new query plan consisting of a
different arrangement of operators. The issue of state migration across query plans has recently
been studied in [79, 275].
2.4.3 Load Shedding and Approximation
The stream arrival rates may be so high that not all tuples can be processed, regardless of the
(static or run-time) optimization techniques used. In this case, two types of load shedding may
be applied—random or semantic—with the latter making use of stream properties or quality-
of-service parameters to drop tuples believed to be less significant than others [236]. For an
example of semantic load shedding, consider performing an approximate sliding window join with
the objective of attaining the maximum result size. The idea is that tuples that are about to
expire or tuples that are not expected to produce many join results should be dropped (in case of
memory limitations [68, 164, 262]), or inserted into the join state but ignored during the probing
step (in case of CPU limitations [19, 99, 128]). Note that other objectives are possible, such as
obtaining a random sample of the join result [228].
In general, it is desirable to shed load in such a way as to minimize the drop in accuracy.
This problem becomes more difficult when multiple queries with many operators are involved,
as it must be decided where in the query plan the tuples should be dropped. Clearly, dropping
tuples early in the plan is effective because all of the subsequent operators enjoy reduced load.
However, this strategy may adversely affect the accuracy of many queries if parts of the plan are
shared. On the other hand, load shedding later in the plan, after the shared sub-plans have been
evaluated and the only remaining operators are specific to individual queries, may have little
or no effect in reducing the overall system load. Results on the problem of optimal placement
of sampling operators in multi-query plans may be found in [22] for the special case of random
load shedding for windowed aggregates and in [238] for quality-of-service-driven load shedding
for windowed aggregates. Moreover, approximate evaluation of expensive user-defined functions
over streams is addressed in [76]. Finally, a load shedding approach employing a feedback loop
to monitor the queue lengths is discussed in [244].
One issue that arises in the context of load shedding and query plan generation is whether an
optimal plan chosen without load shedding is still optimal if load shedding is used. It is shown
in [18] that this is indeed the case for sliding window aggregates, but not for queries involving
sliding window joins.
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Note that instead of dropping tuples during periods of high load, it is also possible to put
them aside (e.g., spill to disk) and process them when the load has subsided [173, 204]. Finally,
note that in the case of periodic re-execution of persistent queries, increasing the re-execution
interval may be thought of as a form of load shedding [21, 45, 261].
2.4.4 Multi-Query Optimization
As seen in Section 2.3.4, memory usage may be reduced by sharing internal data structures that
store operator state [75, 84, 271]. Additionally, in the context of complex queries containing
stateful operators such as joins, computation may be shared by building a common query plan
[52]. For example, queries belonging to the same group may share a plan, which produces the
union of the results needed by the individual queries. A final selection is then applied to the shared
result set and new answers are routed to the appropriate queries. An interesting trade-off appears
between doing similar work multiple times and doing too much unnecessary work; techniques that
balance this trade-off are presented in [51, 155, 253]. For example, suppose that the workload
includes several queries referencing a join of the same windows, but having a different selection
predicate. If a shared query plan performs the join first and then routes the output to appropriate
queries, then too much work is being done because some of the joined tuples may not satisfy any
selection predicate (unnecessary tuples are being generated). On the other hand, if each query
performs its selection first and then joins the surviving tuples, then the join operator cannot be
shared and the same tuples will be probed many times. Finally, sharing a single join operator
among queries referencing different window sizes is discussed in [126].
For selection queries, a possible multi-query optimization is to index the query predicates and
store auxiliary information in each tuple that identifies which queries it satisfies [49, 73, 129, 156,
168, 183, 260]. When a new tuple arrives for processing, its attribute values are extracted and
matched against the query index to see which queries are satisfied by this tuple. Data and queries
may be thought of as duals, in some cases reducing query processing to a multi-way join of the
query predicate index and the data tables [49, 168]. Indexing range predicates is discussed in
[168, 260], whereas a predicate index on multiple attributes is presented in [159, 168].
Chapter 3
Update-Pattern-Aware Modeling and
Processing of Persistent Queries
3.1 Introduction
As motivated in Section 1.2, a defining characteristic of persistent queries over streams and
windows is the potentially unbounded and time-evolving nature of their inputs and outputs. New
answers are produced in response to the arrival of new data and older data expire as the windows
slide forward. Furthermore, previously reported answers may cease to satisfy the query at some
point. An update pattern of a persistent query plan is said to be the order in which its results are
produced and deleted over time. This chapter analyzes the update patterns of persistent query
plans, and presents update-pattern-aware query semantics and processing strategies [112].
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, previous work on update patterns of persistent queries distin-
guishes between monotonic and non-monotonic queries, with the conclusion that only the former
are feasible over unbounded streams [157, 239]. The update patterns of monotonic queries are
simple because results never expire. Hence, this classification is not sufficiently precise as it fails
to sort non-monotonic queries according to the pattern of deletions from their answer sets. To
motivate the need for a study of update patterns of persistent queries and a more precise definition
of their semantics, note that Definition 2.1 from Section 2.1.2 does not distinguish between the
time-evolving state of the data streams versus relational tables. Existing research either disallows
relations in continuous query plans [18], assumes that relations are static, at least throughout
the lifetime of a persistent query [2, 21, 125, 180], or allows arbitrary updates [30, 190]. If up-
dates of tables are allowed, then they are likely to be semantically different from changes caused
by the movement of the sliding windows. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2.1.2, existing
research offers two conflicting viewpoints on the nature of sliding window queries. According
to Definition 2.1 and [125, 154], queries over sliding windows are non-monotonic because all of
their results eventually expire as the windows slide forward. However, [2, 12, 48, 147] treat some
sliding window operators (e.g., join and aggregation) as monotonic. Similarly, [157] considers
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on-line incremental aggregation over an unbounded stream to be monotonic, thereby assuming
that out-of-date answers are not deleted from the result.
Another issue that depends upon the knowledge of update patterns is the maintenance of
operator state. Recall the two approaches to sliding window query processing from Section 2.3.3.
The direct approach eliminates the need for generating and propagating negative tuples, but may
be less efficient than the negative tuple approach if the state buffers must be scanned sequentially
for every expiration. If the order in which tuples expire is known, then suitable data structures
may be designed to reduce the state maintenance overhead.
The contributions of this chapter consist of the classification of update patterns of persistent
queries and two applications of this classification, namely definition of precise query semantics and
introduction and evaluation of update-pattern-aware query processing techniques. In particular:
• A classification of update patterns of persistent query plans is presented that divides non-
monotonic plans into three types in order to highlight the differences in their expiration
patterns.
• The classification is used to formulate the semantics of persistent queries. The update-
pattern-aware definition of query semantics addresses the following issues. First, updates
of relations are treated separately from expirations from sliding windows. Second, the two
conflicting viewpoints regarding the monotonicity of sliding window queries are reconciled.
Third, the difference between a window on the input stream versus a window on the output
stream of a query is analyzed. Fourth, it is shown that for some types of queries, periodic
re-evaluation may produce fewer result tuples than continuous execution.
• Update-pattern-aware semantics of persistent queries are incorporated into CQL.
• An update-pattern-aware query processor is developed, where each branch in the query
plan is annotated with its update patterns and physical operator implementations vary
according to the nature of their inputs. In particular, operators use update-pattern-aware
data structures for intermediate state maintenance.
• An update-pattern-aware optimization framework is presented, with the goal of choosing a
query plan with the simplest update patterns in order to minimize state maintenance costs
and simplify operator implementation. When tested on IP traffic logs, update-pattern-aware
query plans significantly outperform existing data stream processing techniques.
In the remainder of this chapter, Section 3.2 presents a classification of update patterns of
persistent queries, Section 3.3 uses the classification to define persistent query semantics, Section
3.4 incorporates update-pattern-aware semantics into CQL, Section 3.5 develops update-pattern-
aware processing and optimization strategies, and Section 3.6 presents experimental results.
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3.2 Update Patterns of Persistent Queries
3.2.1 Classification
Recall from Section 2.3.2 that a monotonic query plan produces results that never expire. On
the other hand, results of non-monotonic query plans have finite lifetimes. The purpose of this
section is to analyze the nature of the lifetimes of the results of persistent query plans in order to
identify their update patterns. Assume (for the remainder of this dissertation) that data streams
consist of relational tuples with a fixed schema arriving in non-decreasing timestamp order1.
Additionally, in order to simplify the presentation of the forthcoming classification, assume that
each tuple is processed instantaneously as soon as it is generated. That is, if a tuple is generated
at time ts, it is assumed that all results that it produces, possibly by joining with other tuples
which have arrived previously and have not yet expired from their windows, are also generated
at time ts.
Let Q be an arbitrary query plan that satisfies the semantics of Definition 2.1 and let τ be
some point in time after all the sliding windows referenced by Q have filled up. Recall from
Section 2.1.2 that Q(τ) is defined to be the answer set of Q at time τ . Now, assume that time
is a set of natural numbers and that zero, one, or more tuples may arrive at one clock tick. Let
S(τ) be the multi-set of tuples generated on the input stream(s) of Q at time τ and let S(0, τ) be
the multi-set of tuples generated on the input(s) at times up to and including τ . S may contain
an arbitrary (but finite) number of tuples having arbitrary attribute values, so long as the values
are chosen from the specified attribute domains. Furthermore, let PS(τ) be the multi-set of
result tuples produced at time τ and let ES(τ) be the multi-set of result tuples that expire at
time τ , given an input set S; let PS(0, τ) and ES(0, τ) be all the tuples produced and expired
up to and including time τ , respectively. Note that tuples in P and E may have a different
schema than those in S, depending upon the set of attributes (and aggregate functions) included
in the SELECT clause of the query. Given the above definitions and assumptions, the following
relationship abstractly defines the evolution of Q(τ).
∀τ Q(τ + 1) = Q(τ) ∪ PS(τ + 1)−ES(τ + 1)
That is, the updated answer of Q is obtained from the previous answer by adding the new result
tuples produced and subtracting expired tuples. Using this relationship, individual persistent
query operators may be divided into the following four types (determining the update patterns
of complete query plans will be discussed in Section 3.5.1).
• An operator is monotonic if ∀τ∀S ES(τ) = ∅. That is, every result produced has a lifetime
with unbounded length, regardless of the contents of the input stream(s).
• An operator is weakest non-monotonic if ∀τ∀S ∃c ∈   such that ES(τ) = PS(τ − c).
That is, the expired results are exactly those which have been produced c time-ticks ago,
1That is, either non-decreasing timestamps are implicitly assigned by the system upon arrival or tuples are
buffered and pushed into query plans in timestamp order.
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irrespective of the input S. Hence, the lifetime of each result is known at generation time
and furthermore, all the lifetimes have the same finite length c.
• An operator is weak non-monotonic if ∀τ and ∀S, S ′ such that S(0, τ) = S ′(0, τ), it is true
that ∀t ∈ PS(0, τ) ∃r such that t ∈ ES(r)∧t ∈ ES′(r). That is, every result tuple eventually
expires and the expiration times of tuples that have already arrived do not depend upon
tuples that will arrive in the future. In other words, the lifetime of each result tuple is
known at generation time, but the lifetimes do not necessarily have the same length.
• An operator is strict non-monotonic if ∃τ∃S, S ′ such that S(0, τ) = S ′(0, τ) and ∃r∃t ∈
PS(0, τ) such that t ∈ ES(r) ∧ t /∈ ES′(r). That is, at least some results have expiration
times that depend upon future inputs and therefore cannot be predicted at generation time.
3.2.2 Discussion
The above classification identifies three types of non-monotonic operators according to their up-
date patterns, with weakest non-monotonic operators having the simplest patterns, followed by
weak and strict non-monotonic operators, respectively. Weakest non-monotonic operators pro-
duce results that expire at predictable times and in the same order in which they were generated,
i.e., first-in-first-out (FIFO). Projection and selection over a time-based window are weakest non-
monotonic, as is a merge-union of two time-based windows. For example, selection (see Figure
3.1(a)) drops tuples that do not satisfy the predicate, but does not alter the lifetimes of surviving
tuples, which are initially set to one window length (recall Section 2.3.2). When the window
slides forward and the oldest tuple with value a expires from its window, it also expires from the
output stream in the same order.
Weak non-monotonic operators may not necessarily exhibit FIFO behaviour, but their results
have predictable expiration times. A join of two time-based windows, as illustrated in Figure
3.1(b), is one example. A newly arrived tuple on one stream may join with many tuples from
the other window, some of which have just arrived and others are about to expire. For instance,
when the old S2-tuple with value c expires, it causes the expiration of a recently produced output
tuple with value c. Although the expiration order is not necessarily FIFO, the expiration time of
each join result is the minimum of the expiration times of the individual tuples participating in
the result (recall the discussion in Section 2.3.2).
The significance of weakest and weak non-monotonic operators is that their results have
predictable expiration times and therefore only these types of operators are compatible with the
direct approach to state maintenance from Section 2.3.3. On the other hand, strict non-monotonic
operators produce at least some results with unpredictable expiration times and therefore negative
tuples must be propagated to explicitly announce these expirations. For example, as discussed
in Section 2.2.2, negation produces negative tuples to indicate that previously reported results
no longer satisfy the query. These expirations are not caused by the movement of the sliding
windows, as was the case with weakest and weak non-monotonic operators, but rather by the
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Figure 3.1: Update patterns of sliding window operators
semantics of the negation operator2. Thus, it may not be possible to determine when a result
tuple will expire without knowing which stream tuples will arrive in the future. Note that some
results of negation over time-based windows expire “naturally” when they fall out of the window
and have not been previously invalidated by a negative tuple.
Duplicate elimination over a time-based window may be implemented as weak or strict non-
monotonic. First, consider the example shown in Figure 3.1(c), which illustrates a weak non-
monotonic implementation. A tuple with value a was produced on the output stream and now
expires from its window. In order to guarantee weak non-monotonicity, this tuple must now
expire from the result as well, i.e., its lifetime must end as predicted by its expiration timestamp.
However, there exist other tuples with value a in the window. Therefore, in order to maintain
the correct answer, one of these tuples, say the youngest, must now be appended to the output
and will expire when its lifetime ends. Note that the insertion order into the result is different
from the arrival order, as evidenced by the two newest result tuples with values c and a. This is
because some tuples may not be appended to the output stream immediately after they arrive,
therefore their lifetimes in the output may have different lengths.
A straightforward implementation of weak non-monotonic duplicate elimination stores its
output in order to filter out duplicates, as well as the entire input—for instance, as described
above, when the result tuple with value a expires, the input must be accessed in order to determine
if any other tuples with value a are present in the window [125]. However, as will be shown in
Section 3.5.2, it suffices to store only a certain subset of the input, no larger than the size of
the stored output, and still guarantee weak non-monotonicity, provided that the inputs to the
2This implies that strict non-monotonic operators over time-based windows must also be strict non-monotonic
over unbounded streams because time-based windowing alone does not produce premature expirations.
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duplicate elimination operator are not strict non-monotonic.
Moreover, rather than storing a subset of the input, it is possible to track only the multiplicities
of the distinct values present in the input. However, this type of implementation requires negative
tuples on the input stream (or the storage of the entire input, as in the straightforward weak
non-monotonic implementation), which means that the underlying window must be stored by the
query plan anyway (recall Section 2.3.3). Furthermore, negative tuples are produced on the output
stream, meaning that the update patterns of this implementation of duplicate elimination are
strict non-monotonic. Such an implementation produces new results whenever new tuples arrive
with never-before-seen values, as before. Additionally, duplicate tuples cause the corresponding
counters to be incremented, whereas expired tuples decrement the appropriate counters. Finally,
a negative tuple is appended to the output stream when a tuple expires from the input and causes
the corresponding counter to become zero. Hence, a result tuple does not expire unless there are
no other tuples with the same value in the current window. This means that the lifetimes of
result tuples cannot be predicted ahead of time, which is why negative tuples must be produced
on the output. The strict non-monotonic implementation of duplicate elimination is used in the
STREAM DSMS, which employs the negative tuple approach to query processing and expiration.
Finally, note that group-by with aggregation as well as all operators over count-based windows
considered in this chapter are strict non-monotonic. The former, illustrated in Figure 3.1(d),
produces updated aggregate values as new tuples arrive and old tuples expire. However, it is
unknown if or when a new value will arrive on the stream that will change the value of the
aggregate. Consequently, it is not possible to predict the expiration time of the current aggregate
value. In terms of count-based windows, note that the oldest tuple expires when the first new
tuple arrives on the stream. Hence, expiration times depend upon the arrival times of subsequent
tuples and therefore negative tuples are needed to signal expirations.
3.3 Update-Pattern-Aware Semantics of Persistent Queries
This section defines the semantics of persistent queries with the help of the proposed update
pattern classification. Starting with Definition 2.1, the meaning of relations in persistent queries
is clarified in Section 3.3.1. Next, Section 3.3.2, divides sliding windows into two types—external
and internal—with the latter used when the desired behaviour of the query is monotonic, but the
system defines windows on the inputs due to memory constraints. Section 3.3.3 motivates and
proposes an alternate definition of the current result of a query, which defines a window on the
output stream. Finally, Section 3.3.4 shows that weak and strict non-monotonic queries do not
always produce a full answer set if they are re-evaluated periodically.
3.3.1 Defining the Meaning of Relations in Persistent Queries
In a DBMS, a relation is an unordered multi-set of tuples with the same schema that supports
arbitrary insertions, deletions, and updates. In a DSMS, a relation may be referenced in a query
by being joined with a stream or a sliding window. However, unless relations are assumed to be
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static, the possibility of arbitrary updates means that finite relations appear more difficult to deal
with than (time-based) sliding windows. To see this, consider an operator that joins a relation
with a time-based window, call it 1R. According to Definition 2.1, an insertion into the table
requires a window scan in order to produce any new join results. This is because the current
output must correspond to the current state of the input streams and relations at all times.
Similarly, a deletion from the table requires a window scan in order to undo previously reported
join results containing the deleted tuple, if any. That is, negative tuples must be produced on
the output stream so that the result corresponds to the current state of the relation. As a result,
1
R is strict non-monotonic, whereas a join of time-based windows is only weak non-monotonic.
According to the update pattern classification, any solution that considers updates of relations
to be “easier” than insertions and expirations from sliding windows must treat 1R as weakest non-
monotonic. Given this constraint, the solution presented here defines a non-retroactive relation
(NRR) as a table that allows arbitrary updates, but has the following semantics: updates of NRRs
do not affect previously arrived stream tuples. Consequently, a join of a sliding window and a
NRR, denoted 1NRR, does not need to scan the window when processing an update of the NRR;
only the incoming stream tuples trigger the probing of the NRR and generation of new results.
Thus, the streaming input does not have to be stored, and furthermore, 1NRR is monotonic if
the second input is a stream and weakest non-monotonic if it is a time-based window.
Aside from being simpler to implement, the definition of NRRs is intuitive based upon the
nature of some of the data stored by DSMSs in relations, namely metadata. For example, an
on-line financial ticker may store a table with mappings between stock symbols and company
names. In this case, when a financial ticker updates its table of stock symbols and company
names by deleting a row corresponding to a company that is no longer traded, all the previously
returned stock quotes for this company need not be deleted. Similarly, adding a new stock symbol
for a new company should not involve attempting to join this stock symbol with any previously
arrived stream tuples, because there are no prior stock quotes for this new company. Formally,
an update of a NRR at time τ affects only those stream tuples which arrive after time τ .
One restriction that must be made in the context of NRRs involves deleting a row of a table
and subsequently adding a row having the same key. For example, if a company is removed from
the NRR but its stock quotes are not deleted from the result, then an insertion of a different
company with the same key makes it appear that the old stock quotes refer to the new company.
One way to solve this problem involves banning the re-use of keys in an NRR.
Note that the difference between streams, NRRs, and relations is strictly semantic. It is pos-
sible to treat metadata as a stream if insertions are to be retroactive to previously arrived tuples,
or as a traditional relation if arbitrary insertions, deletions, and updates are to affect previously
arrived stream tuples. However, as explained above, the update patterns and implementations of
operators that allow retroactive updates are more complicated.
The revised definition of the semantics of persistent queries is as follows. A persistent query
Q references one or more streams (possibly bounded by sliding windows), zero or more NRRs,
and zero or more relations, runs over a period of time, and produces the following output.
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Definition 3.1 Let Q(τ) be the answer set of Q at time τ and let {NRR1(τ), NRR2(τ), . . .,
NRRk(τ)} be the state of each of the k NRRs referenced in Q at time τ . Let t.ts be the times-
tamp of a result tuple t. If Q does not reference any NRRs, i.e., k = 0, then Q(τ) is equiva-
lent to the output of a corresponding relational query Q′ whose inputs are the current states of
the streams, sliding windows, and relations referenced in Q. If k > 0, then in addition to the
above, each result tuple t in Q(τ) must reflect the following state of the NRRs referenced in Q:
{NRR1(t.ts), NRR2(t.ts), . . . , NRRk(t.ts)}.
Note that Definition 3.1 includes situations in which a query arrives for processing, but the
system has not been maintaining the window of interest to the query (either because no other
queries reference this stream or all queries referencing this stream specify shorter windows). Then,
the “current state” of a sliding window may be initially empty, until it grows to the required size
and begins to slide forward. However, if an appropriate window is maintained by the system, then
Definition 3.1 assumes that the query can start producing answers right away over the window,
in effect having access to “historical” data that has arrived before the query was registered. A
similar assumption is made in [2, 49], but not in [183], where new persistent queries can only
reference future tuples.
3.3.2 Internal and External Windows
Definition 3.1 implies that all sliding window operators are non-monotonic. This may be too
restrictive if windows are used only to manage the “unboundedness” of the input streams. In
this case, the fact that a tuple expires from its window does not necessarily imply that it also
expires from the output. This issue may be resolved by defining the following two types of sliding
windows (both can be time-based or count-based).
• External windows are used when the output is meant to conform to Definition 2.1, e.g., if
the user or the application semantics specifically request that old results must be removed
from the result as the windows slide forward. All operators over external windows are
(weakest, weak, or strict) non-monotonic.
• Internal windows are used when the output is meant to be monotonic. The semantics are
such that an operator over internal windows produces the same results in the same order
as in the case of external windows, but the output stream is assumed to be append-only.
That is, the lifetimes of the results have unbounded length.
One example of internal windows involves a join of two streams. As compared to the un-
bounded stream join from Figure 2.1(b), internal windows allow the join to be executed in finite
memory by producing only those results where the matching tuples are within one window size
of one another (i.e., expired tuples must be removed from the inputs, as before). Note that a join
of internal windows produces the same output in the same order as the join of external windows
illustrated in Figure 3.1(b), but its results do not expire. Furthermore, a join of n time-based
windows is weakest non-monotonic if at most one of them is external. If at least two windows
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Figure 3.2: Output of an aggregation query over four
types of windows
Figure 3.3: Processing a join of internal
windows using a materialized view
are (time-based and) external, then the join is weak non-monotonic. If the join references only
unbounded streams and internal time-based windows, then it is monotonic.
Internal and external windows may also be used with grouping and aggregation, with internal
windows producing an append-only output stream. For instance, the outputs in Figure 3.1(d)
would not expire if internal windows were used. Moreover, unbounded external and internal
windows may be defined for aggregation over streams, giving rise to four types of windows:
internal sliding, external sliding, internal unbounded, and external unbounded. In turn, this
defines four types of semantics of aggregate queries, as shown in Figure 3.2; the query is a SUM
over an unbounded stream or over a count-based window of size five. Note that only external
windowing causes a previously reported aggregate value to be removed (crossed out) from the
result set when a new value is computed.
Note that internal windowing does not apply to duplicate elimination and negation because
forcing these operators into monotonic form violates their semantics. For example, if results are
not deleted when they expire from their windows, then the output stream may contain duplicates
or results that do not satisfy the negation predicate.
The last issue regarding internal windows discussed here deals with composability of opera-
tors. Recall that an operator over internal windows must produce the same result stream as an
equivalent operator over external windows. Therefore, even though the output of an operator
over internal windows is monotonic, its state must be maintained as if external windows were
used. That is, the state must be maintained continually by removing tuples that have expired
from their windows. For example, Figure 3.3 illustrates that evaluating a three-window join by
materializing the join of the first two means that expirations from these two windows must be
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reflected in the materialized sub-result (i.e., weak non-monotonic update patterns, assuming that
the windows are time-based). Otherwise, new S3-tuples could join with old S1 1 S2 results.
3.3.3 Windowing the Output Stream of a Persistent Query
Similar to using internal windows over the inputs to bound the memory requirements of query
operators, the size of the result may be bounded by windowing the output stream. The semantics
of windowing the output of a persistent query are as follows. For a count-based output window
of size N , the answer consists of the N most recently generated results3; for a time-based output
window of size T , the answer consists of all the results generated in the last T time units.
Note that the size of the input window(s) is independent of the size of the output window.
For example, a one-minute window may be defined over the result stream of a join of five-minute
windows. In fact, a count-based output window may be defined over the result of a query that
references time-based windows, and vice versa [179]. For instance, a count-based output window
may be used if a query is interested in recent values produced by an aggregate query over an
internal time-based window (recall Figure 3.2).
In principle, the output stream of any type of query may be windowed. However, it may
not make sense to do this for negation and duplicate elimination for the same reason why these
operators are incompatible with internal windows (recall Section 3.3.2). That is, the windowed
output may contain tuples that violate the operator semantics. For example, the output stream of
the DISTINCT operator in Figure 3.1(c) contains two a-tuples, one of which has expired; however,
a sufficiently large window on the output stream could span both of these a-tuples. Moreover, the
answer produced by windowing the output typically does not conform to Definition 3.1, except for
weakest non-monotonic operators. To see this, recall that result lifetimes of weak non-monotonic
operators all have length T , which is equivalent to placing a time-based window of size T on the
output stream (see Figure 3.1(a)). In contrast, results of weak non-monotonic operators remain
in the answer set for a time of at most T , therefore an output window of size T yields a superset
of the results produced in accordance with Definition 3.1.
As in Section 3.3.2, note that only the output of an operator may be windowed and interme-
diate state must be maintained as per Definition 3.1. In terms of Figure 3.3, this means that the
materialized result of S1 1 S2 must always reflect the current state of the two input windows (i.e.,
it is not correct to window its output stream), even if the final result stream is to be windowed.
3.3.4 Impact of Update Pattern Awareness on Periodic Query Processing
Suppose that Definition 3.1 is modified such that the result of a persistent query is updated
periodically rather than reflecting the current state of the inputs at all times. Assume that the
interval between two query re-executions, call it ∆, is smaller than the size of the window(s)
that the query references (i.e., two consecutive re-executions reflect overlapping window states).
Periodic evaluation is likely to be more efficient, but has the following drawbacks.
3If more than N results are generated at the same time, then ties are assumed to be broken arbitrarily. Therefore,
the semantics of a count-based output window may be non-deterministic.
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Figure 3.4: Drawbacks of periodic query re-evaluation
• If a tuple arrives during the period between two re-evaluations, then any results that it
generates are not reported until the next re-evaluation.
• If a tuple expires during the period between two re-evaluations, then its expiration is not
reflected in the answer set until the next re-evaluation.
• If a result tuple is produced between two re-evaluations and its lifetime is shorter than ∆,
then it will never be reported in the answer set.
These effects are illustrated in Figure 3.4, with results of a persistent query represented as
intervals corresponding to their lifetimes. Suppose that two consecutive re-evaluations of the
query occur at times τ1 and τ2 (that is, ∆ = τ2− τ1). At time τ1, the output contains only tuple
t1 as the other two have not yet arrived. The arrival of t2 is not reported until time τ2, when the
next re-evaluation occurs. Similarly, the expiration of t1 is not reflected in the answer until time
τ2. The short-lived tuple t3 is not in the result set at time τ1 (it has not arrived yet) or at time
τ2 (by then, it has expired). Notably, only weak and strict non-monotonic operators suffer from
the missing result problem as the lifetimes of the results of weakest non-monotonic operators are
all equal to the window size, which, as assumed above, is longer than ∆.
Short-lived results are generated by the sliding window join when a newly arrived tuple joins
with a tuple that is about to expire. The same occurs in duplicate elimination if a result tuple with
value v expires and there is only one other v-tuple in the window that will expire soon thereafter.
In the context of aggregation, missing results are the unreported values of the aggregate between
re-evaluations4. Finally, sliding window negation, W1 − W2, can introduce short-lived results in
two ways. First, a new result with value v may be generated and invalidated shortly afterwards
if a tuple with value v appears in W2. Second, a W2-tuple with value v may expire and cause an
old W1-tuple (which is about to expire) with value v to be added to the result.
It may be argued that delayed updating of the result is an expected and reasonable side-
effect of periodic re-evaluation, but missing answers are more serious. This leads to two types of
semantics of periodically re-evaluated queries. No-restore semantics ignore missing results and
are equivalent to Definition 3.1, in which case each re-evaluation appends all the newly generated
4There may be a very large number of intermediate aggregate values that are never reported—the value may
change whenever a new tuple arrives or an old tuple expires from its window. This is the main reason why sliding
window aggregation is much more efficient when executed periodically, as outlined in Section 2.3.4.
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results to the output stream. Restore semantics force the output stream to include all the results
that would be produced by continual re-evaluation. Thus, in addition to appending new results
to the output stream upon re-evaluation, all the short-lived results that were generated since the
last re-evaluation (and have already expired) are reported during the subsequent re-evaluation.
For instance, in Figure 3.4, the short-lived result would be reported at time τ2. Join processing
algorithms for restore and no-restore semantics will be presented in Chapter 5.
3.4 Making a DSMS Query Language Update-Pattern-Aware
Having proposed several clarifications of persistent query semantics—NRRs, internal windows,
output windows, and restoring lost answers in periodic re-evaluation—this section incorporates
these concepts into a continuous query language. To be specific, CQL [12] was chosen as the base
language, but the extensions may be applied to other languages as well.
Internal and external windows can be represented in CQL as two types of stream-to-relation
operators. In fact, the notion of internal windows generalizes other stream-to-relation func-
tions that are meant to produce monotonic output; k-constraints [28] and punctuations [245]
are two examples. Internal windows may be denoted with the keyword INTERNAL, for example,
[RANGE 1 min INTERNAL]. As discussed, a join of internal windows is monotonic, therefore the
Istream operator may be omitted if the INTERNAL keyword is used in the window specification.
Windowing of the output stream may be modeled as a new relation-to-stream function, call
it Wstream. For example, a query that maintains the last ten results of a time-based window join
could be specified as follows (analogous to the RANGE keyword, the ROWS clause is used to specify
count-based windows).
SELECT Wstream(*)[ROWS 10]
FROM Stream1[RANGE 1 min], Stream2[RANGE 1 min]
WHERE S1.a = S2.a
Note that the windows do not need to be declared as INTERNAL because Wstream assumes that
the output is monotonic and may be windowed.
One advantage of the Wstream operator is that it facilitates an optimization strategy for peri-
odically re-evaluated distributive aggregates [167] without using nested sub-queries. For instance,
to compute a sum of attribute a over a one-minute sliding window that is re-evaluated every six
seconds, it suffices to split the stream into non-overlapping six-second chunks, compute the sum
over each chunk, and add up the sum of the last ten chunks to get the final answer. Without
Wstream, this query requires a nested sub-query and may be posed as follows (assume that the
final output is non-monotonic, meaning that only the latest value of the aggregate ought to be
returned; the Rstream keyword may be omitted because the count-based window on the output
is not declared as internal).
SELECT SUM(a)
FROM (SELECT SUM(a) FROM Stream1[RANGE 6 sec SLIDE 6 sec INTERNAL]) [ROWS 10]
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That is, each six-second interval in the inner sub-query is summed up, which produces a monotonic
output stream because it operates over an internal window. Next, the outer query computes the
sum over a count-based window of size ten defined on the output of the inner sub-query; the
outer window is not internal, therefore the final output is non-monotonic. Note that specifying
an external window in the inner sub-query would give a syntax error as it is not possible to
window a materialized output that always consists of only one (latest) aggregate value. Using
Wstream, the above query simplifies to the following.
SELECT SUM(Wstream(SUM(a))[ROWS 10])
FROM Stream1[RANGE 6 sec SLIDE 6 sec]
Again, the type of window does not have to be specified in the FROM clause; using the Wstream
operator implies that the input window is internal.
CQL allows periodic query re-execution using the SLIDE clause in the input window spec-
ification, e.g., [RANGE 1 min SLIDE 10 sec]. To incorporate restore semantics, two relation-
to-stream functions may be added: Istream-restore and Rstream-restore. For example, a
periodically re-evaluated join of external windows with restore semantics could be specified as
follows (assuming that the SLIDE interval is the same for all windows referenced in a query).
SELECT Rstream-restore(*)
FROM Stream1[RANGE 1 min SLIDE 10 sec],
Stream2[RANGE 1 min SLIDE 10 sec]
WHERE S1.a = S2.a
Note that Wstream-restore is not defined because windowing of the output stream is not com-
patible with periodic re-evaluation. For instance, if a count-based output window of size N is
used and the next periodic re-evaluation produces more than N results, then it is not clear which
N newly generated results should be included in the output window at this time.
3.5 Update-Pattern Aware Query Processing and Optimization
This section presents an update-pattern-aware query processor and optimizer. The goal is to
decrease processing times and reduce the state maintenance overhead. Existing techniques only
satisfy one of these requirements: the negative tuple approach performs state maintenance ef-
ficiently, but performs twice as much processing, whereas the direct approach does not incur
processing overhead, but performs state maintenance inefficiently. The technique described in
this section satisfies both goals by exploiting the update patterns of query operators. In the
remainder of this chapter, all windows and operator state are assumed to fit in main memory.
3.5.1 Update Pattern Propagation in Persistent Query Plans
The first step is to define the update patterns of persistent query plans based upon the update
characteristics of individual operators. Let WKS, WK, and STR denote weakest, weak, and strict
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non-monotonic update patterns, respectively. The edges of a query plan are labeled with update
pattern aware information as follows. The edges originating at the leaf nodes (i.e., base windows)
are WKS if the window is time-based and STR if the window is count-based. The remaining
edges are labeled using the following five rules (the update pattern of the complete query plan is
the label of its final output edge).
1. The output type of unary weakest non-monotonic operators and 1NRR is the same as the
input type.
2. The output of binary weakest non-monotonic operators is STR if at least one if their inputs
is STR, WK if the inputs are either WKS or WK, and WKS if both inputs are WKS.
3. The output of weak non-monotonic operators is STR if at least one of their inputs is STR.
Otherwise, the output is WK.
4. The output of strict non-monotonic operators and 1R is always STR.
Rule 1 follows from the fact that weakest non-monotonic operators do not interfere with the
order of incoming tuples. Rule 2 applies to merge-union, which also does not reorder incoming
tuples, therefore the output patterns correspond to whichever input patterns are more complex.
Rule 3 states that WK operators produce update patterns at least as complex as WK, and possibly
STR if the inputs already contain premature expirations. Finally, Rule 4 follows from the fact
that count-based windows, STR operators, as well as relations whose updates are retroactive
generate results with unpredictable expiration times.
An example of an annotated query plan containing selections, joins, and negation over time-
based windows is shown in Figure 3.5. A possible CQL query that may produce these plans
may have the following structure (selection conditions and window size specifications have been
omitted for clarity; the Rstream operator is used to maintain a materialized view of the result).
SELECT Rstream(*)
FROM S1, S2
WHERE S1.a = S2.a
AND NOT EXISTS (
SELECT Rstream(*)
FROM S3
WHERE S3.a = S1.a)
Two equivalent rewritings of the query are depicted. Observe that the two rewritings result in
different update patterns on some of the edges; this issue will be revisited in the context of query
optimization in Section 3.5.3. Moreover, note that an update pattern is a property of a particular
query plan rather than the query itself. For instance, if it is possible to rewrite the plans from
Figure 3.5 in such a way as to optimize away the negation operation, then their update patterns
may no longer be strict non-monotonic.
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Figure 3.5: Two query plans (for the same query) annotated with update patterns
3.5.2 Update-Pattern-Aware Physical Plan Generation
Given a query plan annotated with update patterns, two strategies are used in the generation of
a physical query plan: operator implementations that depend upon the update patterns of their
inputs, and update-pattern-aware data structures for maintaining operator state.
Operator Implementation
Recall from Section 3.2.2 that a straightforward implementation of weak non-monotonic duplicate
elimination stores both its input and its output [125]. If the update patterns of the input are WKS
or WK, then a more efficient implementation (both in terms of time and space complexity) is
possible. The idea is to avoid storing the entire input if premature expirations are guaranteed not
to occur. Instead, for each tuple in the output state, it suffices to additionally store the youngest
tuple with the same distinct value (if any); this additional state will be referred to as auxiliary
output state. When a new tuple arrives and does not match any tuples in the stored output, it
is inserted into the output state and appended to the output stream, as before. However, if the
new tuple is a duplicate, it means that it is the youngest tuple with its particular distinct value,
and is added to the auxiliary output state. When an output tuple expires, the auxiliary output
state is probed and the youngest tuple with the same distinct value is appended to the output, if
one exists. Thus, instead of storing both the input and the output, the space requirement of the
improved operator, call it δ∗, is at most twice the size of the output. Since duplicate elimination
never produces an output whose size is larger than the input, δ∗ is more space-efficient than
the naive weak non-monotonic implementation. Moreover, the time overhead of inserting and
expiring tuples is lower because the entire input is never scanned.
The physical operator δ∗ does not work with STR update patterns on its input because tuples
stored in the auxiliary state may expire early and therefore it may not be possible to determine
which distinct values are still present in the window without access to the whole input. In
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Figure 3.6: Storing the results of weak non-monotonic subqueries
this case, the two choices are to use the naive implementation of weak non-monotonic duplicate
elimination or the strict non-monotonic implementation outlined in Section 3.2.2. The latter
produces fewer “positive” tuples (because a result does not expire unless there are no more tuples
with the same distinct value present in the input), but must also generate negative tuples on the
output because its results expire at unpredictable times5. Note that if the input to the duplicate
elimination operator is already STR6, then all of the subsequent operators must be prepared
to deal with negative tuples anyway. Therefore, a reasonable heuristic is to employ the strict
non-monotonic version in this case.
Data Structures for Storing Operator State
The second update-pattern-aware physical strategy involves using suitable data structures for
maintaining state. In the simplest case of WKS update patterns, the state buffer is a FIFO
queue (a count-based window or the result of a selection over a count-based window may also
be stored this way). However, if the input is WK, then the insertion order is different from the
expiration order. Observe that if the state buffer is sorted by insertion time, then deletions are
inefficient (the entire buffer must be scanned in order to find expired tuples). On the other hand,
sorting by expiration time means that insertions require a sequential scan of the state buffer.
One solution is to partition the state buffer by expiration time, effectively forming a calendar
queue [40] if stream tuples are thought of as events scheduled according to their expiration times.
Individual partitions (i.e., the “days” in the calendar queue) can then be sorted by expiration
time for operators that must expire results eagerly, or by insertion time for operators with lazy
expiration. An example is illustrated in Figure 3.6 for five partitions (with each partition sorted
by expiration time), assuming that the current time is 50 and the window size is 50. This version
of the calendar queue is a circular array of partitions, therefore at time 60, the left-most partition
will contain tuples with expiration times of 101 through 110. The calendar queue may be used,
for example, to store the left input to the negation operator on the left of Figure 3.5.
5The total number of result tuples (positive and negative) produced by the two variants of duplicate elimination
depends upon the distribution of attribute values in the stream and the sizes of the windows. For example, if
the stream contains few distinct values that are always present in the window, then the strict non-monotonic
implementation is likely to produce a set of initial results, which will not be invalidated for a long time.
6That is, a strict non-monotonic operator, such as negation or a count-based window, is present in the query
plan ahead of duplicate elimination.
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Maintaining the results of (sub)plans with STR patterns is difficult because some result tuples
may expire at unpredictable times. If premature expirations are rare, then the calendar queue
may be used, with the understanding that occasional premature expirations triggered by negative
tuples will require a sequential scan of all the partitions. Otherwise, if the majority of expirations
are expected to occur via negative tuples, then it may be beneficial to employ the negative tuple
approach and implement state buffers as hash tables on the primary key of the stream schema.
That is, negative tuples are generated for every expiration. The intuition is that if most of
the results expire prematurely, then the system may as well expire all the results via negative
tuples and use a data structure that makes it easy to do so. The choice between these two
techniques depends upon the frequency of premature expiration, which, in turn, depends upon
the distribution of attribute values in the inputs. For example, if the two inputs to a negation
operator have different sets of values of the negation attribute, then premature expirations never
happen. To see this, note that negative tuples are produced by the negation operator only if both
inputs contain at least one tuple each with a common attribute value (recall Section 2.2.2). On
the other hand, if the plan references one or more count-based windows, then all expirations must
be signaled with negative tuples and therefore the negative tuple approach is used exclusively.
One exception to the above rule involves aggregation and group-by. In this case, the result
consists of aggregate values for each group and may be stored as an array indexed by group label.
Moreover, negative tuples are not necessary. Instead, when a new aggregate value for some group
is produced, it is understood to replace the old aggregate value for this group.
3.5.3 Update-Pattern-Aware Query Optimization
As in traditional DBMSs, there may be multiple ways of evaluating a given persistent query, and
an efficient plan may be chosen by estimating and comparing the costs of a set of candidate plans
(using a DSMS-specific per-unit-time cost model that accounts for operator processing, state
maintenance, and negative tuple processing, if applicable [147]). Candidate plans may be derived
via DBMS-style algebraic rewritings, e.g., selection push-down, duplicate elimination push-down,
and join re-ordering. However, one constraint is that the input of 1R and 1NRR cannot be strict
non-monotonic, therefore it is not possible to push these through a negation. This is because a
join involving a relation or a NRR is incapable of processing negative tuples—the “real” tuple
that corresponds to the negative tuple may have been deleted or updated in the relation, therefore
it may not be possible to reproduce the join results involving the negative tuple.
In addition to the above, a novel set of rewritings is employed: update pattern simplification.
The idea is to push down operators with simple (weakest non-monotonic) update patterns and
pulls up those with more complicated update patterns (particularly strict non-monotonic). This
is done to minimize the number of operators adversely affected by negative tuples and more
generally, to reduce the update pattern complexity in the largest possible sub-tree of the plan.
Other benefits of update pattern simplification include being able to use δ∗ more often and greater
flexibility in reordering 1R and 1NRR.
For the most part, update pattern simplification is consistent with relational optimization
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rules. For example, pushing down weakest non-monotonic operators coincides with predicate
push-down. This similarity suggests that update pattern awareness can be easily incorporated
into relational optimizers. One difference is that relational optimizers typically push down the
negation operator if the negation condition is a simple predicate or if it reduces the cardinality of
intermediate results. However, in the context of update pattern awareness, it may, in some cases,
be cheaper to pull up the negation operator in order to decrease the burden of processing negative
tuples. For example, the plan on the left of Figure 3.5 may be more efficient than the one on the
right because only the final materialized result needs to deal with negative tuples (the remainder
of the plan uses the direct expiration approach using update pattern aware data structures from
Section 21). Of course, if the join generates a large number of results, but the negation predicate
reduces the cardinality of intermediate results, then the plan on the right may turn out to be less
costly, even though there are more negative tuples flowing through more operators. Hence, an
update pattern aware optimizer should consider both possibilities.
3.6 Experiments
3.6.1 Overview
An update-pattern-aware query processor, abbreviated as UPA, was implemented in Java. For
comparison, the negative tuple and direct approaches from [125, 127] were also implemented,
and are referred to as NT and DIRECT, respectively. Sliding windows and state buffers are
implemented as linked lists (FIFO queues) or circular arrays of linked lists (calendar queues).
Testing was performed on a Windows XP machine with a Pentium IV 1.8 Ghz processor and
512 Mb of RAM. Query inputs consist of network traffic data obtained from the Internet Traffic
Archive (http://ita.ee.lbl.gov). The packet trace used in the experiments contains all wide-
area TCP connections between the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the rest of the world
between September 16, 1993 and October 15, 1993 [200]. Each tuple in the trace consists of the
following fields: system-assigned timestamp ts, expiration timestamp exp (recall Section 2.3.2),
session duration, protocol type, payload size, source IP address, and destination IP address.
Furthermore, negative tuples contain a special flag. Although the trace may be thought of as a
single stream, it is broken up into several logical streams based upon the destination IP addresses.
This simulates different outgoing links and is used in queries containing joins.
Four types of query plans are tested, the first three of which are illustrated in Figure 3.7 and
the last is as shown in Figure 3.5. Query 1 joins tuples from two outgoing links on the source IP
address, with the selection predicate being either protocol=ftp or protocol=telnet. The former is
a selective predicate (the result size is approximately equal to the size of the inputs), whereas the
latter produces ten times as many results (telnet is a more popular protocol type in the trace).
Query 1 tests the performance of the calendar queue and may be posed as follows in CQL (the
window lengths vary throughout the experiments).
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the first three query plans used in the experiments
SELECT Rstream(*)
FROM Link1 [RANGE ...], Link2 [RANGE ...]
WHERE Link1.source_IP_address = Link2.source_IP_address
AND Link1.protocol = ftp
AND Link2.protocol = ftp
Query 2 selects the distinct source IP addresses (or the distinct source-destination IP pairs)
on an outgoing link and is used to test the δ∗ operator as well as the calendar queue. In CQL, it
may be posed as follows (again, several different window lengths are tested).
SELECT Rstream(DISTINCT source_IP_address)
FROM Link1 [RANGE ...]
Query 3 performs a negation of two outgoing links on the source IP address and tests the two
possible choices for storing the results of strict non-monotonic queries: using the calendar queue
or using the negative tuple approach (recall Section 21).
SELECT Rstream(*)
FROM Link1 [RANGE ...]
WHERE NOT EXISTS (
SELECT Rstream(*)
FROM Link2 [RANGE ...]
WHERE Link2.source_IP_address = Link1.source_IP_address)
Finally, Query 4 performs a negation of two outgoing links on the source IP address and joins
a third link on the source IP address having protocol = ftp. That is, Query 4 is essentially a
composition of queries 1 and 3. Both rewritings of Query 4 illustrated in Figure 3.5 are tested in
order to show that negation pull-up may be efficient in some situations.
For simplicity of implementation, each incoming tuple is fully processed before the next tuple
is scheduled for processing. As a result, the stream arrival rates are fixed and queuing delays
caused by bursts of tuples arriving at the same time are ignored; this has been discussed in the
context of data stream scheduling [20, 46, 142] and is an orthogonal issue.
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There are four experimental parameters: sliding window size, lazy expiration interval (for
operators that maintain state lazily), eager expiration interval (for operators such as grouping,
duplicate elimination, and negation, which must react to expirations immediately), and the num-
ber of partitions in the calendar queues and hash tables. Depending upon the query, the window
size varies anywhere from 100 Kilobytes to over 10 Megabytes. In terms of time, this corresponds
to a range of 2000 to 200000 time units, with an average of one tuple arriving on each link during
one time unit. For simplicity, the lazy expiration interval is set to five percent of the window
size. Increasing this interval gives slightly better performance and is not discussed further. Fur-
thermore, due to the fixed stream arrival rates, the eager expiration interval is set to the tuple
inter-arrival time7. In NT, this means that each new arrival into one of the input windows triggers
a window scan to determine if any negative tuples must be generated. In DIRECT and UPA,
each new arrival causes a probe of the state of each operator that must immediately react to ex-
pirations. Finally, the number of state buffer partitions is set to 10, unless otherwise noted. The
reported performance figures correspond to the average overall query execution times (including
processing, tuple insertion, and expiration) per 1000 tuples processed after all the windows have
filled up.
3.6.2 Query 1
Two variants of Query 1 are tested first. Figure 3.8 illustrates the performance of the first variant,
which uses protocol=ftp as the selection predicate (recall that this is the more selective predicate
that produces fewer results). As the window size grows, UPA is nearly twice as fast as the other
two. DIRECT outperforms NT because the result size is relatively small and therefore the cost
of scanning the entire result set during updates is not as great as the overhead of negative tuples.
However, the performance of DIRECT degrades as the window size grows. The second variant
of Query 1 is analyzed in Figure 3.9 and uses protocol=telnet as the selection predicate. The
result size is approximately ten times as large as in the first variant. In this case, DIRECT is by
far the slowest because it is very expensive to scan the large result when performing expiration.
The update-pattern-aware approach with ten partitions (denoted by UPA(10)) initially performs
well, but becomes very slow as the window size, and the result size, grows. However, increasing
the number of partitions to fifty (denoted by UPA(50)) yields processing times that are up to
one order of magnitude faster than NT for large window sizes.
3.6.3 Query 2
Figure 3.10 illustrates the processing times of duplicate elimination on the source IP address,
whereas Figure 3.11 graphs the processing times of duplicate elimination on source and destination
7Technically, the expiration procedure does not actually delete old tuples as this is under the control of Java’s
garbage-collection mechanism. Experiments were performed with Java’s System.gc() method, which acts as a
suggestion for Java to perform garbage collection. As expected, the processing times of each technique tested
here increased when this method was called frequently. Garbage collection is not discussed further as it is an
implementation-specific issue.
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Figure 3.8: Processing times of Query 1 using
protocol = ftp as the selection predicate
Figure 3.9: Processing times of Query 1 using
protocol=telnet as the selection predicate
Figure 3.10: Processing times of Query 2 with
duplicate elimination on the source IP address
Figure 3.11: Processing times of Query 2 with
duplicate elimination on source and destina-
tion IP address pairs
IP addresses. The former produces a small results set (roughly 2000 distinct IP addresses); the
result set of the latter is approximately ten times as large. Combining the δ∗ operator with
the calendar queue for storing the result yields significant performance improvements. In Figure
3.10, UPA is one order of magnitude faster than the other two. In Figure 3.11, UPA is roughly
twice as fast as NT, which was tested with the default weak non-monotonic version of duplicate
elimination. Furthermore, DIRECT performs poorly when the result size is large. The reason
why UPA has a greater performance advantage when the result size is small is because the size of
the auxiliary output state is also smaller, and therefore it is faster to maintain and probe (recall
Section 3.5.2).
The average space requirements of Query 2 are graphed in Figure 3.12 (duplicate elimination
on the source IP address) and Figure 3.13 (duplicate elimination on source and destination IP
addresses). The former is very selective, therefore UPA is up to two orders of magnitude more
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Figure 3.12: Space consumption of Query 2
with duplicate elimination on the source IP ad-
dress
Figure 3.13: Space consumption of Query 2
with duplicate elimination on source and des-
tination IP address pairs
space-efficient that NT and DIRECT (recall that the space requirements of δ∗ are proportional
to the output size, not the input size). The latter is less selective, but UPA is still significantly
more space-efficient.
3.6.4 Query 3
Figure 3.14 shows the running time of negation on the source IP address for NT and UPA,
with the latter employing a calendar queue to store the results and using negative tuples only
for premature expirations. UPA slightly outperforms NT for window sizes of up to roughly 500
Kilobytes. This is because the result size is small and the penalty for scanning the entire result
buffer when expiring a negative tuple is lower than the overhead of generating negative tuples.
However, as the window size (and the result size) grows, UPA begins to perform worse because
the cost of expiring negative tuples becomes high. In this experiment, the fraction of premature
expirations was counted explicitly and came to approximately 40 percent. This is a fairly high
proportion, which explains why UPA was competitive only for small window sizes.
3.6.5 Query 4
The final test evaluates the two plans for Query 4 illustrated in Figure 3.5. As discussed in the
context of Query 3, negation on the source IP address produces a relatively large number of
premature expirations and works best with the negative tuple approach. In this case, UPA pulls
up the negation operator (recall Section 3.5.3) and uses the negative tuple approach only for
those operators which follow negation in the query plan. That is, the plan on the left of Figure
3.5 is executed by maintaining the intermediate state directly and maintaining the final result via
negative tuples generated by the negation operator (the join operator does not have to generate
or process negative tuples). In the plan on the right, negation is pushed down, therefore UPA is
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Figure 3.14: Processing times of Query 3 Figure 3.15: Processing times of Query 4
equivalent to the negative tuple approach throughout the plan. Figure 3.15 shows the processing
times of Query 4 for the three possible approaches: negative tuples with the negation operator
pulled up, negative tuples with the join pulled up (denoted NT(join up)) and negation pushed
down, and UPA with negation pulled up.
First, note that NT(join up) outperforms NT because the negation operator is more selective
than the join and therefore the former plan costs less if both are using the negative tuple approach.
However, UPA performs best for sufficiently large window sizes because of the decrease in the
number of negative tuples that have to be generated and processed. Note that NT(join up) is
optimal for small window sizes because the number of negative tuples generated is small and their
processing overhead is not as large as the penalty of using a sub-optimal ordering. However, if the
join in Query 4 produced a large number of results, then pushing the join below negation would
be highly sub-optimal, despite the savings in negative tuple processing. On the other hand, if
an ordering with the join pushed down is optimal to begin with, then UPA can make the plan
even more efficient by eliminating the overhead of processing negative tuples below the negation
operator.
3.6.6 Lessons Learned
The above experiments have illustrated the advantages of update-pattern-aware query processing
as compared to the direct approach, which performs state maintenance inefficiently, and the
negative approach, which effectively doubles the query processing time because “positive” and
negative tuples must be processed by each operator. Query 4 has additionally shown the power
of update-pattern-aware query optimization in finding efficient query plans that would not have
been considered by a relational query optimizer employing standard optimization heuristics.
Chapter 4
Indexing Time-Evolving Data with
Variable Lifetimes
4.1 Introduction
This chapter extends update pattern awareness to accommodate DSMS applications that spool
data to disk for off-line analysis [113]. Applications under consideration in this chapter monitor
data generated by one or more sources, perform light-weight processing on-the-fly, and periodically
append new data to a disk-based archive. The archive is responsible for removing expired data
and facilitating complex off-line queries that are too expensive to be done in real time. Examples
include network traffic analysis, where the archive is mined by an Internet Service Provider
(ISP) in order to discover recent usage patterns and plan changes in the network infrastructure
[43]; transaction logging, where recent point-of-sale purchase records or telephone call logs are
examined for customer behaviour analysis and fraud detection [65, 114]; and networks of sensors
that measure physical phenomena such as temperature and humidity, where recent observations
are used to discover trends and make predictions [88].
Recall from Section 15 that previous work on indexing sliding windows in secondary storage
(the wave index) partitions the data chronologically into separate sub-indices. As a result, only
one partition needs to be accessed (loaded into memory) during a periodic update. The wave
index is based upon the assumption that the order in which the data are inserted is equivalent to
the expiration order, which means that the lifetime of each data item is the same. As explained in
Section 3.2, this assumption (i.e., weakest non-monotonic update patterns) holds if the application
maintains time-based sliding windows or materialized results of simple queries such as selection.
However, one may also choose to store (indexed) materialized results derived from one or more
base windows, such as those of a sliding window join. If many queries over the archive compute
the same join, then materializing the join result removes the need for each interested query to
compute it from scratch1. Instead, the index may be used by each interested query to efficiently
1Deciding which sub-expressions to materialize is an orthogonal problem that is not pursued here; see, e.g.,
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Equal lifetimes Variable lifetimes
Memory FIFO queue Calendar queue
Disk Wave index
Table 4.1: Classification of previous work on maintenance of time-evolving data
extract relevant data for further processing. As noted in Section 3.2, a join of time-based sliding
window is weak non-monotonic and therefore its results may have different lifetimes.
In addition to introducing variable lifetimes by way of materialized results of weak non-
monotonic query plans, sources may explicitly assign different lifetimes to the data that they
generate. For example, one sensor may produce temperature measurements every ten minutes
(giving each value a lifetime of ten minutes before being replaced with a new value), whereas
another sensor may report humidity values every fifteen minutes. Similarly, various sources may
be polled explicitly with different frequencies. For instance, the humidity sensor may require
more energy to compute and/or transmit a new value than the temperature sensor, and should
therefore be polled less often in order to save battery power [182].
As illustrated in Table 4.1, existing work on storing time-evolving data may be classified
according to two criteria: main memory versus secondary storage, and equal versus variable
lifetimes of the data items. Main-memory solutions were presented in Chapter 3, while the wave
index is appropriate for disk-based storage of data having equal lifetimes2. This chapter exploits
update pattern awareness to solve the most challenging of the four scenarios: disk-based indexing
of data items having variable lifetimes. In the remainder of this chapter, Section 4.2 explains
the limitations of previous work, Section 4.3 presents a solution, and Section 4.4 experimentally
shows the advantages of the proposed solution in terms of index update and access times.
4.2 Assumptions and Motivation
The problem addressed in this chapter concerns indexing a time-evolving set of data items with
associated lifetimes, such that index lookups and periodic updates may be done efficiently. The
expiration time of each item is assumed to be known at generation time, but the lifetimes of
various items may have different lengths, up to some pre-determined upper bound (i.e., weak non-
monotonic update patterns). Applications that generate data with unpredictable or approximate
lifetimes, or lifetimes whose length may change in response to the availability of storage space
[85] (i.e., strict non-monotonic update patterns), are not considered. New data are continually
generated by one or more sources and buffered in main memory between index updates. During an
update, new items which have arrived since the last update are inserted and items whose lifetimes
[27, 52] for possible solutions in the context of data streams and sliding windows.
2There has also been previous work on storing large sliding windows on disk and avoiding deletions altogether
by materializing multiple append-only prefixes of the window [95]. Again, the underlying assumption in [95] is that
the lifetimes of all the data items are equal to the window length.
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have expired are deleted. This involves bringing one or more pages into memory, updating them,
and writing them back to disk. Two access types must be supported: probes (retrieval of items
having a particular search key value or range), and scans of the entire index. Probes may be
performed by queries that access a shared materialized result and extract a relevant subset of
the data for further processing. Scans are performed by complex queries that must examine the
entire data set in order to update their answers.
A chronologically partitioned index similar to the wave index illustrated in Figure 2.6 is
inappropriate for disk-based storage of data with variable lifetimes. First, suppose that the index
is partitioned by insertion time, as on the left of Figure 2.6. At time 18, only I1 is accessed in
order to insert new items, as before. However, all four sub-indices need to be scanned in order
to determine which records have expired (it is no longer the case that only the items inserted
between times one and 2 expire at time 18). This may require a large number of disk I/Os and
cause unacceptably slow updates. Similarly, partitioning the index according to deletion times,
as on the right of Figure 2.6, means that all the expired items at time 18 can be found in I1, but
there may be insertions into every sub-index (it is not the case that all records inserted between
times 17 and 18 will expire between times 33 and 34). Again, all the sub-indices may need to be
read into memory during index updates.
Recall that the calendar queue, which is conceptually similar to the wave index, was used
in Chapter 3 to store the results of weak non-monotonic queries. However, this was under the
assumption that all the data fit in main memory. Using a calendar queue split by expiration
time was sufficient in the main-memory scenario because the goal was to make expirations more
efficient (by not having to scan the entire result); insertions were allowed to be scattered across
the entire result because of the luxury of random access in main memory. In this chapter, the fact
that the data are stored on disk means that both insertions and expirations must be localized to
a small number of sub-indices in order to prevent the entire index from being brought into main
memory during each update.
4.3 Proposed Solution
Recall from Section 15 that a wave index balances two requirements: clustering by search key
for efficient probing and by insertion (or expiration) time so that updates are confined to a
single sub-index. Disk-based indexing of time-evolving data with variable lifetimes involves three
conflicting requirements: clustering by search key for efficient probing, by insertion time for
efficient insertions, and by expiration time for efficient deletions. This section propose a solution,
referred to as a doubly partitioned index, that reconciles these three constraints. The idea is to
simultaneously partition the index on insertion and expiration times.
4.3.1 Double Partitioning
A simple example of a doubly partitioned index (an improved variant will be presented shortly)
is shown in Figure 4.1, given that the lifetimes of all the data records are at most 16 minutes
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Figure 4.1: Example of a doubly partitioned index, showing an update at time 18 (bottom)
and that updates are performed every 2 minutes. As was the case with the wave index, each
sub-index contains a directory on the search key and stores data records on disk, clustered by
search key. However, the ranges of insertion and expiration times are now chronologically divided
into two partitions each, creating a total of four sub-indices. As illustrated, at time 16, sub-index
I1 stores data items inserted between times one and 8 that will expire between times 17 and 24
(the other three sub-indices may be described similarly). The update illustrated on the bottom
of Figure 4.1 takes place at time 18, inserts new items into I1 and I2, and deletes expired items
from I1 and I3. Observe that I4 does not have to be accessed during this update, or during the
next three updates at times 20, 22, and 24. Then, the next four updates at times 26, 28, 30,
and 32 will insert into I3 and I4, and delete from I2 and I4 (I1 will not be accessed). In general,
increasing the number of partitions leads to more sub-indices not being accessed during updates,
thereby decreasing the index maintenance costs.
The flaw with chronological partitioning of the insertion and expiration times is that the
sub-indices may have widely different sizes. Recall Figure 4.1 and note that at time 16, I2 stores
items that arrived between times one and 8 and will expire between times 25 and 32. That is, I2
is empty at this time because there are no items whose lifetimes are larger than 16. As a result,
the other sub-indices are large and their update costs may dominate the overall maintenance
cost. This problem may be addressed by adjusting the intervals spanned by each sub-index. The
improved technique, referred to as round-robin partitioning, is illustrated in Figure 4.2 for the
same parameters as in Figure 4.1 (items have lifetimes of up to 16 minutes and index updates are
done every two minutes). The two rows of intervals underneath each sub-index correspond to the
insertion time and expiration time ranges, respectively. Rather than dividing the insertion and
expiration time ranges chronologically, round-robin partitioning distributes updates in a round-
robin fashion such that no sub-index experiences two consecutive insertions or expirations. For
instance, the update illustrated on the bottom of Figure 4.2 takes place at time 18, inserts new
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Figure 4.2: Example of a round-robin doubly partitioned index, showing an update at time 18
(bottom)
tuples into I1 and I2 and expires tuples from I1 and I3. The next update at time 20 inserts new
tuples into I3 and I4, and deletes old tuples from I2 and I4. The fact that consecutive updates are
spread out over different sub-indices ensures that the sub-indices have similar sizes, as formalized
in Theorem 4.1 below. As will be shown experimentally in Section 4.4, this property translates
to more efficient index updates.
Theorem 4.1 Given a constant rate of insertion into the result and uniform distribution of data
lifetimes, the average variance of sub-index sizes using round-robin partitioning is lower than the
average variance of sub-index sizes using chronological partitioning.
Proof. See Appendix A.
2
Doubly partitioned indices are compatible with two bulk-update strategies, denoted Rebuild
and NoRebuild. With Rebuild, updated sub-indices are completely rebuilt and re-clustered, such
that all the records with the same search key are stored contiguously in one dynamically-sized
bucket (spanning one or more contiguous disk pages). With NoRebuild, each sub-index allocates
multiple fixed-size buckets for each search key (usually not contiguously). Therefore, updates
may cause additional buckets to be created or existing buckets to be deleted, if empty.
Let n be the number of sub-indices, G be the number of partitions of generation (insertion)
times, and E be the number of partitions of expiration times (n = G × E)3. Furthermore, let
S be the upper bound on the lifetimes of data items and ∆ be the time interval between two
consecutive index updates. Algorithm 1 implements the round-robin doubly partitioned index and
3For example, in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, G = 2, E = 2, and n = G ×E = 4.
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Algorithm 1 Round-robin doubly partitioned index
Input: number of partitions of insertion times G, number of partitions of expiration times E,
maximum lifetime of a data item S, and interval between two consecutive index updates ∆
Initial stage at time τ
1 for i = 0 to S∆G − 1
2 for j = 0 to G− 1
3 IjE+1 through I(j+1)E are assigned an insertion time range of
τ − S + (iG + j)∆ + 1 to τ − S + (iG + j + 1)∆
4 end for
5 end for
6 for i = 0 to S∆E − 1
7 for j = 0 to E − 1
8 Ij+1, IE+j+1, . . . , I(G−1)E+j+1 are assigned an expiration time range of
τ + S + (iG + j)∆ + 1 to τ + S + (iG + j + 1)∆
9 end for
10 end for
11 Insert initial result tuples to appropriate sub-indices
Periodic update stage at time τ + j∆, j = 1, 2, . . .
1 for each sub-index with expiration time range of τ + (j − 1)∆ + 1 to τ + j∆
2 Replace above range with τ + (j − 1)∆ + 1 + S to τ + j∆ + S
3 Delete tuples with expiration times of τ + (j − 1)∆ + 1 to τ + j∆
4 end for
5 for each sub-index with insertion time range of τ + (j − 1)∆ + 1− S to τ + j∆ − S
6 Replace above range with τ + (j − 1)∆ + 1 to τ + j∆
7 Insert new result tuples to appropriate sub-indices
8 end for
contains two stages: the initial stage and the periodic update stage. Suppose that the algorithm
starts with a set of data that are assumed to be valid at some time τ . The initial stage partitions
the insertion and expiration times, inserts the data records into the appropriate sub-indices, and
builds the corresponding sub-index directories. The update stage periodically accesses selected
sub-indices in order to adjust the insertion and expiration times that they span, insert and/or
delete tuples in the appropriate sub-indices according to the insertion and expiration times, and
update the corresponding sub-index directories. A detailed implementation of insertions and
deletions is not shown in the algorithm as this depends on the clustering technique (Rebuild
versus NoRebuild). Similarly, specific details concerning directory updates are omitted since the
algorithm is compatible with a wide range of directory data structures.
Note that lines 1 and 4 of the periodic update stage look up a sub-index according to the
range of insertion or expiration times that it spans. One way to speed up these lookups is to
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maintain a meta-index, over the time intervals spanned by individual sub-indices (see, e.g., [260]
in the context of data stream processing or [209] in the context of traditional spatio-temporal
indexing). However, this improvement is not considered any further in this chapter because the
number of sub-indices in a doubly partitioned index is not expected to be large and therefore
determining which sub-indices are to be accessed during a given update is not expensive.
4.3.2 Cost Analysis
The number of sub-indices accessed during each update is G + E − 1. To choose optimal values
for G and E with respect to the number of sub-index accesses, it suffices to minimize G+E given
that G×E = n and G, E ≥ 2, which yields G=E=√n. Thus, the value of n should be chosen to
be a perfect square.
Increasing n increases the space requirements (each sub-index requires its own directory on the
search key) and leads to slower query times because index scans and probes need to access all n
sub-indices. Additionally, more individual sub-indices are accessed during updates as n increases.
However, the sub-indices are faster to update because they are smaller, and the fraction of the
data that need to be updated decreases. For instance, setting G = E = 2 (as in Figures 4.1 and
4.2) means that three of the four sub-indices are scanned during updates, but increasing G and
E to four means that only seven of sixteen sub-indices are accessed. As will be shown in Section
4.4, increasing n initially decreases update times, but eventually a breakpoint is reached where
the individual sub-indices are small and making any further splits is not helpful (note that the
breakpoint value of n is expected to be higher for larger data sets).
The other part of the maintenance and query costs is contributed by the operations done after
a sub-index is accessed. Fixing G and E, Rebuild should be faster to query (only one bucket is
accessed to find all records with a given search key), but slower to update (especially as the data
size grows, because rebuilding large indices may be expensive). Access into NoRebuild is slower
because records with the same search key may be scattered across many buckets, but NoRebuild
should be faster to update because individual updates are less costly than rebuilding an entire
sub-index. Furthermore the total size of NoRebuild may be larger than Rebuild because some
pre-allocated buckets may not be full.
4.3.3 Handling Fluctuating Stream Conditions
Round-robin partitioning creates sub-indices with similar sizes if the amount of new data arriving
between updates does not change. However, in the worst case, the data rate may alternate
between slow and bursty periods, causing the round-robin allocation policy to create some sub-
indices that are very large and some that are very small. The algorithmic solution in this case is
to randomize the update allocation policy. In practice, though, random fluctuations in the data
rate are expected. Furthermore, the change in the data rate may be persistent for several index
updates, or short-lived between two consecutive updates. In both cases, round-robin partitioning
is expected to adapt to the new conditions. Given a persistent change, round-robin update
allocation ensures that updates are spread out across the sub-indices. Thus, if the number of new
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data items increases (or decreases), then each sub-index will in turn get larger (or smaller), until
all the sub-indices have similar sizes again. Using chronological partitioning, the same sub-index
would receive a number of consecutive updates and become either much larger or much smaller
than the others. If a change is short-lived, then it is also better to begin with equal sub-index
sizes. Otherwise, a burst of new data could be inserted into a large sub-index, which would
become even larger.
4.4 Experiments
This section contains an overview of the implementation of doubly partitioned indices (Section
4.4.1) and experimental results. Sections 4.4.2 through 4.4.4 present results of experiments with
a small data set of approximately 500 Megabytes (this corresponds to data generated over a
time of 500000 time units, with an average of one record generated per time unit). Section 4.4.5
investigates index performance over larger data sets with sizes of up to 5 Gigabytes (i.e., data
produced over a time of 5 million time units, with an average of one record generated per time
unit). The experimental findings are summarized in Section 4.4.6.
4.4.1 Implementation Details
The doubly partitioned indices (Rebuild and NoRebuild) were implemented in Java, and tested
on a Linux PC with a Pentium IV 2.4Ghz processor and 2 Gigabytes of RAM. For comparison,
two chronologically partitioned wave indices from [222] were also implemented (recall Figure 2.6):
REINDEX, which is similar to Rebuild in that it reclusters sub-indices after updates, and DEL,
which is similar to NoRebuild as it maintains multiple fixed-size buckets per key. Both REINDEX
and DEL may be partitioned by insertion time (abbreviated R-ins or D-ins, respectively) or by
expiration time (abbreviated R-exp or D-exp). The indexing techniques will be referred to by
their abbreviations, followed by the value of n (number of sub-indices) or values of G and E
(number of partitions of insertion and expiration times, respectively), e.g., R-ins4 or Rebuild2x2.
Each test consists of an initial building stage and an update stage. The building stage pop-
ulates the index using records with randomly generated lifetimes and search key values (both
generated from a uniform distribution). The total data size in the initial stage varies from 500
Megabyte to five Gigabytes. Next, periodic updates are generated using the same lifetime and
search key distribution, and inserted into the index, at the same time removing expired tuples.
After each update, an index probe is performed (retrieving tuples having a randomly chosen
search key value), followed by an index scan. The average processing time of each operation is
reported. 36 updates are performed until the amount of new data generated equals the initial
data size. This corresponds to an index update frequency of roughly 14000 to 140000 time units,
with a relative data rate of one record per time unit.
Each indexing technique consists of an array of sub-indices, with each sub-index containing
a main-memory directory (implemented as a linked list sorted by search key) and a random
access file storing the results. The file is a collection of buckets storing tuples with the same
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Figure 4.3: Structure of an individual sub-index
search key, sorted by expiration time. Individual data records are 1000 bytes long and contain an
integer search key, an integer expiration timestamp, as well as a string that abstractly represents
the contents of the data. The structure of an individual sub-index in NoRebuild and DEL is
illustrated in Figure 4.3, showing the directory with offset pointers to locations of buckets in the
file (note that there may be more than one bucket per search key in case of overflow). The count
of records in each bucket is also stored as not all buckets are full. Rebuild and REINDEX are
structured similarly, except that one variable-size bucket is maintained for each search key.
A number of simplifications have been made to focus the experiments on the relative per-
formance of doubly partitioned indices. First, bucket sizes are not adjusted upon overflow; this
issue was studied in [89] in the context of skewed distributions and is orthogonal to this work.
Instead a simple strategy was implemented that allocates another bucket of the same size for the
given key. Garbage-collection of empty buckets is also ignored because it adds a constant amount
of time to the maintenance costs of each indexing technique. Second, the number of search key
values is fixed at 100 in order to bound the length of the directory. Otherwise, query times may
be dominated by the time it takes to scan a long list; handling a larger set of key values can be
done with a more efficient directory, such as a B+-tree, and is orthogonal to this work. Third,
the number of tuples per bucket in NoRebuild and DEL is based upon the initial distribution of
key values in the building stage, such that each sub-index contains an average of 2.5 buckets per
search key. This value was found to be a good compromise between few large buckets per key
(which wastes space because many newly allocated buckets never fill up) and too many buckets
(which results in slower query times).
4.4.2 Optimal Values for G and E
The first experiment validates the result from Section 4.3.2 regarding the optimal assignment of
values for G and E given a value for n. Figure 4.4 shows the normalized update, probe, and
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Figure 4.4: Relative performance of Re-
build4x4, Rebuild2x8, and Rebuild8x2
Figure 4.5: Update times of index partitioning
techniques given a small window size
scan times for Rebuild4x4, Rebuild2x8, and Rebuild8x2; other index types give similar relative
results. Rebuild4x4 performs best in terms of scan and probe times, though the difference is
negligible because all three techniques probe the same number of sub-indices to obtain query
results and all the sub-indices have roughly equal sizes. The average update time of Rebuild4x4
is approximately 20 percent lower than the other techniques because the number of sub-indices
updated by Rebuild4x4 is 7, versus 9 for the other two strategies. Notably, Rebuild8x2 can be
updated faster than Rebuild2x8 because tuples inside buckets are ordered by expiration time, and
therefore deletions are simple (tuples are removed from the front of the bucket) but insertions
are more complex (whole bucket must be scanned). Since the number of insertions is determined
by the number of partitions in the lower level, the technique with a smaller value of E wins.
4.4.3 Performance of Doubly Partitioned Indices
Doubly partitioned indices are now compared with the existing algorithms. As per the previous
experiment, only the following partitions are considered: 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, and 5x5. Results for
R-exp and D-exp are omitted because these techniques always incur longer update times than
R-ins and D-ins. As before, this is because insertions are more expensive than deletions if buckets
are sorted by expiration time, therefore splitting an index by expiration time forces insertions
into every sub-index. Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show the average update, probe, and scan times,
respectively, as functions of n (number of sub-indices). Figure 4.5 additionally shows the update
times of doubly partitioned indices with chronological partitioning (denoted by chr) in order to
single out the benefits of round-robin partitioning. Even chronological partitioning outperforms
the existing strategies by a factor of two as n grows, with round-robin partitioning additionally
improving the update times by ten to 20 percent. As explained in Section 4.3.2, NoRebuild is
faster to update than Rebuild, but is slower to probe and scan.
The update overhead of Rebuild relative to NoRebuild is roughly five percent for n < 9
and decreases to under two percent for large n. The relative savings in index probe times of
Rebuild are less than one percent. This is because a relatively small data size is assumed in this
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Figure 4.6: Probe times of index partitioning
techniques given a small window size
Figure 4.7: Scan times of index partitioning
techniques given a small window size
experiment (roughly 500 Megabytes), meaning that the individual sub-indices are small and can
be rebuilt quickly. Additionally, all the buckets with a particular search key may be found with
a small number of disk accesses, even if the buckets are scattered across the file. Hence, probing
NoRebuild is only slightly more expensive than probing Rebuild, where records with the same
search keys are found in the same bucket. In general, Rebuild and NoRebuild perform probes
slightly faster than R-ins and D-ins because the sub-indices in our techniques have similar sizes,
and therefore avoid “bad cases” where probing one or more large sub-indices inflates the access
cost.
As n increases, the access times grow because more sub-indices must be probed separately,
whereas update times decrease initially, but begin growing for n ≥ 25 (or n ≥ 9 for R-ins and
D-ins). As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, this is due to two factors influencing the update costs:
as n increases, the amount of data to be updated decreases, but the number of individual sub-
index accesses increases. The latter is the reason why the update costs of R-ins and D-ins start
increasing for smaller values of n than those for our doubly partitioned techniques: the existing
techniques access all n sub-indices during updates, whereas the doubly partitioned techniques
only access G + E − 1 = 2√n− 1 sub-indices.
Given a fixed value of n, Rebuild and R-ins both have the lowest space requirements, followed
by NoRebuild and D-ins. NoRebuild and D-ins incur the overhead of pre-allocating buckets which
may never fill up (the exact space penalty depends on the bucket allocation strategy, which is
orthogonal to this work). As n increases, all techniques require more space in order to store
sub-index directories.
To measure the overhead associated with doubly partitioned indices, chronological and round-
robin partitioning were also tested without indices. Update times were down by approximately
20 percent because index directories did not have to be updated and files were not reclustered.
However, probes and scans both required a sequential scan of the data, and took approximately
the same amount of time as index scans in Figure 4.7, namely on the order of 600 seconds. Thus,
doubly partitioned indices incur modest update overhead, but allow probe times that are two
orders of magnitude faster than sequential scan.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of data rate fluctuations on
index update performance.
Figure 4.9: Update times of index partitioning
techniques given a large data set.
4.4.4 Fluctuating Stream Conditions
In this experiment, the data rate varies randomly by a factor of up to four. The total amount
of data items generated is set to be approximately the same as in the previous experiment in
order to enable a head-to-head comparison. The average access times were slower by several
percent; the index update times are illustrated in Figure 4.8 for selected techniques (R and NoR
denote Rebuild and NoRebuild, respectively). The darkened portion of each bar corresponds to
the increase in update time caused by the fluctuating data rate.
Doubly partitioned indices are more adaptable to fluctuating data rates than R-ins and D-
ins. NoRebuild and Rebuild are more significantly affected by fluctuations for larger values of
n, whereas R-ins and D-ins exhibit the worst performance for small values of n. This can be
explained as follows. Rebuild and NoRebuild use round-robin partitioning, meaning that updates
are scattered across sub-indices, therefore a large value of n means that it takes longer for the
new data rate to take effect in all the sub-indices. On the other hand, R-ins and D-ins use
chronological partitioning, therefore a large value of n means that the sub-indices have shorter
time spans and therefore bursty updates spread out faster across the sub-indices. Finally, Rebuild
and R-ins are more resilient to fluctuations than NoRebuild and D-ins because the latter two use
a simple (non-adaptive) bucket allocation technique.
4.4.5 Scaling up to Large Index Sizes
This test investigates the behaviour of the proposed techniques when indexing large amounts of
data (five Gigabytes). The average update, probe, and scan times as functions of n are shown in
Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, respectively. Doubly partitioned indices are now up to three times
as fast to update as the existing techniques. Additionally, the gap between the update and
query times of Rebuild versus NoRebuild is now wider. Rebuild is two to three percent faster
to probe, but between five (for n = 25) and nine (for n = 4) percent slower to update; the
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Figure 4.10: Probe times of index partitioning
techniques given a large data set.
Figure 4.11: Scan times of index partitioning
techniques given a large data set.
corresponding percentages from Figure 4.6 are less than one percent and roughly three percent,
respectively. This is the expected outcome of indexing a large data set: Rebuild becomes slower to
update because it must re-cluster larger sub-indices, whereas NoRebuild becomes slower to probe
because there are more result tuples with the same search key, spread over multiple buckets and
possibly multiple disk pages.
Another difference between Figures 4.9 and 4.5 is the behaviour of update times as n grows.
In Figure 4.5, there is a turning point (at n = 16 for NoRebuild and Rebuild) after which update
times do not decrease. This is not the case in Figure 4.9, where update times continue to drop
for all tested values of n. This is because the window size, and hence individual sub-index sizes,
are larger, therefore the drop in performance caused by making the sub-indices too small is not
an issue for n ≤ 25.
4.4.6 Lessons Learned
Based upon the above experiments, the following recommendations can be made regarding the
best index partitioning strategy. The guidelines depend upon the data size and the expected
number of queries to be executed over the archive between updates.
• For a small window size and small number of queries, NoRebuild4x4 is a good choice as it
incurs low update times.
• For a small window size and large number of queries, Rebuild2x2 works best because its
probe and scan times are low. The probing times of R-ins1, and R-ins2 are slightly lower
than those of Rebuild2x2, but updating R-ins is slower.
• For a large window size and small number of queries, NoRebuild is a good choice, but with
a smaller value of n than recommended for small window sizes to ensure that probing times
are not excessively high (e.g., NoRebuild3x3).
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• For a large window size and large number of queries, Rebuild becomes expensive to update,
therefore Rebuild2x2 or Rebuild3x3 are recommended only if fast probing times are crucial.
Otherwise, NoRebuild2x2 is a better (more balanced) choice.
Note that the query workload may fluctuate over time, therefore it may be advantageous to
switch to a different indexing technique at some point. This problem is similar to plan migration
in the context of sliding window queries that store state [275]. Two possible solutions are either
stopping the old plan, migrating the state, and starting the new plan, or running both plans in
parallel and discarding the old plan when all the windows roll over. Both strategies are compatible
with doubly partitioned indices in that the system can migrate from one index type to another
either by discarding the old index and building a new index, or maintaining both indices in
parallel until the old index gradually empties out.
Chapter 5
Multi-Join Processing over Sliding
Windows
5.1 Introduction
Recall from Chapter 2 that persistent queries may be executed continuously (eagerly) or peri-
odically (lazily). Furthermore, recall from Section 2.2.2 that some operators, including the join,
may maintain their state eagerly or lazily, with the trade-off that lazy expiration requires more
memory for temporarily storing expired tuples. This chapter studies algorithms for evaluating
an equi-join of n sliding windows in main memory using eager or lazy evaluation and expiration
[111]. Joins are important operators in a DSMS as they facilitate cross-referencing of similar
events on multiple input streams which have occurred within a window length of each other [99].
Section 5.2 begins by defining several multi-way join algorithms compatible with the above
four options. Additionally, two lazy-evaluation variants are presented for ensuring restore and no-
restore semantics (recall Section 3.3.4), and dealing with weakest, weak, and strict non-monotonic
inputs is discussed. All of the proposed algorithms are fully pipelined (intermediate results are not
materialized due to main memory constraints). Next, Section 5.3 outlines join ordering heuristics
that attempt to minimize the number of tuples in the pipeline. The heuristics are based upon a
per-unit-time cost model also used in [147] in the context of binary sliding window joins. Finally,
Section 5.4 discusses experimental results, including the effects of re-evaluation and expiration
strategies on the overall processing cost.
A multi-way hash join for unbounded streams has been proposed in [250], but extensions
to sliding windows were not presented. Moreover, while the join ordering problem has been
identified in the context of optimizing for the highest output rate of queries over unbounded
streams [249, 250], ordering sliding window joins has not been discussed. Generally, main-memory
join ordering techniques in DBMSs push expensive predicates to the top of the plan [256].
Table 5.1 lists the symbols used in this chapter and their meanings. Furthermore, Figure 5.1
explains the convention for describing join ordering. In the example, the join order S1 1 (S2 1
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Table 5.1: Explanations of symbols used in this chapter
λi Arrival rate of stream i in tuples per unit time
Sj Sliding window corresponding to stream j
Tj Length of the j
th time-based window
Cj Number of tuples in Sj
vj Number of distinct values in Sj
bj Number of hash buckets in the hash index of Sj , if such an index exists
∆ Periodic re-execution interval
a ◦ b Concatenation of tuples a and b
ts Timestamp attribute
Figure 5.1: Join order S1 1 (S2 1 (S3 1 S4)) expressed as a join tree and a series of for-loops
(S3 1 S4)) is expressed as a join tree on the left and as a series of nested for-loops on the right;
the join predicate is an equality condition on a common attribute named a. S1 is said to be
“ordered first”, S2 “ordered second”, and so on. For brevity, parentheses will be omitted and the
notation S1, S2, S3, S4 will be used to represent the join order shown in Figure 5.1.
5.2 Sliding Window Join Algorithms
5.2.1 Eager Evaluation
The discussion of join algorithms begins with the simplest case of eager re-evaluation and eager
expiration. Assume that the join conditions are equality predicates on a common attribute across
all streams, call it a, which means that all permutations of the join order are possible.
A binary sliding window works as follows [147], assuming that its inputs have weakest or weak
non-monotonic update patterns and therefore negative tuples need not be used. Let S1 and S2
be the two inputs. Each newly arrived S1-tuple is inserted into its state. Next, expired tuples are
removed from the other state (S2), which is then scanned to produce new results involving the
new S1-tuple. Recall that a tuple expires if its exp timestamp is older than the current time, or,
in this case, the timestamp of the newly arrived S1-tuple. Moreover, observe that expiration from
S2 is done before the scan so that tuples which have expired relative to the timestamp of the new
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Table 5.2: Probing orders given that the global join order is S1 1 (S2 1 S3)
Origin of new tuple Join order
S1 S1 1 (S2 1 S3)
S2 S2 1 (S1 1 S3)
S3 S3 1 (S1 1 S2)
tuple do not participate in join processing. A similar procedure is followed for each newly arrived
S2-tuple. Note that each result tuple is assigned an expiration timestamp that is the minimum
of the exp timestamps of the individual tuples. It is then up to the next operator in the pipeline
(or an application attached to the final output of the query) to expire old result tuples.
On the other hand, if at least one of the inputs of the join is strict non-monotonic (e.g., count-
based window), then negative tuples must be used. In this case, negative tuples are processed in
the same way as regular tuples and produced on the output stream. Additionally, expiration is
performed when a negative tuple arrives and the corresponding regular tuple is deleted.
Extending the binary join to deal with more than two inputs is straightforward: for each
newly arrived tuple k, expired tuples are removed in all the other state buffers, and the buffers
are then scanned in the order prescribed by the query plan. For example, suppose that three
windows, call them S1, S2, and S3, are joined using the plan S1 1 (S2 1 S3). Upon arrival of a
new S1-tuple, S2 and S3 are purged of expired tuples and then probed in that order. If a new
S2-tuple arrives, then S1 is probed first, followed by S3. Similarly, upon arrival of a new S3-tuple,
S1 is probed first, and then S2. In effect, the window at the top of the join order always consists
of only one tuple (i.e., the newly arrived tuple) and the join order changes in response to the
origin of the incoming tuple, as shown in Table 5.2. The global join order is defined to be the
order followed when processing new tuples from the first window. In the above example, the
global order is S1, S2, S3.
Algorithm 2 implements the sliding window join using eager evaluation and expiration. With-
out loss of generality, a global join order of S1, S2 . . .Sn is assumed. As in the binary join, negative
tuples are used to remove the corresponding regular tuples in the join state (not shown in the
algorithm) and are processed by subroutine ComputeJoin in the same way as regular tuples. If
negative tuples are used to announce all expirations (not only the premature ones), then line 3
may be removed as expired tuples are being removed when the corresponding negative tuples
arrive. If hash tables are maintained, then only the appropriate hash buckets are scanned inside
subroutine ComputeJoin (lines 1, 4, 6, and 9), not the entire inputs. If a new tuple arrives while
a previously arrived tuple is being processed, then the new tuple is assumed to wait in a queue.
Furthermore, if two tuples arrive simultaneously, then ties may be broken arbitrarily in line 1.
In order to allow lazy expiration, Algorithm 2 must identify and ignore expired tuples during
processing. This can be accomplished by padding the join predicates with timestamp comparisons,
as summarized in Algorithm 3. The timestamp comparisons guarantee that newly arrived tuples
do not join with expired tuples (relative to the timestamp of the new tuple) that have not yet been
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Algorithm 2 Eager Multi-Way Join
Input: n sliding windows, S1 through Sn, over n input streams
1 if a new tuple k arrives on stream i then
2 insert new tuple in window Si
3 remove expired tuples from all other windows
4 ComputeJoin(k, {S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
5 end if
ComputeJoin(new tuple k, join order {S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
1 for each u ∈ S1
2 if k.a = u.a then
3 \\ loop through S2 up to Si−2
4 for each v ∈ Si−1
5 if k.a = v.a then
6 for each w ∈ Si+1
7 if k.a = w.a then
8 \\ loop through Si+2 up to Sn−1
9 for each x ∈ Sn
10 if k.a = x.a then
11 return k ◦ u ◦ . . . ◦ v ◦ . . . ◦ x
12 end if
13 end for





19 \\ end for loops S2 up to Si−2
20 end if
21 end for
removed. Expiration is not specified in the algorithm as it may be performed at arbitrary times,
but not during the execution of subroutine ComputeJoinLazyExp. Note that Algorithm 3 applies
only when all of its inputs have weakest or weak non-monotonic update patterns. Otherwise, it
is not possible to predict the expiration times of tuples in the join state and expirations must be
performed eagerly via negative tuples.
5.2.2 Lazy Evaluation
Recall from Section 3.3.4 that lazy re-evaluation of weak and strict non-monotonic query
plans does not produce the same result set as continuous evaluation. In the context of the sliding
window join, newly arrived tuples joining with tuples that are about to expire may never be
reported if they have short lifetimes falling between two re-execution intervals. If no-restore
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Algorithm 3 Eager Multi-Way Join with Lazy Expiration
Input: n sliding windows, S1 through Sn, over n input streams
1 if a new tuple k arrives on stream i then
2 insert new tuple in window Si
3 ComputeJoinLazyExp(k, {S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
4 end if
ComputeJoinLazyExp(new tuple k, join order {S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
1 for each u ∈ S1 and k.ts ≤ u.exp
2 if k.a = u.a then
3 \\ loop through S2 up to Si−2
4 for each v ∈ Si−1 and k.ts ≤ v.exp
5 if k.a = v.a then
6 for each w ∈ Si+1 and k.ts ≤ w.exp
7 if k.a = w.a then
8 \\ loop through Si+2 up to Sn−1
9 for each x ∈ Sn and k.ts ≤ x.exp
10 if k.a = x.a then
11 return k ◦ u ◦ . . . ◦ v ◦ . . . ◦ x
12 end if
13 end for





19 \\ end for loops S2 up to Si−2
20 end if
21 end for
semantics are acceptable, then one possibility is to re-use Algorithm 2, augmented to clean out
expired tuples before each re-execution. This augmentation is correct because short-lived results
that have expired just before the re-execution need not be recovered and therefore expired tuples
do not need to be retained for processing. However, improvements can be made to reduce the time
and space requirements of lazy join evaluation. First, processing time can be reduced by sorting or
hashing newly arrived tuples on their a-attributes on-the-fly and calling subroutine ComputeJoin
only once per group of new tuples from the same input having the same a-value. This reduces the
number of times that the other inputs are probed and is similar to the traditional block-oriented
nested-loops join [96]. Second, space usage may be decreased by removing tuples that will expire
before the next re-evaluation immediately after the current re-evaluation (there is no need to
store these tuples between re-evaluations). This gives rise to the lazy multi-way join outlined
as Algorithm 4; without loss of generality, assume that NOW is the time at which re-execution
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Algorithm 4 Lazy Multi-Way Join with No-Restore Semantics
Input: n sliding windows, S1 through Sn, over n input streams
1 Every time the query is to be re-executed
2 for i = 1 . . .n
3 insert newly arrived tuples on stream i into Si
4 for each group G of newly arrived tuples in Si having the same a-value val
5 LazyComputeJoin(G, val, {S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
6 end for
7 end for
8 remove tuples from each window Si having exp timestamps smaller than NOW + ∆
LazyComputeJoin(group of tuples G, a-value val, join order {S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
1 for each u ∈ S1
2 if val = u.a then
3 \\ loop through S2 up to Si−2
4 for each v ∈ Si−1
5 if val = v.a then
6 for each w ∈ Si+1
7 if val = w.a then
8 \\ loop through Si+2 up to Sn−1
9 for each x ∈ Sn
10 if val = x.a then
11 for each g ∈ G









21 \\ end for loops S2 up to Si−2
22 end if
23 end for
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begins. Note that timestamp comparisons are not required during join processing because expired
tuples are guaranteed to have been removed at the end of the previous re-execution.
As was the case with Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4 relies on the knowledge of expiration times
of tuples in its state (line 8), therefore it is not compatible with strict non-monotonic inputs.
However, the lazy multi-way join may be modified to handle strict non-monotonic inputs by
performing expiration eagerly in response to newly arrived negative tuples, and evaluating the
join lazily as in subroutine LazyComputeJoin.
Conforming to restore semantics requires two changes to Algorithm 4. First, line 8 changes
to “remove tuples from Si having exp timestamps smaller than NOW” because tuples that will
expire before the next re-execution (at time NOW +∆) could join with newly arrived tuples and
produce short-lived results. Second, subroutine LazyComputeJoin must now carry out timestamp
comparisons because not all expired tuples will be used to restore short-lived results. Algorithm 5
implements restore semantics. Note that currently processed tuples having the same a-values may
have different timestamps in the range between NOW −∆ and NOW . Therefore, the algorithm
produces a superset of possible results in the outer for-loops, which is why the smallest timestamp
of the newly arrived tuples is used along with the join predicate. Then, in lines 11 through 13,
subroutine LazyRestoreComputeJoin verifies that none of the base tuples have expired relative to
the specific timestamp of each newly arrived tuple.
One way to adapt Algorithm 5 to strict non-monotonic input is as follows. When a negative
tuple arrives, the corresponding regular tuple is looked up, but not deleted right away. Instead, the
expired tuple is given an exp timestamp corresponding to the generation timestamp of the negative
tuple. This allows subroutine LazyRestoreComputeJoin to recover short-lived join results. When
the join processing stage completes, line 9 of Algorithm 5 may be used to garbage-collect the
expired tuples since their exp timestamps have been set by the corresponding negative tuples.
5.2.3 Analysis of Algorithms
The trade-offs involved in the above join algorithms are analyzed by considering their relative
costs in terms of window maintenance and join computation. In terms of join processing, a hash
join is faster than a nested-loops join, but incurs higher window maintenance costs. For example,
handling new tuples is more expensive in a hash join because the hash function must be applied
to each new tuple. Moreover, expiration is more costly because each bucket must be probed
separately (depending upon the update patterns of the input, each hash bucket may be a FIFO
queue, a calendar queue, or a simple list, as discussed in Section 21). Additionally, if many
tuples have the same value of the join attribute, then lazy evaluation is more efficient than eager
evaluation. However, the downside of lazy evaluation is that answers are reported to the user
with a delay (recall the discussion in Section 3.3.4). Now, in terms of window maintenance, eager
expiration is more costly. For instance, if expiration is performed frequently, than some windows
or hash buckets may not contain any stale tuples, yet the algorithm must still pay for the cost
of accessing them. However, under eager evaluation, eager expiration reduces the join processing
cost by eliminating the need to pad join predicates with timestamp comparisons. In the context
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Algorithm 5 Lazy Multi-Way Join with Restore Semantics
1 Every time the query is to be re-executed
2 for i = 1 . . .n
3 insert newly arrived tuples on stream i into Si
4 for each group G of newly arrived tuples in Si having the same a-value val
5 let mints be the smallest timestamp of all tuples in G
6 LazyRestoreComputeJoin(G, val, mints, {S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
7 end for
8 end for
9 remove tuples from each window Si having timestamps smaller than NOW − Ti
LazyRestoreComputeJoin(group of tuples G, a-value val, timestamp mints, join order
{S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . .Sn})
1 for each u ∈ S1 and mints− ≤ u.exp ≤ NOW
2 if val = u.a then
3 \\ loop through S2 up to Si−2
4 for each v ∈ Si−1 and mints ≤ v.exp ≤ NOW
5 if val = v.a then
6 for each w ∈ Si+1 and mints ≤ w.exp ≤ NOW
7 if val = w.a then
8 \\ loop through Si+2 up to Sn−1
9 for each x ∈ Sn and mints ≤ x.exp ≤ NOW
10 if val = x.a then
11 for each g ∈ G
12 if u.exp ≥ g.ts and . . . and v.exp ≥ g.ts and w.exp ≥ g.ts
and . . . and x.exp ≥ g.ts










23 \\ end for loops S2 up to Si−2
24 end if
25 end for
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of lazy evaluation, enforcing restore semantics is more expensive because timestamp comparisons
are made during join processing. These issues will be explored in more depth in Section 5.4.
Given that evaluating the join using restore semantics is more expensive, one might choose
to accept no-restore semantics if the proportion of lost results is small. First, suppose that
the distribution of the lifetime lengths of join results is uniform. That is, a new tuple has an
equal probability of joining with new or old tuples from the other windows. In this case, the
proportion of lost results may be approximated by the ratio of the re-evaluation interval ∆ and
the window length (weighted by the stream arrival rates if each stream is bounded by a window
with a different length). For example, if a join of 60-second windows is evaluated lazily every ten
seconds, then 17 percent of the results are likely to be missing. On the other hand, consider a
join of two windows, where one of the input streams “lags” behind the other one in a sense that
newly arrived tuples in one window join with old tuples in the other window [228]. If the lag is
approximately equal to the window size, then most of the join results are short-lived and lazy
re-evaluation may return a small fraction of the result set.
Finally, recall that if the input to the join operator is strict non-monotonic, then the choice of
join algorithms becomes somewhat more limited. In particular, Algorithm 3 (eager evaluation and
lazy expiration) does not apply, Algorithm 4 must perform eager expiration, but cannot predict
which tuples will expire before the next re-evaluation and remove them early, and Algorithm 5
must attach exp timestamps to each tuple invalidated by a corresponding negative tuple. This
underscores the need for update pattern simplification (recall Section 3.5.3), where strict non-
monotonic operators are pulled up so that at least some operators have weakest or weak non-
monotonic inputs. Of course, if the query references count-based windows, then the input to the
join is always strict non-monotonic.
5.3 Join Ordering
Prior to experimentally evaluating the join algorithms, this section deals with choosing an efficient
join order from the n! pipelined possibilities (without having to examine all the possibilities). The
examples in this section are presented in the context of a nested-loops join with eager evaluation
and expiration over time-based windows, but the general solution is applicable to other scenarios
as well. Join orders are evaluated using a per-unit-time model of the relative join processing
cost, specifically the number of attribute comparisons per unit time [147]. Tuple insertion and
expiration costs are omitted as they do not vary across different join orderings within the same
algorithm. When estimating join sizes, standard assumptions are made regarding containment
of value sets and uniform distribution of attribute values. Containment of value sets states that
if the common join attribute a takes on values a1, a2, . . . , av, then each window must choose its
values from a prefix of this list. Given that the stream parameters (e.g., arrival rates and the
number of distinct values inside the current window) are expected to fluctuate during the lifetime
of a persistent queries, the join order may need to be adjusted periodically; an algorithm for
deciding when to change the join order is an orthogonal issue and is not pursued further.
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5.3.1 Cost Formulae
Suppose that four windows are to be joined using the global join order S1, S2, S3, S4. First, the




the number of distinct values in this intermediate result is min(vi, vj) (these follow from the
assumption of containment of value sets). This formula may be extended to multi-joins in an











That is, the size of the join of Si and Sj is multiplied by the size of the window on Sk , and the
result is divided by the maximum of the number of distinct values in the join of Si and Sj (which
is min(vi, vj)) and the window on Sk.
The join processing cost can now be computed as follows. When processing new S1-tuples,
the join is evaluated λ1 times per unit time. Each time, S2 is scanned for a cost of λ2T2 tuple
accesses. For each S2-tuple that joins with the new S1-tuple (the expected number of such tuples
is λ2T2max(v1,v2) because one S1-tuple is joined with λ2T2 S2-tuples), S3 is scanned for a cost of λ3T3




such tuples because one S1-tuple is first joined with λ2T2 S2-tuples, followed by
joining the result with λ3T3 S3-tuples), S4 is scanned for a cost of λ4T4 tuple accesses. The total




































































The total cost per unit time is the sum of X1, X2, X3, and X4.
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Table 5.3: Stream parameters in the initial
heuristic example
Stream 1 λ1 = 10, T1 = 100, v1 = 500
Stream 2 λ2 = 1, T2 = 100, v2 = 50
Stream 3 λ3 = 1, T3 = 200, v3 = 40
Stream 4 λ4 = 3, T4 = 100, v4 = 5





































5.3.2 Join Ordering Heuristic
To motivate the cost differences among various join orders, first suppose that each window has
the same number of distinct values. It it sensible to (globally) order the joins in ascending order
of the window sizes (in tuples) λiTi, or average hash bucket sizes λi
Ti
bi
if the sliding windows are
stored as hash tables. By placing a small window in the outer for-loop, this strategy minimizes
the number of tuples passed down to the inner for-loops for processing. More generally, a sensible
heuristic is to assemble the joins in descending order of binary join selectivities, leaving as little
work as possible for the inner loops (a join predicate p1 is more selective than another, p2, if
p1 produces a smaller result set than p2). Consider four streams with parameters as shown in
Table 5.3 and suppose that hash tables are not available. The intermediate result sizes are shown
in Table 5.4. In descending order of the binary join selectivities (i.e., the join which produces
the fewest intermediate results is ordered first), the heuristic chooses the ordering S1, S2, S3, S4.
Equations for X1 through X4 developed earlier may be used to calculate the cost as follows.
X1 = λ1λ2T2 +
1
T1
(φ12λ3T3 + φ123λ4T4) = 10 · 1 · 100 +
1
100
(200 · 1 · 200 + 800 · 3 · 100) = 3800
X2 = λ2λ1T1 +
1
T2
(φ12λ3T3 + φ123λ4T4) = 1 · 10 · 100 +
1
100
(200 · 1 · 200 + 800 · 3 · 100) = 3800
X3 = λ3λ1T1 +
1
T3
(φ13λ2T2 + φ123λ4T4) = 1 · 10 · 100 +
1
200
(400 · 1 · 100 + 800 · 3 · 100) = 2400
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Table 5.5: Stream parameters in the aug-
mented heuristic example
Stream 1 λ1 = 100, T1 = 100, v1 = 40
Stream 2 λ2 = 1, T2 = 100, v2 = 100
Stream 3 λ3 = 1, T3 = 100, v3 = 8
Stream 4 λ4 = 1, T4 = 100, v4 = 5
Table 5.6: Stream parameters in the example
with two fast streams and two slow streams
Stream 1 λ1 = 11, T1 = 100, v1 = 200
Stream 2 λ2 = 10, T2 = 100, v2 = 100
Stream 3 λ3 = 1, T3 = 100, v3 = 65
Stream 4 λ4 = 1, T4 = 100, v4 = 20
X4 = λ4λ1T1 +
1
T4
(φ14λ2T2 + φ124λ3T3) = 3 · 10 · 100 +
1
100
(600 · 1 · 100 + 1200 · 1 · 200) = 6000
The total cost per unit time is 3800+3800+2400+6000 = 16000. For comparison, the worst
plan’s cost is nearly 90000. In this example, it turns out that the cheapest plans are those with S1
ordered first in the global order, which suggests a possible augmentation of the heuristic. First,
the heuristic computes the cost of the join order according to selectivities, but also calculates the
cost of join orders where fast streams are ordered at or near the top of the plan (say in the top
one-third of the plan). Finally, the cheapest join order is selected.
To test the augmented heuristic, consider four streams with parameters given in Table 5.5.
In the absence of hash tables, the best global order is S2, S1, S3, S4 and costs 16200. The initial
heuristic chooses S2, S3, S4, S1, whose cost is approximately 42600. Note that Stream 1 is faster
than the others, so the improved heuristic moves it up to get S2, S1, S3, S4, which is the optimal
global ordering. Interestingly, moving the fast stream all the way up to get S1, S2, S3, S4 is worse
as it costs 21000. For comparison, the worst plan costs over 135000.
If more than one stream is significantly faster than the others, as in the parameters shown in
Table 5.6, then the augmented heuristic still works well. Ordered by ascending join selectivity, the
initial plan is S3, S4, S1, S2, whose cost is 49542. The two fast streams are ordered last, therefore
the heuristic moves them up. Moving up S1 gives S3, S1, S4, S2 for a cost of 47977, which is the
optimal ordering in this scenario, and moving up both S1 and S2 gives S3, S1, S2, S4 for a cost
of 51954. Each combination considered by the heuristic costs less than the average cost per unit
time over all orderings, which, in this case, is 63362. Again, moving the fast streams all the
way to the top to get S1, S2, S3, S4 or S2, S1, S3, S4 is not recommended as these two plans cost
68200 and 79000 respectively. In summary, a reasonable heuristic for eager re-evaluation of the
multi-way join is to initially order the joins in descending order of their selectivities. If one or
more streams are faster than the others, then it is also beneficial to consider orderings where
the fast streams are moved up the join order (but not all the way to the top). The number of
orderings considered is on the order of nf where f is the number of “fast” streams.
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5.4 Experimental Results
5.4.1 Experimental Setting
Experiments were performed to validate the join ordering heuristic and compare the performance
of the proposed join algorithms. The algorithms were built into the update-pattern-aware query
processor from Chapter 3 and tested in the same experimental environment. However, rather
than using a real packet header stream, a synthetic packet stream is used in order to control the
distribution of join attribute values. The stream is produced as follows. A continuous for-loop is
connected to the query processor and generates one tuple per iteration from a random stream i
with probability equal to λi  n
j=1 λj
. The tuple is given a timestamp equal to the current loop index
and a join attribute value chosen uniformly at random from the set {1, 2, . . . , vi} (other fields
are not used in the experiments and assigned random values). This procedure simulates relative
stream rates and guarantees containment of value sets. Note that uniform distribution of join
attribute values leads to a uniform distribution of lifetime lengths of the results, therefore the
proportion of lost tuples is fairly small (recall the discussion in Section 5.2.3). The stream is then
pushed into a query plan consisting of one multi-way join operator over time-based windows.
The join state is therefore implemented as a FIFO queue (or a hash table whose buckets are
FIFO queues). All hash functions are simple modular divisions by the number of hash buckets.
Each experiment is repeated ten times and the average processing time per 1000 input tuples is
reported.
5.4.2 Validation of Cost Model and Join Ordering Heuristic
Recall the join ordering example with stream parameters given in Table 5.5. Ordering the joins by
selectivity gives the order S2, S3, S4, S1. However, stream one is faster than the others, therefore
the improved heuristic additionally considers S2, S1, S3, S4, which is the optimal global ordering,
and S1, S2, S3, S4. Figure 5.2 illustrates the processing time of four join orderings given the
same stream parameters, normalized with respect to the optimal ordering. In addition to the
predicted cost of each ordering, the following eight algorithms are tested: eager execution, eager
execution with lazy expiration (every ten time units), lazy execution (every ten time units), lazy
execution with restore semantics (abbreviated “lazyR”), and the same four algorithms, but using
hash tables with ten buckets on each stream. The relative costs of the four join orders tested
are similar to the predicted costs for each algorithm, although the differences among the four
orderings are not quite as high as predicted. This is because the cost model only considers join
processing and ignores other costs such as insertion of new tuples and expiration of old tuples.
That is why performing eager evaluation but lazy expiration (third set of bars from the left)
matches the predicted costs the most closely. On the other hand, lazy evaluation and the four
hash-based joins show reduced differences among the four join orderings because join processing
costs make up a smaller fraction of the overall query processing cost.
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Figure 5.2: Validation of join ordering heuristic
5.4.3 Relative Performance of Join Algorithms
The next set of experiments highlights the cost differences among the proposed join algorithms.
The stream parameters are the same as in the previous experiment, but the join ordering is
fixed at S2, S1, S3, S4 (i.e., the optimal ordering). Nested-loop-based algorithms, namely eager
evaluation, lazy evaluation, and lazy evaluation with restore semantics, are summarized in Figure
5.3. Their costs in units of milliseconds are graphed as function of ∆, which is understood to be
the expiration interval in the context of eager evaluation and re-evaluation interval in the context
of lazy evaluation. Note that only eager evaluation includes a data point at ∆ = 0, denoting
eager expiration whenever a new tuple arrives for processing. As expected, lazy join evaluation
is more efficient than eager evaluation, though there is a noticeable penalty for enforcing restore
semantics. As ∆ increases, the cost of eager evaluation increases. This means that the savings in
expiration costs are outweighed by the added complexity of Algorithm 2 as compared to Algorithm
3, namely padding join predicates with timestamp comparisons in order to ensure that expired
tuples do not produce any new join results. On the other hand, the two lazy algorithms become
more efficient as ∆ increases, both in absolute terms and relative to eager evaluation. This is
because new tuples having the same values of the join attribute are processed together, and more
duplicates are expected in the buffer when ∆ is large. In particular, this enhancement speeds up
the lazy join with restore semantics as ∆ goes up despite the fact that more results are being lost
and must be recovered.
The cost of hash-based algorithms is shown in Figure 5.4, with the three lines on top cor-
responding to hash tables with two buckets on each stream and the three lines on the bottom
denoting hash tables with five buckets on each stream. As expected, the query is now faster
to execute. First, the performance results with two buckets per hash table are similar to those
from Figure 5.3 with one noticeable difference: for small values of ∆, the lazy join with restore
semantics performs worse as ∆ increases. This is because the overhead of restore semantics is
higher than the savings gained by lazy evaluation. When ∆ is small, there are few tuples in the
buffer with the same values of the join attribute and therefore there are few opportunities for
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Figure 5.3: Cost of nested-loops algorithms Figure 5.4: Cost of hash-based algorithms
batching new tuples and probing the other windows once per batch.
Moving on to the results using five buckets per hash table, the query processing costs are
now much lower and the performance differences among the join algorithms less noticeable (a
straightforward technique for further improvement of the join processing cost is to allocate more
hash buckets to windows expected to store more tuples). Interestingly, eager evaluation improves
as ∆ grows from zero to five, but then begins to perform worse. This is because frequent expiration
is now expensive as all five hash buckets must be probed separately in order to determine if any
of their tuples have expired. However, when ∆ is large, the expiration costs are less severe,
but the algorithm must execute timestamp comparisons during the probing state. Therefore, the
performance of eager evaluation eventually declines, as was observed in the previous experiments.
The other two algorithms (lazy evaluation with restore or no-restore semantics) become slightly
more efficient as ∆ grows, but the difference is now far smaller because using five buckets per hash
table already cuts down the join processing costs significantly and the additional improvement of
lazy evaluation is relatively small.
5.4.4 Lessons Learned
The above experiments have shown that the best way to reduce the cost of a query containing
sliding window joins is to store the join inputs as hash buckets. In some cases (namely, lazy eval-
uation), additional improvement can be made by increasing the re-evaluation interval, although
this is beneficial only if the batch of newly arrived tuples is expected to contain duplicate values
of the join attribute. Furthermore, it was shown that the overhead of enforcing restore semantics
has a noticeable impact on join performance, but lazy evaluation with restore semantics is still





This is the second of two chapters on sliding window query operators, focusing on periodically
refreshed TOP k queries over sliding windows on Internet traffic streams [108]. Internet traffic
[161, 200] and Web page popularity patterns [4, 7] have been observed to be highly skewed (i.e.,
obeying a Zipf-like distribution [278]). This implies that most of the outgoing (or incoming)
bandwidth is consumed by (or directed to) a small set of heavy users (or popular destinations).
Hence, queries that return a list of frequently occurring items1 are important in the context of
traffic engineering, routing system analysis, customer billing, and detection of anomalies such
as denial-of-service attacks. For instance, an Internet Service Provider (ISP) may be interested
in monitoring streams of IP packets originating from its clients and identifying the users who
consume the most bandwidth during a given time interval (see, e.g., [72, 86, 191] for additional
motivating examples). These types of queries, in which the objective is to return a list of the
most frequent items (called top-k queries or hot list queries) or items that occur above a given
frequency (called threshold queries), are generally known as frequent item queries. However, to
make such analysis meaningful, bandwidth usage statistics should be kept for only a limited
amount of time—for example, a sliding window of recently arrived data—before being replaced
with new measurements. Failure to remove stale data leads to statistics aggregated over the
entire lifetime of the stream, which are unsuitable for identifying recent usage trends.
If the entire window fits in main memory, then answering threshold queries over sliding win-
dows is simple; it suffices to maintain frequency counts of each distinct item in the window and
update the counters as new items arrive and old items expire. If periodically refreshed answers
are acceptable (as is assumed in this chapter), then a basic interval synopsis may be used (recall
the discussion in Section 2.3.4), storing frequency counters in each interval. To speed up query
1The terms item, item type, value, and category are used interchangeably in this chapter.
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Figure 6.1: A basic window synopsis storing the most popular URL in each sub-window
evaluation, a set of global counters may additionally be stored and updated whenever a new
interval is added to the synopsis (and the oldest interval is dropped). However, Internet traffic
on a high-speed link arrives so fast that useful sliding windows may be too large to fit in mem-
ory and the system may not have sufficient resources to keep up with the stream. As discussed
in Section 2.3.4, one way to reduce the memory requirements of a basic window synopsis is to
store sketches in each sub-window rather than complete sets of frequency counters. This chapter
evaluates an alternate solution: rather than approximating the complete frequency distribution
using sketches, it is more space-efficient to store the exact frequency counts of only the most
frequent packet types observed in each sub-window. In effect, by storing only a constant amount
of information per sub-window, the TOP k aggregate, which is holistic, is treated as if it were
distributive (recall Section 2.3.4). Consequently, the technical problem with this approach is that
there is no obvious rule for merging constant-size partial information stored in sub-windows into
a final answer.
To illustrate the technical challenges of the proposed approach, consider the simple example
illustrated in Figure 6.1, showing a basic window synopsis of length 12 minutes that stores the
most popular destination URL in each individual minute. E-bay was the most popular URL in
five of the 12 minutes, CNN in four, and Google in three. Based upon this information, it is not
clear what the most popular URL was over the entire 12-minute window. In general, if each sub-
window stores counts of its top k categories, then one cannot say that any item appearing in any
of the top-k lists is one of the k most frequent types in the sliding window—a bursty packet type
that dominates one sub-window may not appear in any other sub-windows at all. It is also not
necessarily true that a frequent item must have appeared in at least one top-k sub-window list—if
k is small, say k = 3, then it is possible to ignore a frequent item type that consistently ranks
fourth in each sub-window and therefore never appears on any of the top-k lists. Fortunately, it
will be shown empirically that these problems are far less serious if the sliding window conforms
to a power-law-like distribution, in which case several very frequent categories are expected (e.g.,
popular source IP addresses or protocol types), which are likely to be repeatedly included in
nearly every top-k list.
There has been recent work on answering top-k queries over sliding windows, with the objec-
tive of refreshing the answer whenever a new item arrives or an old item expires from the window
[191]. The algorithms presented therein store all the tuples inside the window and therefore
are not compatible with the goals of this chapter (i.e., periodic query evaluation using limited
storage). Furthermore, computing top-k queries from multiple sub-window top-k lists is similar
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to rank aggregation in conventional (possibly distributed) DBMSs [135]. The main idea is to
combine multiple ranked lists, which are assumed to be available in their entirety, into a single
list. The difference in the DSMS context is that a top-k query does not have access to complete
sets of frequency counters in each sub-window and therefore must calculate the overall top-k list
over the entire sliding window based upon limited information. Finally, [24] presents a framework
for distributed top-k monitoring, but their goal is to minimize the amount of data transferred
from distributed sources to a central processing system. Furthermore, they do not consider the
sliding window model.
In the remainder of this chapter, an algorithm for finding frequent items in on-line data
streams is presented in Section 6.2 and experimentally evaluated in Section 6.3. The proposed
algorithm identifies frequently occurring items in the sliding windows and, to some extent, also
estimates their true frequencies. It is deterministic, uses limited memory (each sub-window stores
a constant amount of data), requires constant processing time per packet (amortized), makes only
one pass over the data, and is shown to work well when tested on TCP traffic logs.
6.2 Proposed Solution
6.2.1 Algorithm Description
This section proposes the following algorithm that stores a top-k list in each sub-window. Assume
that a single sub-window fits in main memory, within which item frequencies may be counted
exactly. Let δi be the frequency of the kth most frequent item in the ith sub-window. Then
δ =
∑
i δi is the upper limit on the frequency of an item type that does not appear on any of
the top-k lists. Now, the reported frequencies for each item present in at least one top-k list
are summed up and if there exists a category whose reported frequency exceeds δ, then that
this category is guaranteed to have a true frequency of at least δ. The pseudocode is given as
Algorithm 6, assuming that N is the (count-based) window size, b is the number of elements
per sub-window, and N/b is the total number of sub-windows. An updated answer is generated
whenever the window slides forward by b packets.
Let k = 3 and let a, b, c, . . . be distinct item types. Figure 6.2 provides an example of a
single execution of Algorithm 6 over a sliding window consisting of 13 sub-windows. Note that
as shown above, Algorithm 6 assumes that all sub-windows have the same number of items, as
is the case in count-based windows. However, this assumption is not necessary to ensure the
algorithm’s correctness—line 2 may be replaced with another condition for emptying the queue,
say every t time units. Therefore, Algorithm 6 may be used with time-based windows without
any modifications. However, the algorithm is not compatible with inputs resulting from weak or
strict non-monotonic query plans because these do not satisfy the FIFO property. The remainder
of this section maintains the assumption of equal item counts in sub-windows in order to simplify
the analysis.
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Algorithm 6 Frequent
Input: number of tuples in the window N , number of elements per sub-window b
Local variables: integer δ, local counters, global counters, queue Q, summary S
1 loop
2 for each tuple e in the next b tuples
3 if a local counter exists for the type of tuple e then
4 increment the local counter
5 else
6 create a new local counter for this type and set it equal to 1
7 end if
8 end for
9 add a summary S containing identities and counts of the k most frequent items
to the back of queue Q
10 delete all local counters
11 for each type named in S
12 if a global counter exists for this type then
13 add to it the count recorded in S
14 else
15 create a new global counter for this type and set it equal to the count recorded in S
16 end if
17 end for
18 add the count of the kth largest type in S to δ
19 if sizeOf(Q) > N/b then
20 remove the summary S′ from the front of Q and subtract the count of the kth
largest type in S′ from δ
21 for all types named in S′
22 subtract from their global counters the counts recorded in S′




27 output the identity and value of each global counter > δ
28 end if
29 end loop
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Figure 6.2: Example of a single execution of Algorithm 6
6.2.2 Analysis
Algorithm 6 accepts three parameters: N , b, and k2. The choice of b is governed by the latency
requirements of the application: choosing a small value of b increases the frequency with which
new results are generated. However, the amount of available memory dictates the maximum
number of sub-windows and the value of k.
The space requirement of Algorithm 6 consists of two parts: the working space needed to
create a summary for the current sub-window and the storage space needed for the top-k lists.
Let d be the number of distinct item types in a sub-window (the value of d may be different
for each sub-window, but this point is ignored in order to simplify the analysis) and D be the
number of distinct values in the sliding window. In the worst case, the working space requires d
local counters of size log b. For storage, there are N/b sub-window summaries, each requiring k
counters of size at most log b. There are also at most kN/b global counters of size at most logN .
This gives a total worst-case space bound of O(d log b+ kN
b
(log b + log N)). The time complexity
of Algorithm 6 is O(min(k, b)+b) for each pass through the outer loop. Since each pass consumes
b arriving elements, this gives O(1) amortized time per element.
Algorithm 6 may return false negatives. Consider an item that appears on only a few top-k
lists, but summing up its frequency from these top-k lists does not exceed δ. This item may be
sufficiently frequent in other sub-windows (but not frequent enough to register on the top-k lists
of these other windows) that its true frequency count exceeds δ. The obvious solution for reducing
the number of false negatives is to increase k3, but this also increases space usage. Alternatively,
decreasing b increases the number of sub-windows, which may also help eliminate false negatives.
Another possible downside of Algorithm 6 is that if k is small, then δ may be very large
and the algorithm will not report any frequent flows. On the other hand, if k is large and each
synopsis contains items of a different type (i.e., there are very few repeated top-k “winners”),
2Note that N and b must be specified in units of time in time-based windows.
3A conceptually similar idea is used in [267] in the context of incremental maintenance of a top-k view in a
conventional DBMS: maintain a top-k′ view instead, where k′ > k.
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then the algorithm may require a great deal of storage space, perhaps as much as the size of the
sliding window. Notably, when b is only slightly larger than k, then there may be fewer than k
distinct items in any sub-window. In this case, Algorithm 6 will track the exact frequencies of
most (if not all) of the distinct packet types.
6.3 Experimental Results
6.3.1 Experimental Setup
Algorithm 6 was tested in the same experimental environment and using the same TCP traffic
trace as in Chapter 3. The trace contains 1647 distinct source IP addresses, which are treated
as distinct item types. The value of N is set to 100000 and three values of b are considered:
b = 20 (5000 sub-windows in total), b = 100 (1000 sub-windows in total), and b = 500 (200
sub-windows in total). The value of k varies from one to ten. In each experiment, one hundred
starting points within the trace are chosen at random and packets following these starting points
are used to form an input stream. A brute-force algorithm is also executed over the same input in
order to calculate the true item type frequencies. The quantities being measured are the average
threshold δ, the average number of over-threshold flows reported, accuracy, and space usage over
one hundred trials, as shown in Figure 6.3.
6.3.2 Accuracy
Recall that Algorithm 6 identifies a category as being over the threshold δ if this category’s
frequency count recorded in the top-k synopses exceeds δ. As k increases, the frequency of the
kth most frequent item decreases and the overall threshold δ decreases, as seen in Figure 6.3 (a).
Furthermore, increasing the number of sub-windows by decreasing b increases δ as smaller sub-
windows capture burstiness on a finer scale. Consequently, as k increases, the number of packet
types that exceed the threshold increases, as seen in Figure 6.3 (b) and (c). The former plots
the number of over-threshold IP addresses, while the latter shows the number of IP addresses
that were identified by the algorithm as being over the threshold. For example, when k = 5, the
threshold frequency is roughly five percent (Figure 6.3 (a)) and there are between three and four
source IP addresses whose frequencies exceed this threshold (Figure 6.3 (b)).
It can be seen in Figure 6.3 (b) and (c) that Algorithm 6 does not identify all the packet types
that exceed the threshold (there may be false negatives, but recall that there are never any false
positives). Figure 6.3 (d) shows the percentage of over-threshold IP addresses that were identified
by Algorithm 6. The general trend is that for k ≥ 3, at least 80 percent of the over-threshold IP
addresses are identified. Increasing the number of sub-windows (i.e., decreasing the sub-window
size b) also improves the chances of identifying all of the above-threshold packet types. For
instance, if k > 7 and b = 20, then false negatives occur very rarely because all of the frequently
occurring item types appear on many of the top-k lists within individual sub-windows.
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6.3.3 Space Usage
Figure 6.3 (e) shows the space usage of Algorithm 6 in terms of the number of attribute-value,
frequency-count pairs that need to be stored. Recall that the sliding window size in the exper-
iments is 100000, which may be considered as a rough estimate for the space usage of a naive
technique that stores the entire window. The space usage of Algorithm 6 is significantly smaller,
especially when b is large and/or k is small. Because a top-k list must be stored for each sub-
window, the number of sub-windows has the greatest effect on the space requirements.
6.3.4 Precision
Recall from Figure 6.3 (d) that Algorithm 6 may report false negatives. However, unreported
frequent types typically have frequencies that only slightly exceed the threshold, meaning that
the most frequent types are always reported. Furthermore, the reported frequency estimates
were in many cases very close to the actual frequencies, meaning that the reported frequent IP
addresses were arranged in the correct order (though item types with similar frequencies were
often ordered incorrectly). To quantify this statement, Figure 6.3 (f) plots the average relative
error (i.e., the difference between the measured frequency and the actual frequency divided by the
actual frequency) in the frequency estimation of the over-threshold IP addresses for ten values
of k and three values of b. The relative error decreases as k increases and as b decreases. For
example, when b = 20 and k ≥ 7, then the average relative error is below two percent. Therefore,
the reported IP addresses are nearly always ordered correctly, unless there are two IP addresses
with frequencies within two percent of each other, and only those IP addresses which exceed the
threshold by less than two percent may remain unreported.
6.3.5 Lessons Learned
Algorithm 6 works well as an identifier of frequent items and, to some extent, their approximate
frequencies, when used on Internet traffic streams. As expected, increasing the size of the top-k
synopses increases the number of frequent flows reported, decreases the number of false negatives,
and improves the accuracy of the frequency estimates. Increasing the number of sub-windows
reduces the refresh delay, decreases the proportion of false negatives and increases the accuracy
of the frequency estimates. However, space usage grows when either k increases or b decreases.




Figure 6.3: Analysis of Algorithm6. Part (a) shows the average value of the threshold δ, part
(b) shows the number of packet types whose frequencies exceed the threshold, part (c) graphs
the number of packet types reported as exceeding the threshold, part (d) shows the percentage of
over-threshold packets identified, part (e) plots the space usage, and part (f) shows the relative
error in the frequency estimates of over-threshold items (all as a function of k).
Chapter 7
Concurrency Control in Periodic
Queries over Sliding Windows
7.1 Introduction
Thus far, the notion of update pattern awareness was introduced, and its significance in the
context of sliding window maintenance and query processing was explained. This chapter ex-
amines concurrency issues arising from simultaneous execution of periodic queries and periodic
window-slides, and presents an update-pattern-aware transaction scheduler [107].
Recall from Figure 2.4 that a periodically-sliding window can be implemented as a circular
array of sub-windows, with periodic window updates replacing the oldest sub-window with a batch
of newly arrived data. As the windows slide forward, a DSMS executes a dynamic workload of
persistent and one-time queries. Assume that query execution involves scanning a window exactly
once, one sub-window at a time (this assumption will be justified in Section 7.2). Combined
with periodic window movements1, DSMS data access can be modeled in terms of two atomic
operations: sub-window scan (read) and replacement of the oldest sub-window with new data
(write). Thus, a window update is a single write operation2, whereas a query is a sequence of
sub-window read operations such that each sub-window is read exactly once.
A window may slide while being accessed by a query, leading to a read-write conflict. Consider
a sequence of operations illustrated in Figure 7.1(a), where the processing times of window updates
(U) and queries (Q1, Q2, and Q3) are shown on a time axis. This represents an ideal scenario,
where it is possible to execute all three queries between every pair of window updates, thereby
avoiding read-write conflicts. However, the system environment, such as the query workload,
stream arrival rates, and availability of system resources, can change greatly during the lifetime
1In the remainder of this chapter, the terms window update, window movement, and window-slide will be used
interchangeably.
2More precisely, a window update is a single logical write operation that logically performs a series of delete
operations in order to clear out the oldest sub-window, and a series of insert operations that write the newly arrived
tuples from the buffer into the empty sub-window.
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Figure 7.1: Examples of query and window update sequences in a DSMS
of a persistent query. Thus, a more realistic sequence is shown in Figure 7.1(b), where Q2 takes
longer to execute than expected. Q3 is still running when the second update is ready to be applied,
causing a delay in performing the update, and, in turn, causing another read-write conflict when
Q3 is re-executed and the third update is about to take place.
It may appear that read-write conflicts can be prevented by increasing the time interval
between window updates, i.e., the sub-window size. However, all sub-windows must have the
same size (either in terms of time or the number of tuples, depending on the type of sliding
window) so that the overall window size is fixed at all times. Therefore, either the system must
be taken off-line to re-partition the entire window, or two sets of sub-windows must be maintained
during the transition period until the window “rolls over” and all the sub-windows have the new
size. The first case is inappropriate for an on-line DSMS, whereas the second solution does not
immediately eliminate read-write conflicts until the transition period is over.
Existing data stream solutions avoid read-write conflicts by serially executing queries and
window movements. In other words, a query locks the window that it is scanning in order to
prevent concurrent window movements. This approach eliminates the need for (and performance
overhead of) sophisticated concurrency control solutions. However, interleaved execution of up-
dates while a window is being scanned by a query allows more up-to-date answers to be generated,
provided that the following issue is resolved (and the drop in throughput due to the overhead of
concurrency control is minimal). Consider suspending the processing of Q3 in order to perform
a window update, as in Figure 7.1(c). Recall that each query is assumed to perform a sequence
of atomic sub-window reads, therefore it may be interrupted after it has read one or more sub-
windows. It must be ensured that when resumed, Q3 can correctly read the updated window
state. If so, then the answer of Q3 is slightly delayed (by the time taken to perform the update),
but it is more up-to-date because it reflects the second update as well as the first. Otherwise, the
end result is worse than in Figure 7.1(b), because the answer of Q3 is delayed, but it is still not
up-to-date. Another example is illustrated in Figure 7.1(d), where Q3 is suspended not only to
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perform a window update, but also to run Q1 immediately afterwards. This is desirable if Q1 is
an important query that requires an immediate and up-to-date answer.
This chapter studies concurrency control issues in a DSMS with periodic window movements,
periodic executions of persistent queries, and on-demand snapshot querying. As motivated above,
the goal is to provide query scheduling flexibility and guarantee up-to-date results with minimal
loss in throughput due to the overhead of concurrency. The particular contributions of this
chapter are as follows.
• By modeling window movements and queries as transactions consisting of atomic sub-
window reads and writes, this chapter extends concurrency theory to cover queries over
periodically-advancing windows. It is shown that conflict serializability is not sufficient in
the presence of interleaved queries and window movements because some serialization orders
produce incorrect answers.
• A new isolation level is proposed, which is stronger than both snapshot isolation and conflict
serializability in that it restricts the permissible serialization orders.
• An update-pattern-aware transaction scheduler is designed that efficiently enforces the de-
sired isolation level. The insight behind the scheduler is to predict which sub-window will
be overwritten next and ensure that the new copy of it is read by concurrent queries. The
scheduler is proven to be optimal in the sense that it aborts the smallest possible number
of transactions while allowing immediate (optimistic) scheduling of window updates.
• An experimental evaluation of the transaction scheduler shows improved query freshness
and response times with a minimal drop in throughput.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 explains the system model
and assumptions, and motivates why concurrency control is an issue in a DSMS. Section 7.3
defines new isolation levels for DSMS transactions, and Section 7.4 presents an update-pattern-
aware transaction scheduler for enforcing them. Section 7.5 presents experimental results, and
Section 7.6 compares the contributions of this chapter to previous work.
7.2 Motivation and Assumptions
7.2.1 Data and Query Model
Each stream is assumed to be bounded by a time-based window of length nt, stored as a circular
array of n sub-windows, each spanning a time-length of t. Every t time units, the oldest sub-
window is replaced with a buffer containing incoming tuples that have arrived in the last t time
units. The value of t is assumed to be significantly larger than the time taken to perform a
window update (otherwise, the system would spend all of its time advancing the windows rather
than executing queries). Each persistent query Q specifies its desired re-execution frequency,
which must be a multiple of t, i.e., Q will be scheduled for re-execution every m window updates,
where 1 ≤ m < n. Q also specifies a window size of jt for some j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n (that is,
queries over windows shorter than nt are allowed, provided that the window lengths are multiples
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Figure 7.2: Four techniques for computing sliding window sums
of the sub-window length t). It is assumed that the plan for Q is weakest or weak non-monotonic;
strict non-monotonic update patterns are not considered in this chapter. The DSMS attempts to
execute all the queries with the desired frequencies, but it cannot guarantee that this will be the
case at all times due to unpredictable system conditions (scheduling re-executions of persistent
queries will be covered in detail in Chapter 8).
Periodic query execution strategies may be classified into four general types: window scan
(WS), incremental scan (IS), synopsis scan (SS), and incremental synopsis scan (ISS). To illus-
trate them, suppose that two sums over the same attribute (and stream) are being computed,
sum1 over a window of size 6t (six sub-windows) and sum2 over a window of size 10t (ten
sub-windows).
WS is a default access path that scans the entire window (or windows), one sub-window at
a time, and computes a query from scratch. As shown in Figure 7.2(a), if sub-windows are read
from youngest to oldest, then the sum over the shorter window may be re-used when computing
the sum over the longer window.
One way to speed up the execution of some types of periodic queries is to store permanent
state that allows answers to be refreshed incrementally. IS, shown in Figure 7.2(b), stores the
previously calculated answer of each query and a pair of pointers denoting the window over which
the answer was computed (indicated by the dotted arrows). Upon re-evaluation, the query scans
(all the tuples in) only those sub-windows which have been added or expired since the last re-
execution; a sub-window may be deleted only if all the interested queries have advanced their
pointers forward. To compute new sums, the sum of the tuples in the new sub-window (lightly
shaded) are added and the sum of expired tuples (darkly shaded) is subtracted. This strategy
applies to subtractable queries (recall Section 2.3.4), where the contribution of expired tuples may
be subtracted from the stored answer. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, incremental
computation of holistic aggregates requires that each query store a list of distinct values occurring
in its window and their multiplicities (it is not sufficient to store the previous answer). Observe
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that expired tuples are found in different sub-windows, depending upon the window size of the
query. For instance, in Figure 7.2(b), expired tuples with respect to a window of size 10t (needed
by sum2 ) are found in the left-most (oldest) sub-window, whereas expired tuples with respect to
a shorter window of size 6t (needed by sum1 ) are found four sub-windows to the right. Therefore,
if the workload includes many sum queries over windows of different sizes, then the entire window
may need to be scanned in order to re-compute all the answers, as in WS.
Rather than storing separate state per query, SS maintains sliding window synopses, as already
discussed in Section 2.3.4. An example is shown in Figure 7.2(c), illustrating shared processing
of two sums over different window sizes given a basic interval synopsis (running synopses are not
considered in this chapter as they apply only to subtractable aggregates). Note that shared query
evaluation involves merging pre-aggregated sub-windows, from youngest to oldest.
Finally, ISS is a combination of IS and SS. As illustrated in Figure 7.2(d), it stores synopses
as well as individual query state. To refresh the answer of the two sum queries, it suffices to look
up the (pre-aggregated) sums of new and expired tuples. That is, only the summaries of new or
expired sub-windows are accessed. Similarly to IS, ISS is suitable only for subtractable queries.
7.2.2 Motivation for Study of Concurrency Control
In the remainder of this chapter, WS and SS are used for query evaluation. First, WS is the
default access plan for one-time queries, which are not known ahead of time and therefore may
not find any applicable synopses. Moreover, WS may be the only option for initial evaluation of
a new persistent query. In this case, the window may be scanned to produce the initial answer
and optionally, to build a synopsis that the query can use for future re-executions.
Next, observe that SS and IS have comparable space usage, provided that the workload
includes similar queries over various window sizes. To see this, note that IS requires each query
to store permanent state, even if many queries are identical except for their window sizes. For
example, in Figure 7.2(b), sum2 cannot be used to help compute sum1. On the other hand,
SS stores one piece of data per sub-window (e.g., a pre-aggregated value or a list of frequency
counters), whose size is at most as large as the state of an individual query. In addition, IS must
retain some expired sub-windows until each query has subtracted the contribution of expired
tuples from its stored answer. In contrast, SS simply overwrites the oldest sub-window interval
with a new value (or new counters). Moreover, SS yields faster processing times (IS must read all
the sub-windows containing new or expired tuples) and may be used by non-subtractable queries.
Finally, note that the space usage of ISS (window summaries and query state) may be pro-
hibitive. First, the number of synopses stored by the DSMS may be large. Moreover, one-time
queries may need to suspend any persistent queries currently running, as in Figure 7.1(d). In this
case, the system must set aside state space for the suspended queries so that they can resume
later, and reserve state space for any potential one-time queries.
Recall Figure 7.1(c) and (d). A window must be allowed to slide while being accessed by a
query and the query must read the new window state correctly. In terms of concurrency control,
a query cannot read old tuples that expire before the query terminates. This problem does not
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Figure 7.3: Assumed system architecture
exist in IS and ISS because a window update does not actually replace expired data. Instead,
expired sub-windows must be retained until each query has subtracted the contribution of expired
tuples from its stored answer. However, WS and SS both scan the window (or its synopsis), one
sub-window at a time. Queries may see an old copy of the window if they have read an old
sub-window that is about to be overwritten. Expired sub-windows could be retained, but this
requires more space and processing time (old sub-windows may need to be re-scanned by queries
in order to remove the contribution of expired tuples from the answer currently being computed).
Even then, it is desirable to prevent double-scanning.
7.2.3 System Model
The assumed system architecture is illustrated in Figure 7.3. It is an expanded view of the
shaded part of the architecture from Figure 1.2 with the local storage component omitted. Let
w[i] denote the replacement of the ith sub-window with newly arrived data, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
Each data stream generates periodic write-only transactions Tj in subscript order, defined as
Tj = {wj[j mod n], cj}, where cj signifies the commit of Tj . They are processed by the transaction
manager, which propagates updates to all the synopses that reference the window or a join of this
window with another. For each stream, the transaction manager initially executes T0 through
Tn−1 to fill up the windows. Thereafter, each Tj has the effect of moving the window forward by
one sub-window. In order to ensure that queries have access to the latest data, the transaction
scheduler executes (and immediately commits) each Tj as soon as the buffer is full.
One-time queries are executed by accessing a suitable synopsis, if available, or scanning the
underlying window(s). Persistent queries are re-executed periodically throughout their lifetimes
by using existing synopses or building new synopses, as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
8 in the context of multi-query optimization. The interface between the query manager and the
transaction scheduler consists of read-only transactions corresponding to re-execution of one or
several similar queries. Let r[i] be a scan (read) of the ith sub-window, or its summary, for 0 ≤ i ≤
n− 1 (without loss of generality, in the remainder of this chapter, either of these will be referred
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to as a sub-window). A one-time query or a particular re-execution of one or more persistent
queries is a read-only transaction TQk, defined as TQk = {rQk[0], rQk[1], . . . , rQk[n−1], cQk} if TQk
commits successfully (otherwise, TQk will include an abort operation aQk and will not contain
the commit operation cQk). That is, each TQk performs a scan of a window, sub-result, or
summary, by reading each sub-window exactly once. Queries over windows shorter than nt may
be defined similarly as transactions reading the appropriate number of sub-windows, starting
with the youngest sub-window in the circular array. For example, if the zero-th sub-window is
currently the youngest, than a (committed) query over a window of length (n−1)t corresponds to
TQk = {rQk[0], rQk[1], . . . , rQk[n−2], cQk}. That is, the oldest sub-window, which currently is the
(n−1)st sub-window, is not read. However, if the fifth sub-window is currently the youngest, then
the same query corresponds to TQk = {rQk[5], rQk[6], . . . , rQk[n], rQk[0], rQk[1], rQk[2], rQk[3], cQk}.
That is, the fourth sub-window is now the oldest and is not read by the query.
7.3 Conflict Serializability of Sliding Window Queries
7.3.1 Serializability and Serialization Orders
The isolation level requirements of queries over periodically-sliding windows are analyzed next.
For now, assume that queries access a single window and correspond to plans that produce weakest
non-monotonic update patterns; queries accessing synopses over joins of multiple windows (weak
non-monotonic update patterns) will be discussed in Section 7.4.3. First, consider the possible
types of conflicts arising from concurrent execution of transactions. A conflict occurs when two
interleaved transactions operate on the same sub-window and at least one of the operations is a
write. Clearly, a read-write conflict occurs whenever Tj interrupts TQk, as in Figure 7.1(c) and (d).
This is because each TQk reads every sub-window, including the sub-window overwritten by Tj.
Since window movements were assumed to be executed and committed immediately, write-write
conflicts do not occur.
The traditional method for dealing with conflicts requires an execution history H to be serial-
izable. However, conflict serializability is insufficient in the context of sliding windows, as demon-
strated in the following example. Assume a sliding window partitioned into five sub-windows,
numbered zero through four, with sub-window zero being the oldest at the current time. Consider
the following four histories: Ha, Hb, Hc, and Hd (the initial transactions T0 through T4 that fill
up the window are omitted for brevity).
Ha = rQ1[0] w5[0] c5 w6[1] c6 rQ1[1] rQ1[2] rQ1[3] rQ1[4] cQ1
Hb = rQ1[0] w5[0] c5 rQ1[1] w6[1] c6 rQ1[2] rQ1[3] rQ1[4] cQ1
Hc = w5[0] c5 rQ1[0] rQ1[1] rQ1[2] rQ1[3] w6[1] c6 rQ1[4] cQ1
Hd = w5[0] c5 rQ1[0] w6[1] c6 rQ1[1] rQ1[2] rQ1[3] rQ1[4] cQ1
Each history represents interleaved execution of a read-only transaction TQ1 and two window
movements, T5 and T6. The difference among the histories is that the window movements take
place at different times. The associated serialization graphs are drawn in Figure 7.4. The di-
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Figure 7.4: Serialization graphs for Ha,
Hb, Hc, and Hd
Figure 7.5: Differences in the results returned by TQ1
in Ha, Hb, Hc, and Hd
rection of the edges corresponds to the order in which conflicting operations are serialized. In
particular, there are two pairs of conflicting operations in each schedule: rQ1[0] and w5[0], and
rQ1[1] and w6[1]. Note that all four graphs are acyclic, therefore all four histories are serializable,
but their serialization orders are different.
Consider the state of the sliding window read by TQ1 in each of the four histories. This is
illustrated in Figure 7.5, where the first sub-windows on the left (s0 through s4) correspond to
the initial state of the window after T0 through T4 were executed. Next, T5 advances the window
forward by one sub-window, which may be thought of as overwriting the old copy of sub-window
s0 (on the far left) with a new copy, appended after s4. Thus, the state of the window after T5
commits is represented by the contiguous sequence of sub-windows {s1, s2, s3, s4, s0}. Then, T6
advances the window again by appending a new copy of s1 on the far right and implicitly deleting
the old copy of s1 on the left. Hence, the state of the window after T6 commits is equivalent to
the contiguous sequence of sub-windows {s2, s3, s4, s0, s1}. Shaded sub-windows represent those
which were read by TQ1 in each of the four histories, as explained next.
First, consider SG(Ha) and note that Ha serializes T6 before TQ1, meaning that the window
movement caused by T6 (creation of a new version of sub-window s1) is reflected in the query.
However, Ha serializes an earlier window update T5 after TQ1, therefore the prior window move-
ment caused by T5 (creation of a new version of s0) is hidden from the query. Hence, Ha causes
TQ1 to read an old copy of s0 and a new copy of s1, as illustrated in Figure 7.5(a), which does
not correspond to a window state at any point in time. This is because the shaded rectangles do
not form a contiguous sequence of five sub-windows. Next, recall that Hb serializes both window
movements after TQ1, therefore the query reads old versions of s0 and s1, as illustrated in Figure
7.5(b). This corresponds to the state of the window after T4 commits. By similar reasoning,
Hc allows TQ1 to read the state of the window after T5 commits (Figure 7.5(c)), and only Hd
ensures that TQ1 reads the most up-to-date state of the window that reflects both T5 and T6
(Figure 7.5(d)). Again, this is because only SG(Hd) serializes both window movements before
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TQk, meaning that TQk sees both updates.
7.3.2 Isolation Levels for Sliding Window Queries
Having shown that the serialization order affects the semantics of read-only transactions, this
section proposes two stronger isolation levels that restrict the allowed serialization orders.
Definition 7.1 A history H is said to be window-serializable (WS) if all of its committed TQk
transactions read a true state of the sliding window(s) as of some point in time on or before their
respective commit times (i.e., a contiguous sequence of sub-windows is read by each query, as in
Figure 7.5 (b), (c), and (d)).
Definition 7.2 A window-serializable history H is said to be latest-window-serializable (LWS) if
all of its committed TQk transactions read the state of the window(s) as of their respective commit
times.
Note that only LWS guarantees that queries read the most up-to-date state of the window,
which is the central requirement of DSMS concurrency control, as explained in Section 7.1.
Furthermore, note that WS corresponds to DBMS snapshot isolation [255], whereas the related
notion of strong snapshot isolation (read-only transactions see snapshots of the data as of their
start times [71]) is stronger than WS but weaker than LWS. Motivated by Figure 7.4, the following
theorems hold with respect to the transaction workload assumed in this chapter.
Theorem 7.1 A history H is window-serializable iff SG(H) has the following property: for any
TQk, if any Ti is serialized before TQk, then for all Tj serialized after TQk, i < j.
Proof. Suppose that H is WS. If all transactions TQk contained in H incur at most one
concurrent window movement, then clearly, SG(H) satisfies the desired property. Otherwise,
note that for TQk to read a sliding window state from some point in the past or present, it must
be the case that either TQk is isolated from all the concurrent window updates, or it only reads
the least recent update, or it only reads the two oldest updates, and so on. In all cases, SG(H)
contains less recent updates serialized before the query and more recent updates serialized after
the query, as wanted. Now suppose that SG(H) satisfies the property that all Tj serialized after
any TQk have higher subscripts than those serialized before TQk. Let m be the maximum subscript
of any transaction Ti serialized before TQk. It follows that TQk reads a sliding window state that
resulted from applying all the updates up to Tm and therefore H is WS.
2
Theorem 7.2 A history H is latest-window-serializable iff SG(H) has the following property:
for any TQk, all concurrent Ti transactions must be serialized before TQk.
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Proof. Suppose that H is LWS and let TQk be any query that incurs at least one concurrent
window movement. It follows that TQk reads a state of the window that results from applying all
the concurrent updates. Hence, concurrent window updates must be serialized before queries, as
wanted. Now suppose that SG(H) does not contain any links pointing from any TQk to any Ti.
This means that there are no queries that have been interrupted by window updates which the
queries then did not see. Hence, H is LWS.
2
7.4 Transaction Scheduler Design
7.4.1 Producing LWS Histories
This section presents the design of a DSMS transaction scheduler that produces LWS histories.
Recall from Section 7.2 that write-only transactions Tj must be executed with highest priority so
that queries have access to an up-to-date version of the window. Given this requirement, the pro-
posed scheduler executes window movements immediately and aborts any read-only transactions
that participate in read-write conflicts.
The scheduler is summarized as Algorithm 7. For each query TQk, let nkt be the length of the
window that it references (i.e., TQk reads the nk youngest sub-windows). Note that 1 ≤ nk ≤ n
for all k. Lines 2 and 3 serially execute window movements immediately (technically, line 3 must
wait for an acknowledgement that the write operation has been performed). Lines 11 through
13 initialize a bit array BQk for each newly arrived TQk, where bit i is set if TQk has already
read sub-window i. Lines 15 through 23 execute read-only transactions, one sub-window scan at
a time, and set the corresponding bit in BQk to true
3. Again, before committing TQl in line 20,
the algorithm must wait for an acknowledgement of performing the read operation from line 17.
Note that Algorithm 7 allows multiple read-only transactions to be executed at the same time
in any order (line 16) because they do not conflict with one another. Lines 4 through 8 resolve
LWS conflicts, as proven below.
Theorem 7.3 Algorithm 7 produces LWS histories.
Proof. As per Definition 7.2, all committed read-only transactions TQk must have the prop-
erty that any window movements Tj that were executed at the same time as TQk are serialized
before TQk. First, note that the only time that a new LWS violation may possibly appear is after
a window update Tj commits (which is done immediately after performing the write operation)
while one or more TQk transactions are still running. Furthermore, a LWS conflict appears only
3Recall that a query over a window shorter than nt, say nkt, reads the nk youngest sub-windows. Therefore, a
concurrent window movement changes the set of sub-windows that must be read by queries over windows shorter
than nt (recall the discussion in Section 7.2.3). For now, assume that Algorithm 7 explicitly changes the contents
of affected query transactions immediately after each window movement so that line 17 has access to the correct set
of sub-window reads that must be performed by each query at any given time. A simpler solution will be presented
shortly.
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Algorithm 7 DSMS Transaction Scheduler
Input: list of currently running TQk transactions L
Local variables: bit array B
1 loop
2 if new transaction Tj arrives for scheduling then
3 execute wj [j mod n], cj
4 for each TQk in L
5 if BQk[(j + n− nk) mod n] = true then
6 execute aQk (abort TQk)
7 end if
8 end for
9 elseif new transaction TQk arrives for scheduling then
10 add TQk to L
11 for i = 0 to n− 1
12 set BQk[i] = false
13 end for
14 end if
15 if L is not empty then
16 choose any TQl from L
17 execute next operation of TQl, call it rQl[m]
18 set BQl[m] = true
19 if no more read operations left in TQl then
20 execute cQl




if any Tj has updated a sub-window (an older copy of) which has already been read by any of
the currently running TQk transactions, in which case Tj would be serialized before TQk. This
occurs if BQk [(j − n + nk) mod n] is set for any currently running TQk. This is easy to see if
n = nk ; if the (j mod n)th bit is set to true, then the query has already read the (j mod n)th
sub-window and must be aborted. If nk 6= n, then recall Figure 7.2 (b) and (d) and note the
following observation: if a query references a window of length nkt, then an update of the jth
sub-window implies that the (j + n− nk mod n)th sub-window now contains expired tuples with
respect to the window of length nkt. Hence, even though the query has not explicitly read the
updated sub-window, it must be aborted because it has seen data that have expired from the
shorter window of length nkt. In either case, Algorithm 7 aborts TQk (line 6), ensuring that all
TQk transactions committed in line 20 satisfy Definition 7.2.
2
Algorithm 7 supports read-only transactions with different priorities, such as one-time queries
or “important” persistent queries (as in Q1 from Figure 7.1(d)). To do this, assume that the query
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manager embeds a priority p within each TQk and change line 16 in Algorithm 7 to read: “let
TQl be the transaction in L with the highest value of p”. Consequently, if a low-priority TQk
is currently being executed, then a higher-priority TQm transaction has the effect of suspending
TQk. This extension does not impact the correctness of Algorithm 7 as it does not introduce any
new LWS conflicts.
7.4.2 Optimal Ordering of Read Operations
Given that Algorithm 7 may abort read-only transactions in order to guarantee LWS, it is desir-
able to minimize the required number of aborts. The idea is to shuffle the read operations within
TQk transactions
4 given the following insight. Since aborts occur when a sub-window is updated
but an older version of it has already been read by a concurrent TQk transaction, TQk should be
executed by first reading the sub-window which is scheduled to be updated the farthest out into
the future. More precisely, define the time-to-update (TTU) of a sub-window as the number of
window-movement transactions Tj that must be applied until this sub-window is updated. When
the scheduler chooses a read-only transaction TQk to process, it always executes the remaining
read operation of TQk whose sub-window has the highest TTU value at the given time. Note
that at any time, the sub-window with the highest TTU value is the one that has been updated
by the most recent window movement transaction.
The revised scheduler is shown below as Algorithm 8 (again, adding support for multiple
priority levels can be done by changing line 20 to process the highest-priority transaction). There
are two main changes. First, lines 4 through 6 update the TTU values of each sub-window after
every window movement. The newly updated sub-window receives a value of n (it will take n
write-only transaction until this sub-window is updated again), whereas the TTU values of the
remaining sub-windows are decremented. Furthermore, line 21 selects m to be the index of the
sub-window which has the highest TTU value and has not been read by TQl.
Recall from Section 7.4.1 that Algorithm 7 was assumed to change the contents of read-
only transactions corresponding to queries over windows shorter than nt whenever a concurrent
window update took place. This technique applies to Algorithm 8, but a simpler solution is now
possible. Given that line 22 reads sub-windows in TTU order, a query over a window of length
nkt can simply be defined as reading the nk sub-windows with highest TTU values (i.e., the nkt
youngest sub-windows). Even if a concurrent window movement takes place, the TTU values
of all the sub-windows are updated in lines 4 through 6, therefore an explicit modification of
the contents of query transactions is not necessary. Instead, lines 21 and 22 may be replaced by
instructions that maintain a counter of the number of sub-windows that must be read by each
query TQk (namely nk), and schedule a read of the youngest window if the counter of the given
query is non-zero (if the counter drops to zero, then the condition in line 24 is true and the query
transaction may be committed). Again, if a sub-window is read and is later modified, then line 9
4It is assumed that the order in which the data are read does not affect the final answer of the query, as is
the case in traditional relational query optimization, where several different access paths into the data are often
possible.
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correctly identifies transactions that need to be aborted, even if they correspond to queries that
scan windows shorter than nt (recall Theorem 7.3).
The idea in Algorithm 8 is similar to the Longest Forward Distance (LFD) cache replacement
algorithm [33], which always evicts the page whose next access is latest. LFD is optimal in the
off-line case in terms of the number of page faults, given that the system knows the entire page
request sequence and that all page faults have the same cost.
Algorithm 8 DSMS Transaction Scheduler with TTU
Input: list of currently running TQk transactions L
Local variables: bit array B, array of sub-window TTU values TTU [n]
1 loop
2 if new transaction Tj arrives for scheduling then
3 execute wj [j mod n], cj
4 for i = 0 to n− 1
5 set TTU [i] = TTU [i]− 1
6 end for
7 set TTU [j mod n] = n
8 for each TQk in L
9 if BQk[(j + n− nk) mod n] = true then
10 execute aQk (abort TQk)
11 end if
12 end for
13 elseif new transaction TQk arrives for scheduling then
14 add TQk to L
15 for i = 0 to n− 1
16 set BQk[i] = false
17 end for
18 end if
19 if L is not empty then
20 choose any TQl from L
21 let m =argmaxBQl[i]=falseTTU [i]
22 execute rQl[m]
23 set BQl[m] = true
24 if no more read operations left in TQl then
25 execute cQl




Theorem 7.4 Algorithm 8 is optimal for ensuring LWS in the sense that it performs the fewest
possible aborts for any history H.
Proof. Let A be the scheduler in Algorithm 8 and let S be any other transaction scheduler
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that serializes transactions in the same way as A, but only differs in the ordering of read operations
inside one or more read-only transactions. That is, S corresponds to Algorithm 7 with some
arbitrary implementation of the meaning of “next operation” in line 17. The objective is to
prove that S performs no fewer aborts than A for any history H . Let Hi be the prefix of H
containing the first i read operations (interleaved with zero or more write operations, and zero or
more commit or abort operations). The proof proceeds by inductively transforming the sequence
of read operations produced by S into that produced by A, one read operation at a time. To
accomplish this, let S0 = S and define a transaction scheduler Si+1 that, given Si, has the
following two properties.
1. Both Si and Si+1 order all the read operations in Hi in the same way as A.
2. Si+1 orders all the read operations in Hi+1 in the same way as A and performs no more
aborts than Si in Hi+1.
Let rk[y] be the (i + 1)st read operation executed by Si and rk[z] be the (i + 1)st read
operation executed by Si+1. Due to the assumption that A and S only differ in the ordering of
read operations inside read-only transactions, the (i + 1)st read operations done by Si and Si+1
belong to the same transaction, call it TQk. Thus, sub-window z (mod n) has the highest TTU
value at this time. Now, if z = y then Si+1 = Si, therefore property 2 holds and the proof is
completed. Otherwise, Si+1 and Si differ in the (i+ 1)st read operation. First, suppose that TQk
is not interrupted by any write-only transactions before the next read operation. Then, TQk is not
aborted by Si or by Si+1 in Hi+1 and the proof is completed (property 2 holds). Next, suppose
that TQk is interrupted by at least one write-only transaction before the next read operation.
The remainder of the proof is broken into three cases, which collectively prove property 2.
In the first case, suppose that the set of interrupting transactions contains Ty, but not Tz.
Given that sub-window z (mod n) has the highest TTU value at this time, and that write-only
transactions are generated and serially executed in increasing order of their subscripts, the most
recent write-only transaction can have a subscript no higher than z − 1. Then, Si aborts TQk
in Hi+1. This is because TQk has already read an old version of sub-window y (mod n) and
therefore Ty would have been serialized after TQk. However, Si+1 does not abort TQk in Hi+1.
To see this, observe that TQk could not have possibly read any of the sub-windows that have just
been updated. This is due to the fact that those sub-windows must have lower TTU values than
sub-window z (mod n) and must necessarily be scheduled after sub-window z (mod n) by Si+1.
In the second case, suppose that the set of interrupting transactions does not contain Ty or
Tz . By the same reasoning, the most recent write-only transaction can have a subscript no higher
than y − 1. Si+1 does not abort TQk in Hi+1 because TQk could not have possibly read any of
the sub-windows updated by or before Ty−1 (they all have lower TTU values than sub-window z
(mod n). In terms of satisfying property 2, it does not matter what Si does in this case.
Finally, in the third case, suppose that the set of interrupting transactions contains both Ty
and Tz. Then, both Si and Si+1 abort TQk in Hi+1 because both schedulers allow TQk to read a
sub-window that has now been updated.
2
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Algorithm 8 takes advantage of the weakest non-monotonic update patterns of sliding windows
in order to anticipate possible LWS violations and prevent them to the greatest possible extent.
For an example of the need for reordering the read operations within read-only transactions,
consider the following interleaved schedule of a query TQ1 and two window movements, T5 and
T6, given the same parameters as in histories Ha through Hd defined in Section 7.3.
He = rQ1[4] w5[0] c5 rQ1[0] rQ1[3] rQ1[2] w6[1] c6 rQ1[1] cQ1
At the beginning, sub-window zero is the oldest and has a TTU of one (it will be updated after
the next write transaction, namely T5). Sub-window one is next with a TTU of two, and so on
until sub-window four, which has a TTU of five. Thus, the first read operation to be scheduled
reads the sub-window with the highest TTU value, namely sub-window four. Next, sub-window
zero is updated and therefore its TTU changes to five; the TTU values of all the other sub-
windows are decremented. Thus, sub-window zero is the next one to be read by TQ1 because
its TTU value of five is the highest. Sub-windows three and two are next (with TTU values of
three and two, respectively). At this point, only sub-window one remains to be read, which is
done after it is updated by T6. In contrast, had the above schedule sequentially executed the
read operations within TQ1 (as shown in schedule Hf below), latest-window serializability would
have been violated immediately after T5 has committed.
Hf = rQ1[0] w5[0] c5 rQ1[1] rQ1[2] rQ1[3] w6[1] c6 rQ1[4] cQ1
Thus far, it was assumed that newly arrived data overwrite the oldest sub-window, meaning
that a query which has read an old copy of a freshly updated sub-window must be aborted
in order to guarantee LWS. Recall the discussion in Section 7.2.2, mentioning the possibility of
temporarily keeping expired sub-windows and allowing queries to re-read them in order to “undo”
the contribution of expired tuples from the query state. Algorithm 8 still applies in this case.
The difference is that when a LWS conflict is discovered, the transaction re-scans the old copy
of the newly updated sub-window, followed by reading the new copy. Therefore, no aborts are
necessary. In this context, Algorithm 8 is optimal in the sense of minimizing the number of
required sub-window re-scans.
7.4.3 Note on Queries Accessing a Materialized Sub-Result
Up to now, it was assumed that the window or synopsis scanned by a query takes its input from
a weakest non-monotonic query plan. If a query reads a weak non-monotonic result, then it is no
longer the case that the oldest sub-window may be dropped and the newest sub-window inserted
in its place. The solution in Chapter 3 employed a calendar queue to store state corresponding to
the intermediate result of a weak non-monotonic query plan. Suppose that the calendar queue is
partitioned on expiration time and that each window to be joined contains five sub-windows. As
illustrated in Figure 7.6, when the windows slide, the oldest sub-window expires, as before. How-
ever, each sub-window may incur insertions because the new tuples may have various expiration
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Figure 7.6: Update of a materialized sub-result having weak non-monotonic update patterns
times5. To deal with this issue, the following modification is made to the scheduling algorithms.
When a materialized sub-result having weak non-monotonic update patterns is updated while a
query is scanning it (or a summary over it), the tuples inserted into sub-windows which have al-
ready been read are copied and passed to the query prior to being inserted into their sub-windows
(and synopses). This way, the query is guaranteed to see all the updates and LWS is preserved,
but the query and update logic becomes more complex. Note that the query need not read new
tuples that were inserted into sub-windows which it has not read yet (they will be read when the
query finally scans these sub-windows).
7.5 Experiments
7.5.1 Implementation Details and Experimental Procedure
A simple DSMS query manager was implemented in Java along with the following four transaction
schedulers: Algorithm 8 (abbreviated TTU ), Algorithm 7 (which does not re-order the read
operations within transactions, abbreviated LWS), a scheduler similar to Algorithm 8 that only
enforces window-serializability (abbreviated WS), and a scheduler that executes transactions
serially (as in current DSMSs, abbreviated Serial). Experiments were performed on a Pentium-
IV PC with a 3 GHz CPU and 1 Gb of RAM, running Linux. The input stream is a sequence of
simulated IP header packets with randomly generated attribute values. For example, the source
and destination IP addresses have one of one thousand random values, whereas the data size is
a random integer between one and 100. The steady-state stream arrival rate is one packet per
millisecond, but the specific arrival rate over a particular sub-window is allowed to deviate from
the steady-state rate by a factor of up to ten.
The query workload simulates network traffic analysis [62, 66]. There are two levels of trans-
action priorities: those corresponding to re-executions of periodic queries with low-priority, and
those corresponding to one-time queries with high-priority. A total of between 40 and 100 periodic
queries are executed, arranged into groups of five for shared processing (e.g., queries computing
the same aggregate over different window lengths require only one scan of a window or a basic
interval synopsis). Periodic queries are chosen randomly from the following set: Top k queries
over the source or destination IP addresses, and percentile queries (25th, 50th, 75th, 90th, 95th,
5A synopsis over the result of a weak non-monotonic query plan may be maintained in a similar fashion, as will
be discussed in Section 8.3.2.
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Figure 7.7: Staleness, response time, and inter-execution time of Q2
and 99th percentiles) over the total bandwidth consumed by (or directed to) distinct IP addresses.
The window sizes referenced by queries are generated randomly between one and n, where n is
the total number of sub-windows. For simplicity of implementation, periodic queries are executed
by scanning the window and building a hash table on the required attribute. One-time queries
are chosen from a set of simple aggregates over a random subset of the source and destination IP
addresses. Each query references the same time-based window, which is stored in main memory.
After initializing the sliding window using a randomly generated input stream, the four trans-
action schedulers are tested over an identical query workload. The tests proceed for a time equal
to the window length and are repeated five times using different input streams. Results are av-
eraged over the five trials. The parameters being varied in (and across) the experiments are the
query workload, the window size (controlled via the number of sub-windows), and the length of
each sub-window (which controls the frequency of window movements). The following perfor-
mance metrics are used to evaluate the four transaction schedulers, as illustrated in Figure 7.7
corresponding to the execution time line from Figure 7.1(d).
• Query staleness is the difference between the time that a query reports an answer and the
time of the last window update reflected in the answer.
• Response time is the difference between the query execution start time and end time. This
metric is important for one-time queries, which are usually time-sensitive as they may be
posed in order to investigate a suspicious change in the result of a persistent query.
• Inter-execution time of a long-running query is the length of the interval between its re-
executions6. A DSMS is expected to tolerate slightly longer inter-execution times if the
returned answers are more up-to-date. The motivation for this is that even an older answer
is returned earlier, the system would have to re-execute the query soon in order to produce
an answer that reflects the new state of the window.
7.5.2 Percentage of Aborted Transactions
The first experiment illustrates Theorem 7.4 by comparing the percentage of aborted read-only
transactions using Algorithms 7 and 8. Two sub-window sizes are tested: t = 1 sec. and t = 5
6As will be explained in more detail in Chapter 8, the inter-execution interval is typically supplied by the query.
However, for simplicity, the experiments in this chapter assume that each query has the same desired inter-execution
interval and all queries are continually re-executed in a round-robin fashion.
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Figure 7.8: Percentage of read-only trans-
actions aborted by Algorithm7
Figure 7.9: Comparison of query staleness for Se-
rial, WS, LWS, and TTU
sec., with the number of sub-windows varied from ten to 100. The number of periodic queries
is set to 40 for t = 1 sec. and 100 for t = 5 sec. The percentage of transactions aborted by
Algorithm 7 is shown in Figure 7.8. In contrast, Algorithm 8 did not abort any transactions in
this experiment. This is because during normal execution, a periodic query does not incur more
than one concurrent window update, unless suspended for a long time in order to run a heavy
workload of one-time queries. Since Algorithm 8 ensures that read-only transactions postpone
reading the sub-window that is about to be updated until the end, aborts can be easily avoided
if the number of concurrent window updates is small.
Note that the proportion of read-only transactions aborted by Algorithm 7 is higher for t = 1
sec. because a smaller sub-window size implies that window movements are executed more often,
thereby increasing the chances of read-write conflicts. Aborts are also more frequent as the
number of sub-windows increases (i.e., as the length of the sliding window grows) because this
causes longer query evaluation times, therefore the number of read-only transactions between
window updates decreases. In turn, this increases the proportion of read-only transactions that
execute at the same time as window movements and raises the chances of read-write conflicts.
In the worst case of frequent window movement and long window size (t = 1 sec. and 100
sub-windows), Algorithm 7 aborts over half of the read-only transactions because nearly every
transaction incurs a concurrent window movement, which often ends up causing a LWS conflict.
Similar results were obtained when one-time queries were added to the workload and issued at
random times. In particular, Algorithm 8 still did not abort any transactions.
7.5.3 Experiments with a Workload of Periodic Queries
This section presents the results of executing Serial, WS, LWS, and TTU on a workload consisting
of periodic queries and interleaved window movements. The sub-window sizes, number of sub-
windows, and number of periodic queries are the same as in the previous experiment; for now,
assume that no one-time queries are posed. The variables being measured are average staleness,
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of query inter-
execution times for Serial, WS, LWS, and TTU
Figure 7.11: Comparison of throughput of
read-only transactions for LWS and “Others”
inter-execution time, and throughput.
The average query staleness, in units of seconds, is shown in Figure 7.9 (the lower the value, the
better). TTU and LWS clearly outperform WS and Serial because the first two guarantee latest-
window-serializable schedules, where queries have access to an up-to-date state of the window. As
expected, staleness increases for all four schedulers as the sub-window size grows to t = 5 sec. and
window movements become less frequent. Moreover, increasing the number of sub-windows (or
equivalently, increasing the window length) generally has an adverse effect on staleness because
the query execution times increase. Note that Serial performs slightly better than WS because
WS adds to the query execution time by performing concurrent window movements, yet the
answer does not reflect any of the updates. Overall, TTU provides the lowest query staleness in
all tested scenarios.
The average query inter-execution times, in units of seconds, are graphed in Figure 7.10. Each
cluster of eight bars corresponds, in order, to Serial, WS, LWS, and TTU for t = 1 sec., followed
by Serial, WS, LWS, and TTU for t = 5 sec. Serial has the best (lowest) inter-execution times
because it does not incur the overhead of serialization graph testing, therefore its total query
execution time is slightly lower. Notably, LWS (corresponding to the third and seventh bars in
each cluster) performs the worst. For instance, aborting every second re-execution of a periodic
query means that its inter-execution time doubles. In general, increasing the sub-window size
to t = 5 sec. (and hence, increasing the total window size) leads to longer inter-execution times
for all four schedulers as queries take longer to process. Similarly, increasing the number of sub-
windows increases the query evaluation times and therefore negatively affects the inter-execution
times. Overall, Serial yields the best query inter-execution times, with WS and TTU following
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of one-time query re-
sponse times for Serial, WS, LWS, and TTU
Figure 7.13: Comparison of one-time query
staleness for Serial, WS, LWS, and TTU
very closely behind, whereas LWS performs badly due to aborted transactions.
Figure 7.11 illustrates the throughput (in units of the number of read-only transactions per
second) of LWS versus the other three schedulers (namely Serial, WS, and TTU, labeled Others),
which all yield very similar results. In particular, the throughput penalty of TTU versus Serial is
very small—typically below two percent and at most four percent. This is because the serialization
graph testing done by TTU consists of simple bit operations after each window movement and
causes negligible overhead. Note the poor performance of LWS ; its throughput is lower in all
cases due to aborted transactions. As expected, the throughput of all schedulers decreases when
transactions take longer to execute, which occurs when the sliding window is large (i.e., the
number of sub-windows increases or the sub-window size increases).
7.5.4 Experiments with a Mixed Workload of Periodic and One-Time Queries
This section reports the results of experiments with a mixed workload of periodic and one-time
queries (and concurrent window movements). The sub-window size is fixed at five seconds, the
number of periodic queries at 100, and the number of one-time queries per sub-window length at
five. One-time queries are scheduled at random times with an average time between requests set
to one second.
The average one-time query response times, in units of seconds, are shown in Figure 7.12.
TTU and WS perform best and yield nearly identical response times. The response times of
LWS are noticeably longer because it is forced to abort and restart some one-time queries. Serial
exhibits the worst results in this experiment because it is unable to suspend a periodic query
and execute a one-time query immediately; in general, Serial is inappropriate for any situation
involving prioritized scheduling. As the number of sub-windows increases, the response time
achieved by each of the four schedulers worsens because it is now more costly to execute each
query.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of periodic query staleness for Serial, WS, LWS, and TTU
Figure 7.13 plots the average one-time query staleness, in units of seconds. As expected,
TTU outperforms the other schedulers because it guarantees latest-window-serializability and
does not abort any transactions. The performance of LWS is somewhat worse because some of
the transactions corresponding to one-time queries are aborted and restarted at a later time.
WS and Serial do not guarantee latest-window serializability and therefore exhibit the worst
performance. Overall, TTU yields the best results in terms of one-time query staleness and is
tied for best in terms of the response time.
Finally, the average staleness of periodic queries is examined separately in order to verify that
the performance edge of TTU in the context of one-time query staleness does not come at a cost
of poor periodic query staleness. Results are shown in Figure 7.14. It can be seen that TTU
maintains its superiority in producing the most up-to-date results of periodic queries.
7.5.5 Lessons Learned
The above experiments have shown the advantages of executing latest-window-serializable histo-
ries, particularly when enforced using the proposed update-pattern-aware transaction scheduler.
Staleness and response time were shown to improve at the expense of minimal loss in throughput.
7.6 Comparison with Related Work
The concurrency control mechanisms presented in this chapter are compatible with any DSMS
that employs periodic updates of sliding windows and query results, e.g., [2, 12, 48, 52, 109, 222,
276]. The techniques are also applicable to a system such as PSoup [49], where mobile users
connect to a DSMS intermittently and retrieve the latest results of sliding window queries. In
this context, asynchronous requests may be modeled as one-time queries issued at various times.
Given that mobile users may have low connectivity with the system (e.g., via a wireless channel),
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it is particularly important to guarantee low response times and up-to-date query answers. The
transaction scheduler proposed in this chapter fulfills both of these requirements.
The transaction model used in this chapter resembles multi-level concurrency control and
multi-granularity locking as it considers a sub-window, rather than an entire window, to be
an atomic data object. The novelty is that the order in which sub-window read operations
are performed is maintained in such a way as to minimize the number of aborted transactions.
Furthermore, note that the order of read operations changes whenever the window slides and
the sub-window TTU values change. In contrast, fixed resource ordering has been employed to
prevent deadlocks [96]. However, the system model studied in this chapter does not encounter
deadlocks due to the relative simplicity of the transactional workload. Therefore, Algorithm 8 is
able to change the TTU ordering whenever the window slides (thereby minimizing the number
of aborted read-only transactions) without causing deadlocks.
The TTU scheduler employed conflict-based concurrency control. Other scheduling tech-
niques include two-phase locking and timestamping [35]. However, two-phase locking may not
be appropriate in this context because it is not clear how to force a particular serialization order
using locks. Moreover, the possible problem with using timestamping for DSMS concurrency
control is the difficulty of ensuring latest-window serializability. Suppose that each transaction
receives a timestamp when it is passed to the transaction scheduler and that serialization order is
determined by timestamps. In this case, any concurrent window update transaction is assigned
a higher timestamp than a read-only transaction and is therefore serialized before the read-only
transaction. Hence, Algorithm 8 would be forced to abort every read-only transaction that is
interrupted by a window movement.
Latest-window serializability is similar to commit-order preserving serializability (CPS) [255],
in which conflicting operations must be ordered in the same way as commits. The venn diagram
in Figure 7.15 illustrates the relationship among the isolation levels in the general case. Some
histories, such as, Hd from Section 7.3.1, are both CPS and WS (or LWS). In contrast, the
following history, call it Hg, is CPS, but neither WS nor LWS.
Hg = rQ1[0] w5[0] w6[1] c6 rQ1[1] rQ1[2] rQ1[3] rQ1[4] cQ1 c5
To see this, observe that Hg is similar to Ha from Section 7.3.1, except that the commitment of
T5 has been delayed until after TQ1 commits in order to correspond to the serialization order.
Clearly, it is still not WS, yet it is CPS because the commit order matches the serialization order.
On the other hand, the following history, call it Hh, is WS and LWS, but not CPS. This is because
the query transaction TQ1 can in fact see the concurrent update made by T9 and therefore reads
the latest state of the sliding window. However, the update transaction happens to commit after
the query commits, yet it is serialized before the query.
Hh = rQ1[0] rQ1[1] rQ1[2] rQ1[3] w9[4] rQ1[4] cQ1 c9
Finally, it is worth noting that LWS=CPS, as shown below.
Theorem 7.5 Given the specific transaction workload assumed in this chapter and given the
assumption that window movements commit immediately, LWS=CPS.
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Figure 7.15: Relationship between commit-order preserving serializability (CPS), window serial-
izability (WS), and latest window serializability (LWS)
Proof. Suppose that a history H is LWS. This means that, for any read-only transaction
TQk whose operations are interleaved with at least one write transaction, it is true that all of the
concurrent write transactions are serialized before TQk. Since write transactions are assumed to
commit immediately, the serialization order is equivalent to the commit order. Hence, H is also
CPS. Now suppose that H is CPS. This means that for any TQk, any concurrent write transactions
are serialized before TQk. This is because the write transactions commit immediately and therefore
they commit before the query transaction. Hence, the write transactions are serialized before TQk.
This means that H is LWS because all the query transactions are guaranteed to see any concurrent
window movements.
Chapter 8
Multi-Query Optimization of Sliding
Window Aggregates
8.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters dealt with the time-evolving nature of data streams, and proposed and
exploited the notion of update pattern awareness in sliding window query processing. The focus of
this chapter is on multi-query optimization in the context of periodically re-executed monitoring
queries. One example is a query that monitors the median packet length over a stream of IP
packet headers (call it S), computed every two minutes over a ten-minute window. Using syntax
similar to CQL, this query may be specified as follows.
Q1: SELECT MEDIAN(length)
FROM S [WINDOW 10 min SLIDE 2 min]
The current workload may include queries similar to Q1, but having additional WHERE predicates,
different window sizes, or different periods (the expressions “SLIDE interval” and “period” will
be used interchangeably). For instance, the workload may also include the following query.
Q2: SELECT MEDIAN(length)
FROM S [WINDOW 14 min SLIDE 3 min]
These two queries may be posed by different users (e.g., network engineers), or by the same
user, who wishes to summarize the network traffic at different time scales and may simultaneously
ask similar aggregate queries over different window lengths. Other examples of applications that
issue many aggregate queries in parallel over different window lengths include detecting bursts of
unusual activity identified by abnormally high or low values of an aggregate such as SUM or COUNT
[272, 277]. A burst of suspicious activity may be a denial-of-service attack on a network or a
stock with an unusually high trading volume. Since the length of the burst is typically unknown
(e.g., a short-lived burst could produce several unusual values in a span of a few seconds, whereas
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Figure 8.1: Two possible ways to schedule queries Q1 and Q2
a longer-term burst would have to generate a hundred suspicious packets over the last minute),
a series of aggregates over a range of window lengths needs to be monitored.
Q1 and Q2 compute the same aggregate, but their window lengths and periods are different.
Therefore, it is not obvious whether they can share memory or computation. Furthermore, even
if one can determine which queries can share resources, the novel problem in this context is that
similar queries having different SLIDE intervals may be scheduled for re-execution at different
times. For example, Figure 8.1(a) illustrates a time axis with a possible execution sequence of Q1
and Q2 defined above. Assuming that Q2 can re-use the answer of Q1 computed over a shorter
window, computation sharing can be exploited only once every six minutes (the least-common
multiple of the SLIDE intervals). Another possibility is to always schedule Q2 when Q1 is due
for a refresh, as in Figure 8.1(b). In this case, more computation is shared, but the savings in
processing time may be defeated by the work expended on updating Q2 more often than necessary.
Motivated by the above issues, this chapter presents a multi-query optimization framework
for periodically-refreshed aggregates over sliding windows. The framework consists of two compo-
nents: identifying which queries can share state and computation, and synchronizing the execution
times of similar queries. The first component starts with existing techniques for sharing state
among aggregates over different window sizes [16]. These techniques are extended in two direc-
tions: 1) allowing state sharing among queries containing aggregation, selection, and joins, and 2)
discovering opportunities for shared computation, where the (intermediate) result of a previously
executed query is used by another query. In the second part, a novel definition of the SLIDE
clause is proposed, which gives rise to a novel specification of the semantics of periodic queries.
Next, monitoring queries are modeled as periodic tasks and a query scheduler is developed on the
basis of the earliest-deadline-first (EDF) algorithm [229]. The scheduler improves the two basic
approaches discussed above in the following two ways.
1. A cost-based heuristic is proposed for deciding whether a query should be re-executed more
often than necessary if its execution times can be synchronized with those of a similar query
(as in Figure 8.1(b)).
2. Additional sharing opportunities are shown to arise during periods of overload, which are
likely to be experienced by a DSMS due to changes in the (one-time and persistent) query
workload and fluctuations in the stream arrival rates. Suppose that Q1 is due for a refresh
at time t and Q2 at time t + 1, but the system was unable to run Q1 at time t. There are
two choices at time t + 1: clear the backlog by executing Q1 and other late queries before
moving on to Q2, or recognize that Q1 and Q2 are similar and execute them together before
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Figure 8.2: Assumed query processing architecture
moving on to other late queries (in which case Q2 is much cheaper to evaluate because it
can re-use the answer computed by Q1). It will be shown that looking for similar queries in
the “late query set” and the “currently-scheduled query set” increases overall throughput.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 introduces the system model
and assumptions. The first component of the multi-query optimization framework is presented
in Section 8.3 and the second in Section 8.4. The solution is evaluated experimentally in Section
8.5 and compared to related work in Section 8.6.
8.2 Preliminaries
The assumed query processing architecture is illustrated in Figure 8.2; it corresponds to Figure
7.3 described in Section 7.2.3 with the transaction manager abstracted out. A global query plan is
constructed from selections, shared joins [52, 126, 155, 253], and final aggregates over time-based
windows. Joins maintain state corresponding to (hash tables over) windows on their inputs,
while aggregates are connected to synopses. The allowed aggregates are SUM, COUNT, AVG, MAX,
MIN, COUNT DISTINCT, QUANTILE, or TOP k (the last three may be exact or approximate). Three
types of synopses are used: running, interval, and basic interval (as discussed in Section 2.3.4
and illustrated in Figure 2.5). Each window or join of several windows may be associated with
many synopses, which may be used by different aggregates or the same aggregates over different
attributes. Furthermore, one synopsis may be shared by many queries, as will be discussed in
Section 8.3. The part of the shared plan which lies upstream (to the left) of the buffers is executed
continuously in the background; note that this part of the shared plan is weakest or weak non-
monotonic. New results are continually deposited in the buffers and pre-aggregated, counted, or
sketched on-the-fly; recall that a synopsis stores pre-aggregated values, frequency counters, or
sketches of various intervals within the current sliding window. As described in Section 2.3.4,
synopses are updated periodically by retrieving new data from their buffers, inserting the new
interval, and removing intervals corresponding to expired tuples. When one or more queries
are scheduled for re-execution, the appropriate synopses are probed to obtain the answer; query
scheduling will be discussed in Section 8.4.
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When the lifetime of a query expires, the query may be removed from the global plan, but
shared components of the plan still in use must be retained. Conversely, a new query must
be merged into the global plan (if not dropped outright, as could be the case if the system is
overloaded1). If appropriate synopses exist (or the underlying windows are stored, as in the
WS approach from Section 7.2.1), then the new query may begin execution immediately. An
interesting case occurs when a matching synopsis is found, but its window length is too short
for the new query. If so, then the time span of the matching synopsis may be extended by not
deleting its oldest intervals for several updates. Note that this causes a delay before the query
begins generating output. If all else fails, then a new synopsis may be built for the new query
from scratch, but it will take one window length before the synopsis fills up with data.
8.3 Identifying and Processing Similar Queries
The first part of the solution identifies which queries can share state and computation. For now,
the SLIDE intervals of queries are ignored. That is, the focus is on determining which queries
benefit from shared evaluation if their re-execution times happen to coincide. State-sharing
(abbreviated SS) and computation-sharing (abbreviated CS) rules are presented, beginning with
simple aggregates and working up to complex multi-operator queries. The rule set presented here
is by no means exhaustive and new rules can easily be added to the proposed framework.
8.3.1 Sliding Window Aggregates
The first type of queries considered are those consisting of a single aggregate operator over a
single window. The following straightforward rule was motivated in Section 2.3.4:
SS1 A synopsis with parameters s and b may be used by queries computing the same aggregate,
or different aggregates that require the same data per interval, over different window lengths
of size ns, 1 ≤ n ≤ b.
The extent of computation sharing depends upon the type of synopsis. Recall Figure 2.5 from
Section 2.3.4 and observe that shared probing of a running or interval synopsis by queries over
different window lengths is not faster than separate probing. In the former, different running
intervals must be subtracted for different window sizes. In the latter, generally, a different set of
non-overlapping intervals must be probed. Thus:
CS1 If multiple queries share a running or interval synopsis as state, then they may be executed
together if they reference the same window length.
For example, COUNT DISTINCT and TOP k queries may be computed using an interval synopsis
with frequency counts by subtracting the counts of the appropriate two intervals and performing
appropriate post-processing. Note that the first part of the computation is shared by the two
queries. On the other hand:
1Issues related to admission control are orthogonal to this work and are not discussed further.
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CS2 All queries accessing the same basic interval synopsis may be computed together.
CS2 holds because answers over different window sizes may be returned along the way as the
synopsis is being probed, from youngest interval to oldest. Regardless of the number of queries,
at most b intervals are accessed. Since interval synopses access log b intervals per query, CS1 and
CS2 suggest that a basic interval synopsis should be used if at least blog b queries can be executed
together. In this case, the basic interval synopsis exceeds the query efficiency of the interval
synopsis, while using only half the space. However, to determine how many queries are scheduled
to be executed together, their SLIDE intervals need to be examined. Therefore, further treatment
of this issue is deferred to Section 8.4. Finally, the following rules hold for AVG:
SS2 If there exists a running synopsis with parameters s1 and b1 storing sums, and a running
synopsis with parameters s2 and b2 storing counts, then they may be used by AVG over
window size ns if their update times are aligned, s1 = s2, and n ≤ b1, b2.
CS3 If SS2 holds and there exist queries computing SUM, COUNT, and AVG over the same window
length, then they may be executed together.
SS2 requires the synopses to be aligned (i.e., they must be updated at the same times) so that
the sum and count are computed over exactly the same window. The significance of CS3 is that
AVG can simply divide the answers already computed by SUM and COUNT.
8.3.2 Aggregates over Joins
Synopsis Design
Weakest non-monotonic update patterns are exploited by the synopses in Figure 2.5; during
updates, the oldest interval, which by then summarizes expired tuples, is dropped. However,
recall from Chapter 3 that a sliding window join is a weak non-monotonic operator. As a result,
the existing synopses are not suitable. For instance, in Figure 2.5, the aggregate value would be
computed over the join results generated in the last 7s time units, which is different from join
results over windows of length 7s each.
The existing synopses may be extended to handle join results by defining their intervals in
terms of tuple expiration times2. A basic-interval-join (BIJ) synopsis over a join of windows with
length 8s is illustrated in Figure 8.3 during an update at time t + s. The data stored in each
interval are not shown, but, as before, may consist of pre-aggregated values, frequency counters,
or sketches. Each interval is labeled with the expiration time ranges of the join results summarized
within. First, the behaviour of the buffer preceding a BIJ synopsis is modified to pre-compute each
of the following: f((t+s, t+2s]), f((t+2s, t+3s]) . . . , f((t+8s, t+9s]). Now, f((t, t+s]) is dropped
as it summarizes tuples that were due to expire between times t and t+s. Next, f((t+8s, t+9s]),
which refers to new join results that will expire between times t + 8s and t + 9s, is appended.
2Recall that a similar concept (calendar queue) was used in Chapter 3 in the context of storing intermediate
results of weak non-monotonic queries.
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Figure 8.3: Examples of RJ and BIJ synopses
Finally, the remaining intervals are updated by merging the values of the corresponding pre-
computed intervals. An interval-join (IJ) synopsis may also be constructed from an interval
synopsis, in which case all 2b of its intervals must be updated every s time units. Finally, a
running-join (RJ) synopsis for b = 8 is shown in Figure 8.3 during an update at time t + s. It
requires its buffer to pre-compute aggregates for f(t+s, t+2s]), f((t+s, t+3s]), . . . , f((t+s, t+9s]).
The update removes f([1, t+s]), adds f([1, t+9s]), and updates the other intervals as illustrated.
The space usage of the new synopses is the same as for the respective existing synopsis, but the
update complexity grows because all the intervals must be modified.
Sharing State and Computation
Denote a join of two windows of sizes w1 and w2, respectively, as a (w1, w2)-join. First, suppose
that a group of queries contains the same join and that w1 = w2. In this case, all the rules defined
thus far apply. For instance, probing the first seven intervals of the BIJ synopsis in Figure 8.3,
from right to left, yields a result over a (7s, 7s)-join. To see this, consider the (8s, 8s)-join results
that are not part of the (7s, 7s)-join and observe that all such results belong to the oldest interval
in the join synopsis. This is true because these join results must contain at least one tuple that
is in the oldest part of its corresponding window (i.e., the part that has arrived between 7s and
8s time units ago). This means that the expiration times of these join results must be between
now (time t) and time t + s. Similar reasoning also applies to the RJ synopsis.
Next, suppose that w1 6= w2 and consider a COUNT query over a (7s, 8s)-join. Intuitively,
the count should be higher than a (7s, 7s)-join, but lower than a (8s, 8s)-join. Therefore, it
is necessary to subtract appropriate tuples from the oldest interval in the join synopsis. This
example suggests a solution that modifies the join operator to flag results involving tuples from
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Figure 8.4: Example of a generalized BIJ synopsis
the oldest part of the first window, i.e., those which are not part of the (7s, 8s)-join. Figure 8.4
illustrates a generalized version of the BIJ synopsis, associated with an additional parameter g
(0 ≤ g ≤ b − 1), that stores three pieces of data in its g oldest intervals (g = 2 and b = 8 in
the figure). The IJ and RJ synopses may be generalized similarly. The values in the middle
of each interval correspond to those of a BIJ synopsis. However, two additional sets of values
are stored in the g oldest intervals, corresponding to aggregates that exclude flagged join results
from the first and second window, respectively. In terms of buffer design, it must now separately
pre-aggregate each of the three values needed for the g oldest intervals. The sharing rules for
generalized join synopses are as follows.
SS3 A generalized BIJ, IJ, or RJ synopsis with parameters b, s, and g may be shared by aggre-
gates over joins of windows with length ns each, where 1 ≤ n ≤ b, as well as (n1s, n2s)-joins,
where b− g ≤ n1, n2 ≤ b.
CS4 Queries accessing the same generalized IJ or RJ synopsis may be computed together if they
reference the same window lengths in the join.
CS5 All queries accessing the same generalized BIJ synopsis may be computed together.
8.3.3 Aggregates with Selection
A simple solution for queries with various selection predicates is to execute them separately using
separate synopses. However, synopses may be shared among queries with overlapping predicates.
Assume that query predicates are in disjunctive normal form and that duplicate predicates are
removed. Furthermore, assume that each term in the disjunction is an atom of the form attribute
op constant, where op is a simple operation (equality, inequality, less-than, or greater-than).
Define a query Q with predicate p1 ∨ p2 ∨ . . .∨ pi to be covered by a set of synopses C if each
synopsis computes the same aggregate (or contains the same data, e.g., counters or sketches) over
the same input(s) as Q, and the terms pk correspond exactly to the concatenation of predicates
associated with the synopses in C. Additionally, C can be a subcover (supercover) of Q if a
subset (superset) of terms pk appear in the concatenation of its predicates. These definitions are
illustrated using the following queries over a stream of IP packets headers S (the WINDOW and
SLIDE clauses are omitted for clarity).
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Q1: SELECT SUM(length) FROM S WHERE protocol=TCP
Q2: SELECT SUM(length) FROM S WHERE protocol=UDP
Q3: SELECT SUM(length) FROM S WHERE protocol=TCP OR protocol=UDP
Q4: SELECT MAX(length) FROM S WHERE protocol=TCP
Q5: SELECT MAX(length) FROM S WHERE user=U
Q6: SELECT MAX(length) FROM S WHERE protocol=TCP OR user=U
Suppose that Q1 and Q2 already have their own synopses. These two synopses cover Q3
because they compute the same aggregate over the same stream and include both terms in Q3’s
predicate. Moreover, Q1’s synopsis is a subcover for Q3. Similarly, if Q4 and Q5 have their
own synopses, then they cover Q6. Additionally, if Q3 had its own synopsis, then it would be a
supercover for Q1 and Q2.
A WHERE predicate is disjoint if all its terms pk are disjoint, e.g., if each term is an equality
predicate on the same attribute. A set of synopses C is a disjoint cover for Q if it covers Q,
each synopsis in C has a disjoint predicate, and the concatenation of predicates appearing in C
is disjoint. For example, the synopses belonging to Q1 and Q2 are a disjoint cover for Q3, but
those belonging to Q4 and Q5 are not a disjoint cover for Q6 (because the terms protocol=TCP
and user=U are not necessarily disjoint).
The final definition needed for predicate matching deals with duplicates. A distributive ag-
gregate f (recall Section 2.3.4) is duplicate-insensitive if, for two overlapping multi-sets X and
Y , f(X ∪ Y ) = f(X) ∪ f(Y ). f is duplicate-sensitive if f(X ∪ Y ) = f(X) ∪ f(Y ) − f(X ∩ Y ).
Both subtractable aggregates considered here (SUM and COUNT) are duplicate-sensitive, as are
complex aggregates that require their synopses to store counters or sketches. MIN and MAX are
duplicate-insensitive.
The above examples suggest that new queries may re-use synopses that cover them. For
example, Q3 can obtain an answer from Q1’s synopsis, an answer from Q2’s synopsis, and add
them. This leads to a decrease in space usage and synopsis maintenance costs by one-third (only
two synopses are needed). Motivated by this observation, the following three-step framework may
be used for predicate overlap identification.
First, a set of relevant synopses, i.e., those which may be used to answer a new query Q,
must be found. The update times of each relevant synopsis must be aligned (recall rule SS2).
For duplicate-sensitive aggregates, the relevant synopses must form a disjoint cover of Q (other-
wise, incorrect answers could be produced due to overlap among the predicates). For duplicate-
insensitive aggregates, it suffices that the set is a cover of Q. Moreover, for subtractable aggre-
gates, the relevant set may be a disjoint supercover of Q, provided that there exists a disjoint
cover for all terms that appear in the supercover of Q, but not in Q (e.g., the synopses of Q3 and
Q2 may be used to answer Q1 by subtraction). The second step provides a rule for answering
Q by combining the results obtained from each relevant synopsis. This operation may be max-
imum or minimum (e.g., Q6 takes the maximum of Q4’s answer and Q5’s answer) addition (of
sums, counts, counters or sketches), or subtraction (instead of addition, if a supercover is found).
Finally, the third step returns a set of candidate queries for shared computation with Q. For
example, Q4 and Q5 are candidates for Q6. This procedure yields the following rules.
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SS4 A non-empty set of relevant synopses may be used by a new query, provided that the window
lengths of the matching synopses are at least as long as those of the new query3.
CS6 If the relevant synopses are of type running, interval, generalized RJ, or generalized IJ, then
the candidate queries, followed by the new query, may be executed together if they have
the same window lengths.
CS7 If the relevant synopses are of type basic interval or generalized BIJ, then the candidate
queries, followed by the new query, may be executed together.
Note that the soundness of the above framework follows from the distributive property of slid-
ing window synopses employed in this chapter—merging partial answers from multiple synopses
is equivalent to merging aggregated information (or frequency counts) from the intervals within
an individual synopsis. Details regarding finding a set of relevant synopses for an incoming query
as well as maintaining the sets of relevant synopses as queries come and go are orthogonal to this
work and are not discussed further.
Finally, note that with the exception of SS4, CS6, and CS7, the rules presented in this section
are universally applicable. That is, SS1 through SS3 should always be applied, rather than
building separate synopses for similar queries over shorter window sizes. Similarly, CS1 through
CS4 always lead to situations where at least some computation is amortized across multiple
queries. However, SS4, CS6, and CS7 represent a space-versus-time tradeoff because saving space
by sharing synopses may lead to higher query processing times (even though fewer synopses are
maintained, multiple synopses must be probed to answer some queries).
8.4 Multi-Query Scheduling
Having defined a set of rules for state and computation sharing, this section presents the second
component of the proposed solution, namely scheduling similar queries together in order to exploit
sharing opportunities. Section 8.4.1 begins with a novel definition of the semantics of the SLIDE
clause. Based upon this definition, an earliest-deadline-first scheduler is designed for periodically-
executed queries (Section 8.4.2). The scheduler is then extended to schedule multiple queries
together (Section 8.4.3). Finally, two improvements are given for synchronizing the schedules of
similar queries (Sections 8.4.4 and 8.4.5).
8.4.1 Semantics of Periodic Query Re-Execution
Consider query Q accessing one or more synopses. Recall that a synopsis is updated when its
buffer completes pre-aggregating the current interval, say [t − s, t] (s is the interval between
updates). This means that at time t, all the buffers that have been computing aggregates over
this interval are ready to send pre-aggregated values to the synopses. After all the updates have
3Recall from Section 8.2 that it is also possible to extend the time span of existing synopses if the new query
can tolerate a delay between its arrival and the time that it begins to produce answers.
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Figure 8.5: Semantics of periodic query re-execution
taken place at some time t + ε, the synopses reflect the state of their window(s) as of time t.
Assume that ε << s, i.e., there should be ample time between updates to execute queries.
Let Q have a SLIDE interval of 2s and let Q’s synopses have update times t + is, i ∈   . A
time line is illustrated in Figure 8.5, showing a re-execution of Q some time between t + ε and
t+s. The answer of Q reflects the state of its synopses as of time t. A SLIDE interval of ns means
that the number of times Q’s synopses are updated between consecutive re-executions should be
no more than n. Hence, the next re-evaluation of Q should reflect the state of the synopses as of
time t + 2s, therefore it should be done before time t + 3s, as illustrated. Note that the period of
a query must be a multiple of s (the inter-update interval of its synopses).
Two practical remarks regarding the above definition are worth making. First, by defining
only an upper bound on the number of synopsis updates between query re-executions, it is
assumed that queries may be refreshed more often than specified. This assumption has two
consequences. First, if the system is lightly loaded, then it may in fact be possible to re-execute
queries more often; had the definition assumed a rigid re-execution interval, the system would
experience periods of idle time during underload. Second, allowing a query to be refreshed sooner
than required enables the synchronization of its re-execution times with those of a similar query,
as illustrated in Figure 8.1(b). Again, had the definition required a fixed re-execution interval,
resource sharing would have been significantly limited, as illustrated in Figure 8.1(a).
The second remark involves using the words should rather than must in the definition of
periodic re-execution. This accommodates periods of overload, which are likely to occur due to
fluctuations in the query workload and stream arrival rates. More precisely, it is assumed that
for each periodic query, the DSMS must follow the above definition whenever possible, but is
permitted to break it if necessary. Consequently, the definition allows at least the following two
solutions for handling overload. First, the DSMS may drop a fraction of queries when overload is
detected and block users from re-registering the dropped queries until the overload has subsided.
Second, the DSMS may continue to re-execute all of its queries during overload, but temporarily
increase all of their periods. The second solution is assumed in the remainder of this chapter as
it ensures fairness across the query workload.
Finally, it may be argued that some users are interested in tracking events that are expected to
occur regularly, say every three minutes, and would therefore insist that their queries be refreshed
exactly every three minutes. However, these situations are different from the queries discussed
in this chapter in the following two ways. First, tracking a specific event is not a periodic query,
but rather a continuous query that keeps listening for new input and immediately reacts upon
observing the specified event (e.g., by raising an alarm). Second, event tracking corresponds to
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selection queries, possibly with complex predicates, rather than aggregation over sliding windows.
8.4.2 Earliest-Deadline-First Scheduling
Figure 8.5 suggests the following execution sequence: at time t, the system updates all the
synopses that are waiting for aggregates over (t − s, t], finds all the queries due for a refresh,
and attempts to execute them before the synopses are updated again. However, only shared
sets of synopses need to be synchronized. Thus, while the sequence that started at time t is
running, another sequence, corresponding to a different group of synopses and queries, may begin.
The remainder of this section deals with “local” scheduling of one task sequence, containing
queries that access the same group of synopses. The scheduling solutions are compatible with
any underlying “global” scheduler, e.g., allocating a weighted time slice to each local scheduler.
To reflect the SLIDE semantics defined above, each persistent query is modeled as a task Ti
with period n1s. Denote the rth re-execution of Ti as T
r
i and assign a time-until-deadline to
each task, denoted d(Ti), as follows. After T
r
i is done, set d(Ti) = ni. After each update of the
synopses, set d(Ti) = d(Ti)− 1. T ri is said to execute on-time if d(Ti) ≥ 0 when it is done. For
example, in Figure 8.5, d(Ti) = 2 after the query is executed, d(Ti) = 1 in the time interval
(t + s + ε, t + 2s], d(Ti) = 0 at time t + 2s + ε until the next re-execution of the query (i.e., the
query is executed on-time), and d(Ti) = 2 again after the re-execution.
Due to fluctuating stream arrival rates and changes in the query workload, it may not be
possible to estimate how long it will take to execute each T ri , nor is it possible to schedule all
tasks off-line. Consequently, the on-line earliest-deadline-first (EDF) algorithm [229] was chosen
as a starting point for a (local) query scheduler, and is presented as Algorithm 9. For now, each
query is scheduled separately. The algorithm maintains a task queue Q(T ) containing the current
query workload. New queries are translated into new tasks and added to Q(T ); queries whose
lifetimes have expired are removed. It is assumed that an update notification is sent when the
interval currently being pre-aggregated in the buffers fills up and the synopses are due for an
update. For clarity, Algorithm 9 and the remaining scheduling algorithms that will follow assume
that queries and window updates are executed in isolation. Nevertheless, the concurrency control
techniques presented in Chapter 7 are compatible with the scheduling algorithms described here.
The following observations regarding Algorithm 9 are worth noting:
• Even if Ti is re-executed late, d(Ti) is set to ni when it is done. The reasoning behind this
is that lateness may imply system overload, therefore attempting to make up for the late
re-execution by scheduling the next re-execution early could make the overload worse.
• Ties in line 7 may be broken arbitrarily. Alternatively, each query may be assigned a user-
defined priority, in which case the highest-priority task (of all the tasks whose deadline is
zero) is executed first.
• Algorithm 9 adaptively adjusts the query periods in response to system load. In underload,
some tasks may be executed before their d(Ti)-values reach zero. During overload, the
algorithm attempts to clear the backlog by executing queries with the largest negative
value of d(Ti). Since tasks may be executed when their d(Ti)-values are negative, their
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Algorithm 9 Local scheduler
Input: task periods ni, task queue Q(T )
Local variables: array d(Ti), initially d(Ti) = ni
1 loop
2 if update notification arrives then
3 update all synopses
4 decrement d(Ti) for all tasks Ti
5 end if
6 if Q(T ) is not empty then
7 execute task Ti with the lowest value of d(Ti)
8 reset d(Ti) = ni
9 end if
10 end loop
periods are lengthened implicitly. This behaviour may be thought of as a form of automatic
load shedding (recall Section 2.4.3).
8.4.3 Scheduling Multiple Queries Together
Recall the computation sharing rules, CS1 through CS7, presented in Section 8.3. They identify
which queries may be executed together if they are scheduled at the same time. Suppose that
an application of these rules returns a set of query groups G1, G2, . . . , Gq. Each group contains
queries that may have different SLIDE intervals, and, if the queries use basic interval or generalized
join synopses, they may also have different WINDOW lengths (by CS2, CS5, and CS7). In the
remainder of this section, suppose that group G1, contains seven queries, each computing MAX
over the same window, and using a single basic interval synopsis with s = 1 minute (by CS2,
queries within this group may have different window sizes). The WINDOW and SLIDE parameters
of the queries are as follows.
Q1: ... [WINDOW 10 min SLIDE 2 min]
Q2: ... [WINDOW 5 min SLIDE 2 min]
Q3: ... [WINDOW 6 min SLIDE 2 min]
Q4: ... [WINDOW 15 min SLIDE 3 min]
Q5: ... [WINDOW 12 min SLIDE 3 min]
Q6: ... [WINDOW 20 min SLIDE 5 min]
Q7: ... [WINDOW 30 min SLIDE 5 min]
To incorporate multi-query scheduling into Algorithm 9, each group Gi is defined to be a single
task Ti, with period ni equal to the shortest period among its queries. This technique is referred
to as aggressive scheduling. As illustrated in Figure 8.6(a), aggressive scheduling executes all
seven queries in G1 every two minutes. Another simple technique jointly executes similar queries
only if they are due for a refresh at the same time. This can be achieved by splitting each
group Gi into sub-groups, Gi,1, Gi,2, . . . , Gi,qi, containing queries with the same SLIDE interval.
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Algorithm 10 Conservative scheduler
Input: sub-group periods ni, task queue Q(T )
Local variables: array d(Ti,j), initially d(Ti,j) = ni,j
1 loop
2 if update notification arrives
3 update all synopses
4 decrement d(Ti,j) for all tasks Ti,j
5 end if
6 if Q(T ) is not empty
7 let v be the lowest d(Ti,j)-value of any task Ti,j
8 let V (T ) = {Ti,j | d(Ti,j) = v}
9 choose any task Ti,j from V (T )
10 jointly execute Ti,j and any other task Ti,m in V (T )
11 reset the d(T )-values of all tasks just executed
12 end if
13 end loop
Furthermore, each task Ti,j corresponds to all the queries in Gi,j , all of which are always executed
together. This technique is given the name conservative scheduling. In the above example, G1
is partitioned into G1,1 containing Q1, Q2 and Q3 (with n1,1 = 2 minutes), G1,2 containing Q4
and Q5 (with n1,2 = 3 minutes), and G1,3 containing Q6 and Q7 (with n1,3 = 5 minutes). The
resulting schedule is shown in Figure 8.6(b).
Algorithm 10 summarizes conservative scheduling. Line 10 ensures that queries across sub-
groups Gi,j of the same group Gi are executed together when the SLIDE intervals of different
sub-groups coincide. For instance, every six minutes, G1,1 and G1,2 may be executed together.
The meaning of “joint execution” in line 10 depends upon the computation sharing rule used
to create the group. In case of CS1 or CS4, the synopsis is scanned, the result is saved (e.g., a
sketch corresponding to the shared window length), and each query (separately) post-processes
it as appropriate. In case of CS2 or CS5, the synopsis is scanned from youngest interval to oldest
and queries over shorter windows are computed first. In case of CS3, then SUM and COUNT are
executed first by probing their respective synopses, and their answers are then divided to obtain
the average. In case of CS6, the predecessor queries are executed first and their answers are saved
for use by the new query. Finally, in case of CS7, the predecessor queries are executed first, but
answers over shorter windows may need to be saved for the new query. For example, if Q4 and
Q5 both have a window length of 10s, but Q6 has a window length of 8s, then, as Q4 and Q5 are
processed, the maximum over a window of length 8s is saved.
The following rule applies to Algorithm 10 and its improvements that will be discussed later
in this section.
CS8 If query Q is already registered with the system and another query, Q′, arrives that is
identical to Q (including the same window size) except that its period is longer, then Q′
can share the output stream of Q.
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Figure 8.6: Execution schedules of queries in group G1 using various scheduling techniques
In other words, if the system is already computing the same query (Q) more often, then it may as
well shorten the period of Q′ and re-use the results generated by Q. Note that when the lifetime
of Q expires, the period of Q′ may have to be reset to its original value and Q′ may need to be
relocated to a different sub-group Gi,j.
8.4.4 Hybrid Scheduling
The first improved scheduling technique is called hybrid scheduling. Using a relative cost model,
it determines whether some sub-groups should be re-executed more often in order to synchronize
their schedules with other sub-groups. The relative cost of a schedule may be computed by adding
the synopsis access costs (i.e., how many intervals are accessed and what is needed to combine
the pre-aggregated values from two intervals) as well as any post-processing costs (e.g., sorting
frequency counts to find the top-k largest ones or combining answers from multiple synopses).
Synopsis maintenance costs may be ignored as they do not vary across schedules. Hybrid schedul-
ing is introduced using queries Q1 through Q7 from Section 8.4.3; recall that they are partitioned
by conservative scheduling into three sub-groups: G1,1, G1,2, and G1,3.
The first step is to calculate the relative cost of a single re-execution of each sub-group. Given
that a basic interval synopsis is used, all the queries in G1,1 can be computed by scanning the
ten youngest intervals of the synopsis (answers over shorter windows, as needed by Q2 and Q3,
will be computed along the way). The cost is 9 (comparisons to determine the maximum of ten
maximum values stored in each interval). Similarly, the cost of G1,2 is 14 and the cost of G1,3 is
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29. Next, the execution cost of G1,1 and G1,2 is needed, as incurred by conservative scheduling
(recall Figure 8.6 (b)). Every six minutes (least-common-multiple of n1,1 and n1,2), both sub-
groups are executed together for a cost of 14 (again, while scanning the synopsis to compute the
maximum over the 15-minute window needed by Q4, the answers of other queries are computed
along the way). In the interim, G1,1 is executed separately twice, for a cost of 9 ∗ 2 = 18, and
G1,2 once for a cost of 14. The total cost is 46 per six minutes, or 7.67 per minute.
Now suppose that G1,2 is executed whenever G1,1 is due for a refresh. In this case, both
sub-groups are executed every two minutes. The cost per minute is 142 = 7. Therefore, the
best way to execute sub-groups G1,1 and G1,2 is to schedule them both with a period of two
minutes. In total, there are five possibilities: none of the sub-groups change their periods (which
corresponds to conservative scheduling and costs 11.63 per minute), G1,2 shortens its period to
two minutes (11.4 per minute), both G1,2 and G1,3 shorten their periods to two minutes (14.5
per minute), G1,3 changes its period to three minutes (12.67 per minute), and G1,3 shortens its
period to two minutes (16.83 per minute). Hybrid scheduling chooses the most efficient of these
five possibilities, namely reducing the period of G1,2 to that of G1,1 and always executing queries
in these two sub-groups together, as illustrated in Figure 8.6 (c).
Algorithm 10 may be used by hybrid scheduling without any modifications; the only difference
is that the periods of some sub-groups are shorter. Hybrid scheduling is expected to outperform
aggressive and conservative scheduling as it performs the right amount of sharing—whenever
appropriate, it shortens the periods of some queries in order to synchronize them with other
similar queries. However, hybrid scheduling is more expensive to maintain. As the query workload
changes, the cost of separate and merged execution of various sub-groups must be recomputed.
This is not expected to be a major source of overhead because the cost model is simple, and an
efficient schedule may be computed using dynamic programming and memorizing the execution
cost of overlapping subsets of sub-groups in order to prevent duplicate calculations.
At this point, it is worthwhile to revisit the observation made in Section 8.3.1 regarding the
choice of basic interval synopsis versus interval synopsis. Recall that the former uses half as much
space, but has slower query processing times. However, if a basic interval synopsis is always
accessed by at least blog b queries at the same time, then it outperforms the interval synopsis both
in space usage and query processing time. Since hybrid scheduling is likely to align the schedules
of similar queries, the breakpoint value of blog b queries is more likely to be achieved.
8.4.5 Additional Sharing during Overload
Additional computation sharing is possible during overload, when some tasks have negative
d(Ti,j)-values. Define the late set to contain all tasks Ti,j with d(Ti,j) < 0 and the pending
set to contain all tasks Ti,j with d(Ti,j) = 0. Suppose that a particular execution of queries in
sub-group G1,1 is late with d(T1,1) = −2. Suppose further that a particular execution of queries in
sub-group G1,2 is also late, but with d(T1,2) = −1. Although these two sub-groups may be sched-
uled together (they belong to the same group), Algorithm 10 (conservative scheduling) schedules
G1,1 and any other tasks with d(Ti,j)-values of −2, before moving on to G1,2. This is a missed
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Algorithm 11 Conservative/Hybrid scheduler with late-pending sharing
Input: sub-group periods ni, task queue Q(T )
Local variables: array d(Ti,j), initially d(Ti,j) = ni,j
1 loop
2 if update notification arrives
3 update all synopses
4 decrement d(Ti,j) for all tasks Ti,j
5 end if
6 if Q(T ) is not empty
7 let v be the lowest d(Ti,j)-value of any task Ti,j
8 if v < 0
9 let V (T ) = {Ti,j | d(Ti,j) ≤ 0}
10 else
11 let V (T ) = {Ti,j | d(Ti,j) = v}
12 end if
13 choose any task Ti,j from V (T )
14 jointly execute Ti,j and any other task Ti,m in V (T )
15 reset the d(T )-values of all tasks just executed
16 end if
17 end loop
sharing opportunity, which, if exploited, could help clear the overload faster. Thus, a possible
extension of conservative or hybrid scheduling, call it late sharing, schedules together matching
sub-groups in the entire late set, not only those which have the lowest d(Ti,j)-value.
There are possibilities for even more sharing. Suppose that, in addition to G1,1 and G1,2
being late, G1,3 has a value of d(T1,3) = 0 at the current time. It is possible to schedule all
three sub-groups together. Although this shifts some of the system resources away from clearing
the backlog of late tasks, it is beneficial in the long run because G1,3 will not become late
when the window slides again. Thus, the overall system throughput is likely to improve. This
technique is referred to as late-pending sharing and is summarized in Algorithm 11. It differs
from Algorithm 10 in that it defines V (T ) to be the union of the late set and pending set during
overload (lines 8 and 9). Note that late sharing could be implemented by replacing line 9 with
“let V (T ) = {Ti,j | d(Ti,j) < 0}”.
A possible schedule produced by hybrid scheduling with late-pending sharing in the context
of the example from Section 8.4.3 is illustrated in Figure 8.6(d). As indicated by the arrows,
suppose that G1,1 and G1,2 are late (with d(T1,1) = d(T1,2) = −1) and, at the same time, G1,3 is
pending (i.e., d(T1,3) = 0). All queries in all three sub-groups are executed together.
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8.5 Experimental Evaluation
8.5.1 Setting
The optimization rules and query scheduling techniques presented in this chapter were imple-
mented in the DSMS query manager from Chapter 7 and tested in the same environment. As in
the previous chapter, the input consists of simulated IP packet headers with randomly generated
attribute values. Initially, the number of distinct source and destination IP addresses is set to
1000 each, whereas the number of distinct protocols and ports is 100 each. The tested workload
consists of eight groups of periodic queries, each group computing top-k lists and quantiles over
the bandwidth usage for one of the following: source IP address, destination IP address, source-
destination pairs, protocol, port, and protocol-port pairs. Three workload sizes are considered:
five, 10, 20, or 30 queries per group, giving a total number of periodic queries of 40, 80, 160,
and 240, respectively. Each query has a randomly generated WINDOW length between 20 and 100
and a randomly generated SLIDE interval between one and half of its window length. Addition-
ally, one-time queries requesting bandwidth usage statistics for a random source IP address are
executed (one average) every second.
As per rule CS2, each group of periodic queries shares a basic interval synopsis storing appro-
priate counters. For simplicity, all the synopses are updated at the same time and all queries have
the same priority. One-time queries are served by a separate running synopsis. The queue Q(T )
(recall Algorithms 9 through 11) is implemented as a heap sorted by task deadlines. However,
rather than storing time-to-deadline values and decrementing them whenever the synopses are
updated, it stores the actual deadline times, which need to be revised and re-inserted into the
heap only after a task has been executed.
The variables measured in the experiments are throughput, in queries re-executed per second,
as well as the average latency per query, defined by the additional number of times its synopsis is
updated between re-executions. For example, if a query requests a SLIDE of two seconds (i.e., two
synopsis updates between re-executions) and the synopsis always slides three times between each
re-execution, then its average latency is one. However, if a query is re-executed too early, then
its latency remains at zero. Every experiment is repeated with two average data rates: 1500 and
3000 tuples per second. When using the higher data rate, the number of distinct values of all the
packet fields is doubled in order to force queries to do more work when generating answers (and
cause overload). Results of varying the window size are omitted as the effects are the same as
when the data rates change (in both cases, queries must access more data during re-execution).
Table 8.5.1 lists the scheduling techniques and their abbreviations. A baseline no-sharing
technique was also implemented; it is equivalent to Algorithm 9 with tasks corresponding to sub-
groups Gi,j. That is, no-sharing is similar to conservative scheduling, but does not execute two
matching sub-groups together, even if they are due for a refresh at the same time. Late sharing
and late-pending sharing were also added to conservative scheduling, but these always performed
worse than when used with hybrid scheduling, and therefore will not be discussed further.
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H -LS Hybrid scheduling with late sharing
H -LP Hybrid scheduling with late-pending sharing
Figure 8.7: Throughput measurements using a
data rate of 1500 tuples per second
Figure 8.8: Average latency measurements us-
ing a data rate of 1500 tuples per second
8.5.2 Results with Low Data Rate
Results of experiments with a data rate of 1500 tuples per second are presented first. Throughput
is shown in Figure 8.7 and average latency in Figure 8.8, for 40, 80, 160, and 240 queries. As
expected, No-S and CS have the lowest throughput, with the gap between them growing as
the number of queries increases and it is more likely that similar queries with different periods
will be due for a refresh at the same time. Similarly, No-S and CS have high latency—No-S is
particularly bad—even for a small number of queries, meaning that they cause system overload
easily (overload occurs when the average latency is above zero). Note that HS alone easily doubles
the throughput of CS and reduces its latency by an order of magnitude. In particular, HS was
found to routinely shorten the periods of more than half the sub-groups in order to enable shared
computation (recall Section 8.4.4). That is, if g sub-groups are used by conservative scheduling,
it was often the case that hybrid scheduling requires only g2 separately scheduled sub-groups
(tasks). Additional improvements in throughput and latency can be gained via H -LS and H -LP,
especially as the number of queries grows and the system falls into overload. Finally, note that
AS achieves good throughput, but poor latency. This is because many queries are needlessly
refreshed before their deadlines.
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Figure 8.9: Throughput measurements using a
data rate of 3000 tuples per second
Figure 8.10: Average latency measurements
using a data rate of 3000 tuples per second
8.5.3 Results with High Data Rate
Figures 8.9 and 8.10, respectively, graph the throughput and latency achieved with a data rate
of 3000 tuples per second. In general, latencies are now higher and throughput is lower for all
techniques due to heavier overload. No-S and CS continue to yield poor throughput and high
latency (extremely high latency in case of no-sharing). However, the relative improvement of
HS is now more modest, even though it continues to shorten the periods of more than half the
sub-groups so that the queries within are always re-executed together. On the other hand, H -LP
more than doubles the throughput of HS. Moreover, H -LP is the clear winner in throughput
and latency. This is because overload is now more severe, therefore exploiting additional sharing
opportunities across queries with different deadlines is crucial. Curiously, the throughput of AS
drops significantly in this experiment, most likely because it is now more costly to re-execute
queries, especially those over long window sizes that would normally be refreshed sporadically
(but are done frequently by AS).
8.5.4 Lessons Learned
Based upon the experimental results, HS alone significantly improves the overall throughput if
the system is underloaded or lightly overloaded. During overload, H -LP is the superior technique
as it is the clear winner in the second set of experiments.
8.6 Comparison with Related Work
In terms of multi-query optimization in DSMSs, much of the previous work concentrates on shared
execution of filters and joins [49, 84, 126, 155, 183, 253]. These works assume that incoming
tuples are processed immediately, typically by updating any materialized joins affected by the
new tuple and matching the new tuple against a query predicate index. This body of work is
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largely orthogonal to the framework introduced in this chapter and may be used to speed up the
processing of the continuous part of the shared query plan illustrated in Figure 8.2.
Of the four existing DSMS solutions that consider periodic query execution, one deals with
sharing state among simple aggregates, and proposes the running and interval synopses [16]. This
chapter extends that work by enlarging the set of supported queries and proposing computation
sharing rules in addition to state sharing. Another solution supports shared computation of
similar (distributive) aggregates with different group-by columns [271] and may be incorporated
into the rule set presented in Section 8.3. Furthermore, periodic re-evaluation of selections over
unbounded streams and joins of streams with tables is discussed in [52]. The system model is
similar to that illustrated in Figure 8.2 in that shared query plans are employed. Each query
has a buffer and, when due for re-execution, activates the shared plan which also computes new
results of similar queries into their buffers. Sliding windows are not used, therefore these new
results computed during the re-execution of a different query will not expire when the original
query is issued later on. Neither aggregation nor schedule synchronization are supported. Finally,
the fourth solution deals with multi-query optimization for aggregates over sliding windows with
different lengths and different selection predicates [156]. This work contains two steps that are
relevant (and also orthogonal) to the ideas outlined in this chapter. First, given a particular
workload, it is shown how to optimally reduce the number of intervals that need to be stored
in a basic interval synopsis. This modification is fully compatible with the approach presented
here. Second, different selection predicates are accommodated by storing query lineage within
each tuple. In particular, each tuple contains a bitmap that specifies which queries it satisfies
and aggregate values are pre-computed for each distinct bitmap vector. Effectively, this creates
a separate basic interval synopsis per bit vector (rather than storing a separate synopsis per
query). Hence, this technique is one possible implementation of the relevant synopsis creation
and matching process outlined in Section 8.3.3. Note that schedule synchronization was not
considered in [156].
The join synopses presented in Section 8.3.2 are based upon the calendar queue from Section
21, with appropriate extensions for multi-query processing. Computing approximate aggregates
over data stream joins has been discussed before [83, 94], but these two works did not consider
periodic updates of join synopses and sharing them across queries referencing joins with different
window lengths.
Semantics of sliding windows are defined in [167], wherein a periodically-sliding window is
represented as a sequence of overlapping extents. A new aggregate value is returned when an
extent closes, i.e., when no more tuples will be mapped to it. This definition corresponds to the
way in which synopses are updated: when the new interval computed by the buffer fills up, it is
inserted into the synopsis. However, the semantics of the SLIDE clause presented in Section 8.4.1
separate the underlying synopsis updates from query execution times since it is not possible to
execute all queries instantaneously after every window-slide.
Research on scheduling in DSMSs considers scheduling at the level of individual tuples and
operators, i.e., choosing which tuple(s) to process at any given time [20, 46, 142, 195]. The goals
are to bound the sizes of inter-operator queues or control output latency. Scheduling at the level
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of whole queries was not considered.
Also related to the scheduling approach described in this chapter is a deadline-based load
shedding framework described in [261], where a window-slide and all pending query re-executions
are dropped if the system can predict that there is insufficient time before the next window update
(i.e., the next deadline) to perform the scheduled tasks. The approach taken in this chapter is
different for the following two reasons. First, it does not require a mechanism for predicting
the cost of advancing the windows and re-executing queries. Second, query re-executions are
never dropped, but rather the periods of all queries are increased during overload. This avoids
situations in which a query with a long period has one of its re-executions dropped and must wait
a long time for the next refresh.
The earliest-deadline-first algorithm (EDF) was adapted to scheduling sliding window queries.
The dynamic nature of the query workload, lack of reliable estimates of task completion times,
and desire to prioritize late tasks rather than dropping them eliminate the use of other real-time
and job-shop scheduling algorithms, among them rate-monotonic, shortest-time-to-completion,
least-slack, and highest-value-first [3, 140]. Given that EDF is known to perform poorly during
overload [131], one may wonder why it was chosen as a basis for a DSMS query scheduler. The
answer is that EDF performs badly in terms of the goals of real-time systems, namely completing
as many tasks as possible before their deadlines. EDF is a poor choice in this case because it
gives priority to transactions which likely will not finish on time since their deadlines are very
close. However, EDF is a plausible technique in the context of a DSMS, where the goal is to
re-execute queries with the desired periods. Consequently, it is better to prioritize queries with
earliest re-execution deadlines rather than unnecessarily executing another query that is not yet
due for a refresh.
Moreover, it is known that EDF is optimal in terms of minimizing the maximum task lateness
[150]. However, one of the assumptions behind the proof is that tasks are executed separately.
An interesting area for future work involves finding an optimal scheduling algorithm for the
scenario presented in this chapter, namely shared execution of periodic tasks with the possibility
of overload. (both in terms of minimizing the maximum task lateness and maximizing system
throughput).
Finally, the rules from Section 8.3 are related to the extensive body of work on traditional
multi-query optimization [213] and answering queries using views [122], particularly in the context
of queries with aggregation and group-by [130, 225]. Much of this work is likely to be applicable in
the DSMS scenario and may be added to the framework presented in Section 8.3. Additionally,
in this chapter, novel rules have been proposed for detecting similar queries based upon the
properties of their aggregate functions (i.e., duplicate sensitivity and subtractability). Another
difference between traditional multi-query optimization and the DSMS multi-query optimization
framework proposed in this chapter is that the latter includes an additional step of synchronizing
the schedules of similar queries.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Summary of Contributions
The focus of this research was on sliding window query processing over unbounded data streams,
with an emphasis on persistent query semantics, query processing and optimization, and concur-
rency control. The central notion of update pattern awareness was introduced, which defines the
way in which the inputs and outputs of persistent queries change over time as new data arrive
on the stream and the windows slide forward (Chapter 3). The insight behind update pattern
awareness is that a DSMS can often predict the order in which data expire from the underlying
windows and intermediate operator state, unlike a traditional DBMS that deals with updates far
less frequently, but allows users to modify any piece of data at any time (subject to any integrity
constraints defined over the database). As a consequence, a data item present in a sliding win-
dow or intermediate operator state may often be associated with a lifetime of predictable length,
whereas the lifetime of a row in a relational table is typically unknown in advance. Update pat-
tern awareness was used to define the semantics of persistent queries, and build a framework for
sliding window query processing and optimization. Order-of-magnitude performance gains were
observed under various conditions, thereby identifying update-pattern-aware query processing as
one of two key issues in efficient support for DSMS applications occupying the middle of the
requirements spectrum illustrated in Figure 1.5.
In terms of sliding window maintenance, solutions were presented for efficient main-memory
storage of time-evolving data having equal or variable lifetimes (Chapter 3). The need to store
time-evolving data on disk was also motivated in the context of applications that perform off-line
stream mining and analysis. It was shown that existing work on indexing sliding windows on disk
applies only to data having fixed lifetimes. Next, an index was proposed for data items having
variable lifetimes (Chapter 4). The insight behind the solution was to simultaneously partition
the data by insertion and expiration times in order to ensure fast bulk-updates. In particular, the
proposed index employs update pattern information in order to avoid bringing the entire data set
into memory during an update. Significant improvements in index update times were observed,
especially for large data sets.
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Implementation and optimization of the sliding window join was also discussed (Chapter 5).
The impact of eager versus lazy evaluation and eager versus lazy expiration was shown, as was the
significance of the update patterns of the join inputs in terms of its implementation. Furthermore,
a join ordering heuristic was proposed after showing that the classical ordering heuristic based
upon join selectivities does not produce efficient orders in the context of sliding windows. The
improved heuristic takes into account the stream arrival rates as well as the window sizes and
examines only a small fraction of the possible join space.
Next, an update-pattern-aware algorithm was presented for detecting frequently occurring
item types in sliding windows (Chapter 6). The objective was to avoid storing and maintaining a
histogram of the entire window. However, rather than summarizing the underlying distribution of
item types in sub-linear space, the insight behind the solution was to maintain exact frequencies
of frequently occurring items in non-overlapping partitions of the sliding window. The proposed
algorithm was shown to perform well on bursty TCP/IP streams containing a small set of popular
item types.
A DSMS concurrency control mechanism was then motivated and developed (Chapter 7). It
was shown that a window may slide forward while it, or an associated synopsis data structure,
is scanned by a query. It was then explained that it is worthwhile to temporarily interrupt the
processing of a query in order to update the state of the window, but only if the query can read
the changes when resumed. The proposed solution was based upon a model that views DSMS
data access as a mix of concurrent read-only and write-only transactions. Conflict serializability
was shown to be insufficient in order to guarantee that suspended queries will read an up-to-date
state of the sliding window when restarted. This observation prompted the need for stronger
isolation levels for DSMSs running periodic queries over sliding windows. An update-pattern-
aware transaction scheduler was also developed for enforcing the new isolation levels. The idea
was to reorder the read operations of queries such that the tuples expected to expire next are not
read until the end of the transaction. The scheduler is provably optimal in reducing the number
of aborted transactions, and was experimentally shown to improve query freshness and response
times while maintaining high transaction throughput.
Finally, multi-query optimization was identified as the second of two key issues in DSMS query
processing over sliding windows (Chapter 8). The novel problem was that similar queries which
could potentially be executed together may have different periods (SLIDE intervals). As a result,
these queries are likely to be scheduled at different times, thereby missing the opportunity to share
resources. Two components of a multi-query optimization framework were presented. First, an
extensible set of rules was given for identifying which queries may share state and/or computation.
The rule set covered queries over individual windows and joins, and queries containing disjunctive
selection conditions. Second, a query scheduling algorithm was given that attempts to synchronize
the re-execution times of similar queries whenever possible, including during periods of system
overload. Experimental results showed the advantages of the proposed techniques in terms of
system throughput.
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9.2 Directions for Future Research
This research may be extended along the following lines.
• Update-pattern-aware query algebra: Chapter 3 introduced update pattern awareness
in terms of sliding window maintenance, operator implementation, and query optimization.
Adding update pattern awareness into a data stream algebra is a possibility for future
research. An example of a problem in this domain is finding a set of algebraic operators
that can express all possible weakest (or weak) non-monotonic queries.
• Optimization of strict non-monotonic queries: As discussed in Chapter 3, strict non-
monotonic queries, such as those over count-based windows or those containing negation,
are processed using the negative tuple approach. One way to speed up these types of queries
could be to reduce the number of negative tuples flowing through the plan. This may be
done by temporarily buffering some result tuples. For example, rather than producing
results of negation right away, the query could wait and see if a matching tuple will arrive
on the other input in the near future, which would cause a negative tuple to be produced
had the original result been appended to the output stream immediately.
• Adaptive query processing: A persistent query plan may need to be adjusted over time.
A possible question is whether update pattern awareness can also be used to improve the
adaptivity of sliding window query plans to changing stream conditions. For instance, plans
obtained by pulling up operators having complex update patterns may be more resilient
to changes in the stream arrival rates because the plan would be shielded from a sudden
increase in the number of negative tuples that must be processed. Another issue involves
increasing the robustness of the join ordering heuristic from Chapter 5. One possibility is
to overestimate the arrival rates of those streams which are expected to be more bursty
so that the chosen join order does not become significantly sub-optimal if the estimated
stream parameters deviate from the actual stream conditions.
• Sliding window join processing using materialized sub-results: Another possible
extension of Chapter 5 involves join ordering in the presence of materialized sub-results
(stored in update-pattern-aware data structures in order to minimize the view maintenance
costs) or, more generally, selection of sub-results to materialize if spare memory is available.
• Multi-query optimization: Chapter 8 dealt with multi-query optimization in the context
of periodic queries with aggregation (recall Figure 1.6). One possibility for future research
is to investigate shared processing of continuous queries, as in Chapter 3. For instance, if
two similar strict non-monotonic queries are executed using the same plan and one of the
queries references a smaller window than the other, then two sets of negative tuples may
need to be propagated—one to announce expirations from the larger window and one for
the smaller window. Furthermore, the rule set from Chapter 8 could be extended to cover
a wider range of queries. One particularly interesting type of queries are those containing
user-defined aggregates. It may be possible to identify similar parts of two different user-
defined aggregates and partially share state and/or computation.
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• Concurrency control for complex queries: Chapter 7 may be extended to investigate
concurrency control issues in complex query plans containing a number of pipelined window
operators. Another problem appears when the same sub-query occurs more than once within
a query, in which case the query may need to read the same data more than once during
its execution (unless the sub-query can be flattened).
• DSMS recovery: The treatment of DSMS concurrency control in Chapter 7 may also be
extended to include the semantics of data loss and crash recovery, e.g., loss of data for a
particular time interval, which might make it impossible for queries to read a full window.
• Update-pattern-aware DSMS security and access control: This is an important
problem because data streams, such as those transmitted by wireless sensors or generated
by Internet users, are more easily accessible than information stored in a private database.
As a simple example of a novel issue in this context, consider an application that stores
one or more sliding windows with confidential (or otherwise privileged) information. When
old data expire, should they be completely removed from the system, archived and remain
confidential, or available for access by a larger group of users?
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 4.1
This appendix presents a proof of Theorem 4.1 from Section 4.3, which asserts that round-
robin partitioning produces sub-indices whose sizes are more uniform than those created by
chronological partitioning. Recall the notation used in Chapter 4: n is the total number of sub-
indices1, S is the upper bound on the lifetimes of data items2, and ∆ is the interval between
two consecutive index updates3. Define p = S∆ to be the number of times the index must be
updated before all the data items initially present in the index have expired. Next, enumerate the
insertion timestamp (ts) and expiration timestamp (exp) ranges as one through p; for simplicity,
set exp = exp − S so that the two ranges are the same. Without loss of generality, suppose
that range 1 is the oldest and range p is the youngest. Furthermore, assume that p >
√
n,
i.e., each sub-index is required to span at least two refresh intervals (otherwise, each sub-index
would store tuples with one particular ts range and one particular exp range, and there would
be no difference between chronological partitioning and round-robin partitioning). Consequently,
the smallest value that p can take is 2
√
n, in which case each sub-index spans a time of two
refresh intervals of the insertion and expiration times. Given this notation and assumptions,
a 2x2 chronologically partitioned index from Figure 4.1 (repeated here as Figure A.1) may be
characterized as follows.
• I1 stores tuples with ts ranges of one through p2 and exp ranges of one through
p
2 .
• I2 stores tuples with ts ranges of one through p2 and exp ranges of
p
2 through p.
• I3 stores tuples with ts ranges of p2 through p and exp ranges of one through
p
2 .
• I4 stores tuples with ts ranges of p2 through p and exp ranges of
p
2 through p.
Similarly, a 2x2 round-robin partitioned index from Figure 4.2 (repeated here as Figure A.2)
may be summarized as follows.
• I1 stores tuples with ts ranges of 1, 3, . . . , p− 1 and exp ranges of 1, 3, . . . , p− 1.




n lower-level partitions, as proven to be optimal in Section 4.3.2.
2Assume that the distribution of lifetime lengths is uniform.
3Assume that the rate of insertion into the index is constant.
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Figure A.1: Example of a doubly partitioned index, showing an update at time 18 (bottom)
• I2 stores tuples with ts ranges of 1, 3, . . . , p− 1 and exp ranges of 2, 4, . . . , p.
• I3 stores tuples with ts ranges of 2, 4, . . . , p and exp ranges of 1, 3, . . . , p− 1.
• I4 stores tuples with ts ranges of 2, 4, . . . , p and exp ranges of 2, 4, . . . , p.
Define the size of a sub-index as the expected number of tuples that it stores. Assume that
one unit of size corresponds to the number tuples with some ts range i and some exp range j,
such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p and i ≥ j. Due to the assumption of uniform result generation rate and
uniform distribution of tuple lifetimes, all such range pairs contain the same number of tuples.
For instance, the number of tuples with ts = 1 and exp = 2 is assumed to be the same as the
number of tuples for which ts = 5 and exp = 7. Note that the expected number of tuples in the
entire index is 1+2+ . . .+ p (because there is one possible exp range for ts = 1, two possible exp
ranges for ts = 2, and so on), which is
p(p+1)
2 . The following two lemmas will be used to prove
Theorem 4.1.
Lemma A.1 Let varCh be the average variance of the sub-index sizes in chronological partition-




















index may be summarized as follows.
• I1 stores tuples with ts and exp ranges of one through p√n . Tuples with ts = 1 can only
have exp = 1, therefore there is one unit of them. Tuples with ts = 2 can have exp = 1 or
exp = 2, therefore there are two units of results with ts = 2. Continuing to p√
n
, there are p√
n
units of tuples with ts = p√
n











Figure A.2: Example of a round-robin doubly partitioned index, showing an update at time 18
(bottom)
• I2 stores tuples with ts ranges of one through p√n and exp ranges of
p√
n
+ 1 through 2p√
n
.
Since the exp time ranges are all greater than the ts time ranges, a tuple would have to
have a lifetime larger than the maximum lifetime S in order to reside in this sub-index, and
therefore I2 is empty. Similarly, each of I3 through I√n are empty.
• I√n+1, which is the first sub-index in the second insertion-time partition, stores tuples with




and exp ranges of one through p√
n
. Tuples with ts = p√
n
+ 1
can have exp = 1 up to exp = p√
n
, therefore there are p√
n
units of them. The situation
is similar for tuples with all the other ts values up to 2p√
n









• I√n+2 stores tuples with ts and exp ranges of p√n through
2p√
n
. Given that its ts and exp








• I√n+3 through I2√n are empty because their exp time ranges are greater than their ts time
ranges, similar to I2.






















• Continuing to the last insertion-time partition (In−√n+1 through In), all but In have size
p2
n
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partitioned index are as follows.







• Of the remaining n−√n sub-indices, half begin with size zero and half begin with size p2n .
Now consider the next p√
n
index updates. For each such update, I1 through I√n incur inser-
tions, I1, I√n+1, . . . , In−
√
n+1 incur deletions, and the remaining sub-indices do not change in
size. Using the same procedure as above, it can be shown that at the end of the p√
n
updates, the
size of I1 is the same (its ts range is always equivalent to its exp range), the size of the indices
which were only inserted into grows from zero to p
2
n
(their ts ranges are now younger than their




to zero (their exp ranges are now larger than their ts ranges).
After that, during the next p√
n
updates, the process repeats, with the exception that I√n+1
through I2
√
n incur insertions, I2, I
√
n+2, . . . , In−
√
n+2 incur deletions, and the remaining sub-




and drop down to zero. Furthermore, all the sub-indices which now only incur insertions
begin empty and grow to size p
2
n






2 , is inserted into
and deleted from, and does not change in size.
Continuing this analysis, a repeating sequence of p√
n
steps emerges, during which the sub-
indices evolve in size in the same way (though the set of indices which are inserted from and
deleted to changes). In particular, there are
√







of the remaining n−√n sub-indices, half begin with size zero and half begin with size p2n . After
each update, the former grow by p√
n
and the latter decrease by p√
n
.
Now, to obtain varCh, it suffices to add the variance of the
√
n sub-indices whose size does
not change, and average the possible sizes of the remaining sub-indices. Recall that the entire
index is expected to have size p(p+1)2 . Thus, the mean sub-index size is µ =
p(p+1)
















































































n round-robin index may be
summarized as follows.
• I1 stores tuples with ts and exp ranges of 1,
√
n+1, . . . , n−√n+1. Tuples with ts = 1 can
only have exp = 1, therefore there is one unit of them. Tuples with ts =
√
n + 1 can have
exp = 1 or exp =
√
n + 1, therefore there are two units of them. Continuing to n−√n + 1,
the possible exp values are
√
n + 1, . . . , n− √n + 1, therefore there are p√
n
units of tuples







• I2 stores tuples with ts ranges of 1,
√
n+1, . . . , n−√n+1 and exp ranges of 2,√n+2, . . . , n−√
n + 2. There are no tuples with ts = 1 (they can only have exp = 1, meaning that they
would in fact be stored in I1). Tuples with ts =
√
n + 1 can only have exp = 2, therefore
there is one unit of them. Tuples with ts = 2
√
n + 1 can have exp = 2 or exp =
√
n + 2,
therefore there are two units of them. Continuing to ts = n−√n+1, the possible ts values
are 2,
√
n+2, . . . , n−2√n+2, therefore there are p√
n
−1 units of tuples with ts = n−√n+1.
The total size of I2 is 1 + 2 + . . . +
p√
n






































































2 . From then on, every update
accesses a different set of sub-indices, but it can be shown that the
√
n − 1 sub-indices that











2 , whereas the
√
n − 1 sub-indices











2 (and the single index that
incurs insertions and deletions does not change in size). Therefore, a round-robin index goes
























2 . Consequently, the average variance of sub-index sizes is as follows (recall
that µ = p(p+1)2n is the mean sub-index size).


























































































Theorem A.1 (Theorem 4.1 from Section 4.3) The average variance of sub-index sizes us-
ing round-robin partitioning is lower than the average variance of sub-index sizes using chrono-
logical partitioning.



























































By taking partial derivatives of d with respect to n and p and setting them to zero, it can be
shown that d is positive for all values of n and p considered here (i.e., n ≥ 4 since a two level-index
has at least two sub-indices and p ≥ 2√n, as explained earlier). Therefore, the difference in the
average sub-index variance of chronological partitioning versus round-robin partitioning is always
positive.
2
